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2013-14 ArkAnsAs GymnAstiCs roster
nAme Pos. ht. yr. exP. hometown (Prev sChool)
Emily Bates  V, UB, FX  5-6  Fr.  HS  Visalia, Calif. (Central California Gymnastics )
Stephani Canizaro  AA  5-1  Jr.  1L  Nesbit, Miss. (Gymstars Gymnastics)
Sydnie Dillard  BB, FX  5-4  So.  1L  Fairview, Texas (Eagles Wings)
Cailee Ellsworth  UB, BB, FX  5-3  Jr.  TR  Allen, Texas (Texas Woman’s/WOGA)
Heather Elswick  V, FX  5-2  So.  1L  Austin, Texas (Capital Gym.)
Erin Freier  AA  5-7  So.  1L  Westland, Mich. (Euro Stars Gymnastics)
Keara Glover  UB, BB  5-9  So.  1L  Oklahoma City, Okla. (Dynamo Gymnastics)
Katherine Grable  AA  5-0  Sr.  3L  Oshkosh, Wis. (Oshkosh Gymnastics Center)
Samantha Nelson  AA  4-11  Fr.  HS  Peabody, Ma. (Ace Gymnastics)
Paris Ryder  AA  5-0  Fr.  HS  Dix Hills, NY (GMGC Huntington )
Shelby Salmon  UB, BB  5-4  Sr.  3L  Noblesville, Ind. (Sharp’s Gymnastics Academy)
Amanda Wellick  AA  5-6  Fr.  HS  Wheaton, Ill. (Legacy Elite Gymnastics)
Scarlett Williams  V, BB  5-5  Sr.  2L  Baton Rouge, La. (Elite Gymnastics)
Bailee Zumwalde  V, FX  5-1  Sr.  3L  St. Cloud, Minn. (Twin City Twisters Gymnastics)
Co-head Coach:  Mark Cook (Chico State, 1977)   12th Year
Co-head Coach: René Lyst (Penn State, 1993)   12th Year
Assistant Coach: Samantha Cortez (Arkansas, 2008)   3rd Year
Director of Gymnastics Operations; Jaime Pisani (Arkansas, 2012) 2nd Year
managers:  Amanda Schoenbaum, Ryan Snider
2014 ArkAnsAs sCheDUle
DAte oPPonent loCAtion time (Ct)
Fri., Jan. 10   western michigan, Bridgeport  FAyetteville    7:00 p.m.  
Fri., Jan. 17   Missouri *  Columbia, Mo.    7:00 p.m.  
Fri., Jan. 24   Alabama *  Tuscaloosa, Ala.    7:30 p.m.  
Fri., Jan. 31   Auburn *  FAyetteville    7:00 p.m.  
Fri., Feb. 7   lsU *  FAyetteville    7:00 p.m.  
Fri., Feb. 14   Florida *  Gainesville, Fla.    7:00 p.m.  
Fri., Feb. 21   kentucky *  FAyetteville    7:00 p.m.  
Fri., Feb. 28   Georgia *  Athens, Ga.    7:00 p.m.  
Sat., March 08   Nebraska  Lincoln, Neb.    6:00 p.m.  
Fri., march 14   oklahoma  FAyetteville    7:00 p.m.  
SEC Championship
Sat., March 22   SEC Championship  Birmingham, Ala.    4:00 p.m.  
nCAA regional Championship
sat., April 5   nCAA regional Championship  FAyetteville    4:00 p.m.  
NCAA Championship
Fri., April 18 - Sun, April 20   NCAA Championship  Birmingham, Ala.    TBA
*SEC Opponent
QUiCk FACts
Location:  Fayetteville, Ark.
Enrollment:  25,365
Founded:  1871
Colors:  Cardinal (PMS 202) and White
Nickname:  Razorbacks
Conference:  Southeastern
Arena (Capacity):  Barnhill Arena (8,500)
All-Time Arena Record:  44-36-2 (.537), 11 years
First Meet in Arena: L to No. 16 Denver, 196.425-193.300, 2003
Largest Crowd:  5,537 vs. No. 25 LSU, 1-20-12
UA ADministrAtion
UA Chancellor:  Dr. G. David Gearheart (Westminster College, 1974)
System President:  Dr. B. Alan Sugg (Arkansas, 1960)
Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics:  Jeff Long (Ohio Wesleyan, 1982)
Exec. Assoc. AD and Assoc. Vice Chancellor:  Bev Lewis (Central Mich., 1979)
Faculty Representative:  Sharon Hunt (Arkansas, 1973)
UA CoAChinG stAFF
Co-Head Coach:  Mark Cook (Chico St., 1977)/12th year
Co-Head Coach:  René Lyst (Penn St., 1993)/12th year
School Record:  149-173-4 (.457), 11 years
Mark’s Career Record:  185-185-4 (.495), 15 years
René’s Career Record:  149-173-4 (.455), 11 years
Assistant Coach:  Samantha Cortez (Arkansas, 2008)/3rd year
Director of Gym Operations:  Jaime Pisani (Arkansas, 2012)/2nd year
Athletic Trainer: Jason Traxson (Arkansas, 2008)
Managers:  Amanda Schoenbaum, Ryan Snider
Office Phone:  479-575-4479
Office Fax:  479-575-6525
UA CommUniCAtions
Gymnastics Contact:  Stephen McGowan
E-mail: jmcgowan@uark.edu
Office Phone:  479-575-2751
Office Fax:  479-575-7481
Athletic Web Site:  www.ArkansasRazorbacks.com
Facebook: Arkansas Razorback Gymnastics
Twitter: @RazorbackGym
Barnhill Arena Press Row:  479-575-4422
Arkansas Ticket Office:  479-575-5151; 800-982-HOGS (4647)
2013 review
Record:  12-18-1
SEC Record: 1-5-1
SEC Championships:  6th
NCAA Corvallis Regional:  2nd
NCAA Championship Session II: 6th  
NCAA Super Six:  N/A
Final National Ranking: 10th  
Highest Ranking During Year: #9 
2014 Preview
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 9/3
returnees:  (9)
Stephani Canizaro 5-1 JR Nesbit, Miss.
Sydnie Dillard 5-4 SO Fairview, Texas
Heather Elswick 5-2 SO Austin, Texas
Erin Freier  5-7 SO Westland, Mich.
Keara Glover 5-9 SO Oklahoma City, Okla.
Katherine Grable 5-0 SR Oshkosh, Wis.
Shelby Salmon 5-4 SR Noblesville, Ind.
Scarlett Williams 5-5 SR Baton Rouge, La.
Bailee Zumwalde 5-0 SR St. Cloud, Minn.
newcomers:  (5)
Emily Bates  5-6  FR   Visalia, Calif.
Cailee Ellsworth 5-3 JR (TR) Allen, Texas 
Samantha Nelson  4-11  FR   Peabody, Ma.
Paris Ryder  5-0  FR   Dix Hills, NY 
Amanda Wellick  5-6  FR   Wheaton, Ill.
letterwinners lost:  (3)
Amy Borsellino  5-1  SR Boonton, N.J.
Kelci Lewis  5-1  SR  Collinsville, Okla.
Jordan Salsberg  5-2  SR Gulfport, Miss. 
All-AmeriCAns retUrninG (events):
Stephani Canizaro (2nd – FX, 2012); Katherine Grable (1st - AA, FX, 2013;  
 1st – BB, 2nd – V, 2012; 1st – FX, 2nd – V, 2011);
 Bailee Zumwalde (2nd – FX, 2012)
nCAA inDiviDUAl event FinAlist retUrninG:
Katherine Grable: 6th - FX - 2013
 6th - BB - 2012
 t9th - FX - 2011
UA All-time reCorDs
Overall: 149-173-4 (.457), 11 years
SEC:  25-40-2 (.373),  11 years
Fall from apparatus or on floor 0.5
Stepping out of bounds (floor exercise) 0.1
Heavy brush of feet, or hand touch on floor 0.3
Presentation to judge omitted (before or after 
exercise)
0.1
Intermediate swing (bars) 0.3
Concentration pauses longer than two seconds 0.1
Coach blocking judges’ view 0.2
Competing out of order (taken from the team 
score
0.1
“Up to the competition level” deduction 0.1
Vault/Gymnasts Value
Yurchenko 1/2 on pike front with half twist: 
katherine Grable
10.0
Yurchenko full:
emily Bates
stephani Canizaro
heather elswick
Paris ryder
Amanda wellick
Bailee Zumwalde
10.0
Yurchenko layout with half twist:
scarlett williams
10.0
Tsukahara layout with full twist:
samantha nelson
10.0
GymnAstiCs sCorinG
stephani Canizaro Game On by District 78 
sydnie Dillard Tzelma from Cirque du Soleil O 
heather elswick Panera En Libertad and Jazz 
Machine from the movie Dance 
with Me 
erin Freier Hello Zepp from Saw 
katherine Grable black skinhead and blood on the 
leaves - kayne west and Incred-
ible by carnage and borge
samantha nelson I’m Shipping Up to Boston by 
Dropkick Murphys 
Paris ryder The Coliseum from the Madden 
video game 
Amanda wellick Brotsjor and Til Enda by Olaf 
Arnalds 
Bailee Zumwalde Bom Bom by Sam and the 
Womp 
In collegiate team competition, six gymnasts perform 
on each of the four apparatus. The five best scores per 
event are added together to make up the cumulative 
team total.
 
At least two judges are required to evaluate an athlete’s 
performance. Choices of elements “up to the competition 
level” are defined by basic requirements for each event. 
The scores are averaged to arrive at a final mark. 
GenerAl DeDUCtions 
Other deductions are taken, usually up to and no more 
than 0.3, for such things as bent arms and legs, or sepa-
ration of legs. 
vAUlt 
Vaulting requires speed, quickness and explosive power. 
Vaults are divided into three categories: handspring, 
Tsukahara and round-off entry. Deductions are taken 
for technical errors in the areas of preflight (approach to 
the horse) and after flight (distance and height) from the 
horse to point of landing. 
2014 razorback vaults
Gymnastics skills are divided into different categories 
(A,B,C,D,E), with E containing the exceptionally difficult 
skills. An asterisk denotes E-level skills (*). 
Uneven BArs 
At least two elements must be on the low bar. Good 
composition includes elements showing great amplitude, 
several bar changes, grip changes and direction changes. 
Pauses for concentration, intermediate swings and un-
characteristic elements are to be avoided. After a fall, 
the gymnast must resume the exercise within 30 sec-
onds. 
razorbacks to watch in 2014: 
shelby salmon (Career: 9.925; 2013 Best: 9.90)
katherine Grable (Career: 9.90; 2013 Best: 9.875)
erin Frier (Career: 9.875; 2013 Best: 9.875)
stephani Canizaro (Career: 9.825; 2013 Best: Red-
shirt)
BAlAnCe BeAm 
The beam routine should be composed of elements from 
the following groups: acrobatic elements with and with-
out flight, strength elements such as turns, leaps, body 
waves and running steps. Special requirements of this 
event are an acrobatic series, a gymnastics series, a full 
turn and a leap.   The balance beam is 16 feet long, four 
feet high and only four inches wide. The entire routine 
must last between 30 seconds and one and a half min-
utes. A bell is rung at the 1:20 mark of the routine.  If 
the gymnast does not complete the routine at the end 
of one and a half minutes, an overtime penalty of .10 
is deducted from the score. There is no under-time de-
duction. Requirements for the beam (failure to complete 
requirements results in .2 start value deduction) include:
1. Acro series: Minimum of two (2) flight elements, 
one element must be a minimum of C with or with-
out hand sup¬port (both elements must start and 
finish on the beam). 
2. Dance series with a minimum of two (2) elements, 
one element C or higher. 
3. A leap or jump requiring 180 degree split (this may 
be part of the dance series). 
4. Minimum of 360 degree turn. No hand support 
permitted. 
5. Minimum of C dismount or B dismount proceeded 
by and directly connected to any C element (acro 
or dance). 
razorbacks to watch in 2014: 
katherine Grable: Inward 1/1 turn, front aerial + back 
handspring + layout, switch leg leap + split, kickover 
front + straddle jump, beat jump + ring jump, round off 
+ 2/1 pike
shelby salmon: Back handspring + layout, full turn, 
front aerial + straddle jump, switch leg leap + split jump, 
side aerial + tuck 1 1/2
sydnie Dillard: Front aerial + back handspring + lay-
out, 1/1 turn, cat leap + side somi, switch leg leap + 
wolf jump, side aerial + split jump, round off + 11/2 
twist
erin Freier: Beat jump + double stag ring jump, back 
handspring + layout + side aerial, switch leg leap + split 
jump, 1/1 turn, cat leap + gainer layout full off side
Floor exerCise 
The composition of the exercise must show harmony 
between gymnastics and acrobatic elements, create dy-
namic changes in rhythm and levels and show versatile 
use of the entire floor area. The exercise must contain 
two different acrobatic series and one series must con-
tain at least two saltos. The musical accompaniment is 
to be instrumental only. The exercise must last between 
1:10 and 1:30 minutes. The “competition level” for floor 
exercise are defined by the basic standards (failure to 
meet competition level is a .10 deduction): 
1. One acro series with two (2) saltos (same or dif-
ferent). 
2. Three different saltos within the exercise. 
3. Dance series with a minimum of two (2) elements 
(leaps - one must be off of one foot that includes a 
180 degree split; jumps) 
4. One tumbling pass with a D salto or higher 
5. An acro dismount with a C in bonus combination 
OR a minimum of a D skill 
razorbacks to watch in 2014: 
katherine Grable:  Round off + back handspring + 1/2 
in-1/2 out, tour jete 1/2 + split full, round off + 1 1/2 
twist + front full + front barani step out, round off = 
back handspring + double pike, switch ring leap
Bailee Zumwalde: Round off + whip + double pike, 
front handspring + front 2/1, switch side 1/2 + wolf 
1/1, round off + 1 1/2 twist + front layout
heather elswick: Round off + back handspring +dou-
ble pike, round off + layout 1 1/2 + front layout, switch 
side leap + wolf 1/1, round off + back handspring + 
double tuck
sydnie Dillard: Round off + back handspring + double 
pike, Switch ring leap + wolf hop 1/1, round off + back 
handspring + layout 1 1/2 + front layout, front hand-
spring + rudi
razorback Floor music
ArkAnsAs vs. GeorGiA
 The 12th-ranked University of Arkansas gymnastics team opened the sea-
son with 11th-ranked Georgia stringing together many standout performances 
on the evening, highlighted by junior Katherine Grable’s win in the all-around 
competition.    
 Grable led the all-around competition from the get-go with a team-high 
9.875 on the vault to open the meet. However, Grable saved her best for last 
as she recorded a 9.925, the highest score of the night, on the floor to close 
out the meet against the Gym Dogs.
DillArD nAmeD seC FreshmAn oF the week
 After the first collegiate meet of her career, freshman Sydnie Dillard was 
named the Southeastern Conference Freshman of the week, the league an-
nounced.
 Dillard, from Fairview, Texas, tied for second on the beam with a 9.875 
which she shared with All-American Katherine Grable for the team high score. 
Dillard also had a 9.85 on floor which earned her a third-place finish for the 
meet and second place on the team.
 The SEC award was the first of her career. Dillard was the eighth Razorback 
to earn SEC honors, joining Dana McQuillin, Katie Hardman, Cassie Drew, Mi-
chelle Stout, Casey Jo Magee, Jaime Pisani and Katherine Grable.
Freshmen tie For event titles At kentUCky
 Freshmen Heather Elswick and Sydnie Dillard each tied for individual event 
titles leading the ninth-ranked Razorback gymnastics team to a 193.075 
against Kentucky in Memorial Gym.
 Elswick stuck a Yurchenko layout full vault to share the title for the meet 
and Dillard was solid on the balance beam with a stuck dismount as both 
scored a 9.825.
 Senior All-American Amy Borsellino finished second in the all-around compe-
tition with a 38.725, led by a pair of 9.775’s on the vault and bars.
GrABle AnD Freier tAke event titles in UPset
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable and freshman Erin Freier claimed event 
titles as the Arkansas’ gymnastics team upset No. 11 Denver in Barnhill Arena.
 Grable stuck her vault landing for a 9.875 to claim the event title. She also 
claimed a 9.875 on the floor to take that title as well. Freier recorded a 9.850 
on the bars to lead the Razorbacks and take the event title for the meet.
 The Razorbacks outscored the No. 11 Pioneers, 195.475-195.125.
 Grable would also take the all-around title with a score of 39.350 followed 
by fellow All-American Amy Borsellino with a score of 39.200.
reCorD niGht For no. 22 rAZorBACks
 All-American’s Amy Borsellino, Katherine Grable, Bailee Zumwalde, Kelci 
Lewis, junior Shelby Salmon and freshmen Erin Freier and Heather Elswick 
each picked up record marks for the No. 22 Arkansas’ gymnastics team in a 
loss to the No. 1 Florida Gators in Barnhill Arena, 197.575-196.175.
 Grable scored a season-high on the vault with a 9.90 to start the Razor-
backs off.  Borsellino stuck her bars landing for a 9.85 and a career high for 
the event. Salmon and Freier would each score a 9.875 to post their season 
high scores.
 In the final rotation of the night for the Razorbacks, Zumwalde, Elswick, 
Dillard and Lewis each recorded season highs with 9.85 on the floor. Borsellino 
would match her career high of 9.90 and Grable would match her career high 
of 9.95 to lead the Razorbacks to a 49.400 for the event to beat Florida on the 
floor 49.400-49.275.
 The Razorbacks also picked up season high scores for the vault rotation 
with a 49.150, the bars rotation with a 49.250 and finished off the meet with 
the 49.400 on the floor.
syDnie DillArD
2013 GymnAstiCs review
JUniors CAPtUre event titles At no. 15 AUBUrn
 Junior Shelby Salmon took the bars title outright while All-American Kath-
erine Grable tied for the vault and beam titles, as the No. 19 University of Ar-
kansas gymnastics team was outscored by the No. 15 Auburn Tigers 196.325-
195.650.
rAZorBACks Post GooD roAD sCore At lsU
 Razorbacks posted good road score at LSU - Freshman Sydnie Dillard nailed 
her front aerial to a one-handed back-hand spring to claim the beam title, as 
the No. 20 University of Arkansas gymnastics team was outscored by the No. 
7 LSU Tigers,196.825-195.625.
seAson hiGh sCore For rAZorBACks
 Seniors All-Americans Kelci Lewis and Amy Borsellino take event titles as 
the No. 19 University of Arkansas gymnastic team picks up its third highest 
score in program history in a tie with No. 4 Alabama, 197.100-197.100.
 Junior Katherine Grable led the vault rotation to the third best score in pro-
gram history posting a 49.425 with a 9.95 to share a piece of the event title. 
Freshman Erin Freier recorded a season high and a share of the beam title 
with a 9.90. While seniors Lewis and Borsellino collected outright floor and 
all-around titles, respectively.
lewis nAmeD seC sPeCiAlist oF the week
 After a pair of career best 9.925’s on the vault and floor against Alabama, 
senior All-American Kelci Lewis has been named the Southeastern Conference 
Specialist of the Week.
 Lewis competed in two events for the Razorbacks as Arkansas tied Alabama 
197.100-197.100. She recorded a 9.925 on vault as the Razorbacks totaled 
49.425 on the apparatus, the third highest vault rotation in school history.
 Lewis later won the floor exercise with a 9.925 and led Arkansas to a 
49.350 in that event, helping secure the tie with Alabama.
 The SEC award is the first of her career. Lewis is the ninth Razorback to 
earn SEC honors, joining Dana McQuillin, Katie Hardman, Cassie Drew, Mi-
chelle Stout, Casey Jo Magee, Jaime Pisani, Katherine Grable and Sydnie Dil-
lard.
rAZorBACks win on senior niGht
 Seniors Kelci Lewis, Amy Borsellino and Jordan Salsberg competed in Barn-
hill Arena for the last time in their careers as the No. 25 University of Arkan-
sas gymnastics team scored a 196.650, picking up its first quad-meet win 
of the season against the University of Missouri Tigers 194.300; Centenary, 
190.525 and Lindenwood, 191.125.
 Junior Katherine Grable led the vault and beam rotations with a 9.90 and 
9.875, respectively, to take the event titles as well. Grable would also lead the 
floor rotation to tie the fifth-best score in program history of 49.400 with a 
9.95. Junior Shelby Salmon claimed her second bars title of the season with a 
9.90 for the event.
reCorD stUDent AttenDAnCe At home meets
 The University of Arkansas gymnastics team was featured in five home 
meets this season with more than 17,000 fans in attendance, including over 
5,100 students.
 A season high 5,278 fans came to support the Razorbacks for the dual meet 
with Florida, which ranks as the fourth-largest crowd in program history. Dur-
ing that meet, there were over 2,300 students in attendance. The 2013 home 
season had the highest student attendance in program history.
ArkAnsAs Posts Best roAD sCore oF the seAson
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable takes a pair of titles as the No. 24 
University of Arkansas gymnastics team scored a 196.350, the team’s best 
road score of the season as they finish second in a quad meet at the University 
of Minnesota, 196.450; Centenary, 190.525 and Nebraska, 196.100.
 Grable finished tied for first in the all-around competition as well as on the 
beam. Shelby Salmon finished second on the bars followed by fellow Razor-
back Amy Borsellino who finished third. Grable would add a second place finish 
on the vault and a third place finish on the floor as well.
kelCi lewis
2013 GymnAstiCs review
lewis nAmeD to seC CommUnity serviCe teAm
 University of Arkansas senior Kelci Lewis was selected to the Southeastern 
Conference Community Service team the league office announced.
 The Collinsville, Okla., native was active in community events throughout 
her career as a Razorback. This year, she has participated in a number of 
events including Book Hogs Read To Win Program (reading to area elementary 
students in Northwest Arkansas), Sweat Hawgs Program (encouraging young 
people to get active), SEC Together We CAN (Canned Food Drive), Birthday 
Party With the Gym Backs, Angel Tree Salvation Army, Shop With SAAC for 
Christmas, Santa Meet Awards in Barnhill (presenting awards to young gym-
nasts), Lift Up America, (Feeding The Hunger in Northwest Arkansas), America 
Heart Walk, and many more.
 Lewis participated in the Razorback Leadership Academy since 2011, a 
member of SAAC (Student-Athlete Advisory Committee) since 2012 and she 
has served as the SAAC Service Learning Chair Person since 2011.
   
rAZorBACks set seAson hiGh roAD sCore At UClA
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable placed second in the all-around compe-
tition as the No. 15 University of Arkansas gymnastics team scored a 196.600, 
the team’s best road score of the season as they finish second behind the No. 8 
UCLA Bruins who scored a 197.425.  
 Grable finished tied for third in the vault, beam and floor competition, while 
junior Shelby Salmon and freshman Erin Freier finished tied for second on the 
bars as the team picked up season-high road scores in back-to-back meets.
Best sCore in ProGrAm history A seC ChAmPionshiPs
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable won the all-around title in Session I 
as the University of Arkansas gymnastics team posted its highest finish at an 
SEC Championship of 196.400 and placed second in session one of the meet. 
Auburn would finish first in the session with a 196.550, Missouri would finish 
third with a 195.525, followed by Kentucky with a 194.600.
FoUr GymnAsts eArn All-seC honors
 Four University of Arkansas gymnasts were selected for 2013 Gymnastics 
Southeastern Conference Awards. Katherine Grable and Kelci Lewis were 
named to the All-SEC team, while Keara Glover and Sydnie Dillard were se-
lected to the SEC All-Freshman team. The Razorbacks’ four SEC selections 
represent the largest single-season collection in program history.
 Grable earned All-SEC for the second time in her career, for her performanc-
es at the SEC Championship by winning the vault, floor and all-around competi-
tions in the Razorbacks’ session. Grable won the all-around competition with a 
39.375, the vault with a 9.875 and the floor with a 9.925.
 This was the first All-SEC honor for Lewis. She recorded a 9.90 on the floor 
competition to finish second in the session at the SEC Championship. Lewis 
was also named to the SEC Community Service team for the second consecu-
tive year earlier this season.
 Glover and Dillard were just the second and third Razorback gymnasts to 
earn All-SEC accolades their freshman season joining Grable in 2011. Glover 
went first-up on the bars competition in the Razorbacks session and posted a 
9.80 which would be good enough for second-place for the session. Dillard, on 
the beam, recorded a 9.875 during the session to earn her a second-place finish 
for the event as well.
rAZorBACks PUnCh tiCket to nCAA ChAmPionshiP
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable won three event titles as the third-
seeded Razorbacks scored a program best at an NCAA Regional of 196.950 to 
clinch a trip to the NCAA Championship meet for the sixth-straight year.
 Grable started the meet by matching her career-best marks on the floor and 
the vault with 9.95’s, each of the marks were worthy of first-place finishes 
on the events. Grable finished with a season-best 39.650 to win the all-around 
competition as well.
 Arkansas finished second in the meet behind Georgia with a 197.425, and 
ahead of Arizona State with a 195.700, Oregon State with a 195.375, Boise 
State with a 195.350 and California with a 195.125
2013 GymnAstiCs review
GrABle nAmeD reGUlAr seAson All-AmeriCAn
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable has been named to the National Asso-
ciation of Collegiate Women’s Gymnastic Coaches (NACGC/W) Regular Season 
All-American Team. Grable has been awarded honors for second-team status 
on the all-around competition and the floor exercise. Grable is the first Razor-
back to receive this award.
 Grable finished the season ranked No. 14 in both the all-around competition 
as well as the vault. Grable’s all-around regional qualifying score was 39.450 
in the all-around and a 9.915 on the floor.
 This was the inaugural year for regular season All-American honors for the 
NACGC/W. The awards were given out based on a gymnasts’ rankings at the 
end of the regular season.
ArkAnsAs Finishes 10th At nCAA ChAmPionshiP
 Junior Katherine Grable earned two All-America honors as the No. 11 Razor-
backs posted the fifth-best score at an NCAA Championship with a 196.150 
to finish 10th in the nation.
 Grable tied for first-place overall on the floor to end the meet and earn first-
team All-America honors. She finished with a 39.475 in the all-around competi-
tion to earn her second first-team All-America honors for the meet.
 Seniors Amy Borsellino, Kelci Lewis and Jordan Salsberg competed for the 
last time as a Razorback while helping their team reach the NCAA Champion-
ship meet for the sixth-straight year. Borsellino scored a 38.500 in the all-
around, while Lewis scored a 9.825 on the floor to help the Razorbacks finish 
10th nationally.
 Arkansas finished sixth in Semifinal II behind Alabama with a 197.350, 
Michigan with a 196.850, UCLA with a 197.200, Oklahoma with a 197.200 
and Utah with a 196.200.
    
GrABle Finishes sixth on Floor
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable recorded a 9.8875 on the floor in the 
NCAA Event Finals finishing sixth nationally.
 Grable scored a 9.95 to tie for the event title on Friday in Arkansas’ semifi-
nal to qualify for the individual event finals. Grable claimed 19 event titles over 
the season for the Razorbacks.
 Grable previously qualified for two individual event finals, on the floor exer-
cise in 2011 and on the balance beam in 2012. She finished tied for 9th on the 
floor and 6th in the nation on the beam.
 Grable is the third Razorback gymnast in the history of the program to qual-
ify for the individual event finals on the floor. Casey Jo Magee finished 10th in 
2010 with a 9.8125. Jaime Pisani qualified in 2011 and 2012, finishing tied 
for 5th place (9.90) and 9th place (9.8625), respectively.
GrABle ADDs two more All-AmeriCA honors
 Grable earned four All-America honors last season to bring her total to eight 
total career honors. She earned two second-team selections in the Inaugural 
NACGC/W regular season honors on the floor and all-around competitions. In 
the Razorbacks’ semifinal Grable collected two first-team honors on the floor 
and all-around competitions as well.
teAm AwArDs BAnQUet
 The Razorbacks celebrated their season by hosting their annual awards ban-
quet. Junior All-American Katherine Grable was named the team’s Most Out-
standing Gymnast. Freshman All-SEC member Sydnie Dillard was named the 
Most Outstanding Newcomer as well as the Dana McQuillin Coaches Award.
 Senior All-American Kelci Lewis received two awards at the banquet. Lewis 
received the Scholastic Award as well as the Most Improved Gymnast award.
 Juniors Bailee Zumwalde and Shelby Salmon received awards as well. Zum-
walde was honored with the Gymback Spirit Award while Salmon received the 
Katie Hardman Gymback Pride Award.
the GymBACks At the 2013 teAm BAnQUet
        overAll seC                   
DAte event vt UB BB Fx teAm PlACe reCorD reCorD Att.
1/11/13 No. 11 Georgia* 49.325 49.025 49.025 48.825 196.200 1st (1-1-0) (1-0-0) 
 no. 12 ArkAnsAs 49.100 48.725 48.950 49.000 195.775 2nD (0-1-0) (0-1-0) 2,407
1/18/13 No. 14 Kentucky* 48.750 48.925 49.000 48.825 195.500 1st (4-1-0) (3-0-0) 5,613
 no. 9 ArkAnsAs 48.525 48.350 48.675 47.525 193.075 2nD (0-2-0) (0-2-0)
1/25/13 ArkAnsAs 48.975 48.925 48.875 48.700 195.475 1st (1-2-0) (0-2-0) 3,275
 No. 11 Denver 48.950 48.875 48.500 48.800 195.125 2nd (3-2-0) 
 
2/1/13 No. 1 Florida* 49.400 49.450 49.450 49.275 197.575 1st (4-1-0) (3-1-0) 5,278 
 no. 22 ArkAnsAs 49.150 49.250 48.375 49.400 196.175 2nD (1-3-0) (0-3-0)
 
2/8/13 No. 15 Auburn* 49.300 48.850 49.075 49.100 196.325 1st (2-6-0) (2-3-0) 4,597
 ArkAnsAs  49.200 49.050 48.425 48.975 195.650 2nD (1-4-0) (0-4-0) 
 
2/15/13 No. 7 LSU 49.400 49.325 48.675 49.425 196.825 1st (7-2-0) (3-1) 4,896
 no. 20 ArkAnsAs 48.800 48.875 48.950 49.000 195.625 2nD (1-5-0) (0-5)
2/22/13 no. 19 ArkAnsAs 49.425 49.175 49.150 49.350 197.100 1st (1-5-1) (0-5-1) 3,229
 No. 4 Alabama* 49.425 49.175 49.300 49.200 197.100 1st (4-2-1) (4-2-1)
 
3/1/13 no. 25 ArkAnsAs 49.225 49.150 48.875 49.400 196.650 1st (4-5-1) (1-5-1) 3,012
 Missouri* 48.850 48.875 48.825 47.750 194.300 2nd (3-9-0) (0-7)
 Lindenwood 47.850 47.075 48.150 48.050 191.125 3rd 
 Centenary 48.025 47.625 47.250 47.675 190.575 4th 
 
2013 resUlts
Co-heAD CoACh mArk Cook ADDressinG the BArs lineUP
3/9/13 No. 12 Minnesota 49.250 48.950 49.100 49.300 196.600 1st   2,151
 no. 24 ArkAnsAs 49.150 49.250 48.850 49.100 196.350 2nD (7-6-1) (1-5-1)
 No. 14 Nebraska 49.375 49.200 48.500 49.075 196.150 3rd 
 Centenary 47.425 47.500 47.500 48.000 190.425 4th 
 
3/17/13 No. 8 UCLA 49.500 49.125 49.250 49.550 197.425 1st   3,098
 no. 15 ArkAnsAs 49.225 49.100 49.000 49.275 196.600 2nD (7-7-1) (1-5-1)
3/23/13 SEC Championships - North Little Rock, Arkansas       5,395
 No. 1 Florida 49.375 49.500 49.500 49.625 198.000 1st
 No. 2 Alabama 49.550 49.300 49.400 49.550 197.800 2nd
 No. 3 LSU 49.525 49.175 49.375 49.625 197.700 3rd
 No. 4 Georgia 49.225 49.550 49.500 49.050 197.325 3rd
 No. 5 Auburn 49.100 48.875 49.275 49.300 196.550 5th 
 no. 6 ArkAnsAs 49.150 48.850 49.100 49.300 196.400 6th  
 No. 7 Missouri 48.450 48.850 49.250 48.975 195.525 7th
 No. 8 Kentucky 48.825 48.150 48.500 49.125 194.600 8th
4/6/13 NCAA Regional – Corvallis, Oregon
 No. 1 Georgia 49.250 49.275 49.475 49.425 197.425 1st   3,256
 no. 3 ArkAnsAs 49.250 49.150 49.300 49.250 196.950 2nD
 No. 5 Arizona State 49.225 48.475 48.850 49.150 195.700 3rd
 No. 2 Oregon State 49.250 47.525 49.275 49.325 195.375 4th
 No. 4 Boise State 49.125 48.800 48.725 48.700 195.350 5th
 No. 6 Cal 49.175 48.975 48.125 48.850 195.125 6th
 
4/19/13 NCAA Championship - Los Angeles, California (UCLA, host)
 No. 3 Alabama 49.350 49.275 49.275 49.450 197.350 1st
 No. 2 Oklahoma 49.275 49.500 49.150 49.275 197.200 2nd
 No. 6 UCLA 49.500 49.175 49.075 49.450 197.200 2nd
 No. 7 Michigan 49.275 49.400 48.775 49.400 196.850 4th
 No. 10 Utah 49.200 49.475 48.225 49.300 196.200 5th
 no. 11 ArkAnsAs 48.975 48.900 49.000 49.275 196.150 6th
Co-heAD CoACh rene lyst AnD kAtherine GrABle
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable won the all-around title in Session I as the University of Arkansas gymnastics team posted its highest finish at an SEC 
Championship of 196.400 and placed second in Session I of the meet. 
 “We competed really well tonight and I am very proud of our gymnasts,” co-head coach Rene Lyst said. “We had a couple of mistakes throughout the meet but 
we did not have to count them. The crowd was amazing there was just so much pride and passion for the Razorbacks here today it was incredible”.
 In rotation one, the Razorbacks scored a 48.850 on the bars to start out the meet. Freshman Keara Glover led the way with a 9.80, followed by a trio of 
Razorbacks whom scored a 9.775 in Shelby Salmon, Jordan Salsberg and Grable.
 Auburn would lead the session after the first rotation with a 49.100 on the vault. The Razorbacks were in third place after the rotation.
 On the beam, the Razorbacks would respond with a 49.100 to jump into second-place in the session. Freshman Sydnie Dillard led the rotation with a 9.875, 
followed by senior Amy Borsellino with a 9.85. Erin Freier and Grable went on to add a pair of 9.80’s for the event as well.
 Auburn maintained its lead after two rotations with a 97.975 over Arkansas with a 97.950.
 On the floor, Arkansas picked up a 49.300 on the floor with two 
of the only three scores of 9.90 plus for the meet. Grable recorded a 
9.925 to anchor the Razorbacks rotation, senior Kelci Lewis added a 
9.90. Junior Bailee Zumwalde started off the rotation with a 9.875, 
followed by Dillard with a 9.85.
 Auburn scored a 48.275 on the beam to match Arkansas’ score of 
147.250 after three rotations in the books in a tie for the lead.
 In the final rotation on the vault, Arkansas recorded a 49.150 to 
finish second in Session I. Grable led the rotation with a 9.875, Borsel-
lino, Zumwalde and Heather Elswick each added a 9.825 for the event.
 Auburn posted a 49.300 on the floor in the final rotation to clench 
the session and finish with a 196.650-196.400 over Arkansas.
 “We placed exactly the way we came into the meet,” Lyst said. “We 
finished right behind Auburn and we were pretty much neck and neck 
with them the whole meet. This is the kind of competition that will 
really help us get ready for NCAA Regionals, this is the kind of meet 
2013 seC ChAmPionshiP review
All-time seC ChAmPionshiP rotAtions
2003 Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB BB
2004 BB Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB
2005 Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB BB Bye 3 FX
2006 Bye 2 UB BB Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT
2007 Bye 1 VT Bye 2 Bars Beam Bye 3 FX
2008 VT Bye 2 Bars Beam Bye 3 FX Bye 1
2009 Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB BB
2010 FX Bye 1 VT Bars Bye 2 BB Bye 3
2011 Bye 3 FX Bye 1 VT Bye 2 UB BB
2012 FX Bye 1 VT Bars Bye 2 UB Bye 3
2013* Bars Beam FX VT *Format changed to two sessions without byes
ArkAnsAs At the seC ChAmPionshiP
2003
vault: 48.425: Kim Harris 9.600, Whitney Cashwell 9.600, 
Hannah McLeod 9.650, Audra Loveless 9.725, Dana McQuillin 
9.800, Tiffany Berry 9.650.
Bars: 48.800: Hannah McLeod 9.800, Dana McQuillin 9.725, 
Kim Harris 9.725, Katie Hardman9.625, Melissa Leigh 9.800, 
Tiffany Berry 9.750.
Beam: 48.900: Tiffany Berry 9.700, Melissa Leigh 9.675, Han-
nah McLeod 9.825, Kim Harris 9.725, Dana McQuillin 9.800, 
Katie Hardman 9.850.
Floor: 48.725: Dana McQuillin 9.700, Katie Hardman 9.750, 
Kim Harris 9.700, Audra Loveless 9.700, Hannah McLeod 
9.775, Tiffany Berry 9.800.
All-Around: Hannah McLeod 39.050, Dana McQuillin 39.025, 
Tiffany Berry 38.900, Kim Harris 38.750.
2004
vault: 48.650: Cassie Drew 9.7000, Melissa Leigh 9.650, 
Audra Loveless 9.750, Hannah McLeod 9.700, Dana McQuillin 
9.775, Kathy Thompson 9.725.
Bars: 48.100: Rachel Barnett 9.200, Cassie Drew 9.800, Katie 
Hardman 9.825, Melissa Leigh 9.900, Hannah McLeod 9.800, 
Dana McQuillin 9.825.
Beam: 48.100: Rachel Barnett 8.500, Cassie Drew 9.150, 
Katie Hardman 9.725, Melissa Leigh 9.700, Hannah McLeod 
9.725, Dana McQuillin 9.800.
Floor: 48.925: Rachel Barnett 9.875, Cassie Drew 9.825, Katie 
Hardman 9.775, Audra Loveless 9.300, Dana McQuillin 9.900, 
Kathy Thompson 9.550.
All-Around: Dana McQuillin 39.300, Cassie Drew 38.475.
2005
vault: 48.225: Cassie Drew 9.650, Dana McQuillin 9.625, Han-
nah McLeod 9.525, Mallory Machnik 9.650, Samantha Cortez 
9.750, Rachel Barnett 9.550.
Bars: 48.900: Dana McQuillin 9.750, Rachel Barnett 9.725, 
Cassie Drew 9.800, Katie Hardman 9.600, Melissa Leigh 9.750, 
Emily Peacock 9.875.
Beam: 49.125: Emily Peacock 9.850, Rachel Barnett 9.775, 
Cassie Drew 9.850, Hannah McLeod 9.850, Dana McQuillin 
9.650, Katie Hardman 9.800.
Floor: 49.075: Rachel Barnett 9.825, Dana McQuillin 9.800, 
Emily Peacock 9.750, Katie Hardman 9.800, Mallory Machnik 
9.850, Samantha Cortez 9.800.
All-Around: Rachel Barnett 38.875, Dana McQuillin 38.825.
2006
vault: 48.750: Mallory Machnik 9.65, Dana McQuillin 9.70, 
Breanne Guy 9.75, Audra Loveless 9.70, Samantha Cortez 9.80, 
Cassie Drew 9.80.
Bars: 47.925: Dana McQuillin 9.65, Hannah McLeod 9.675, Sa-
mantha Cortez 9.075, Cassie Drew 9.10, Melissa Leigh 9.725, 
Emily Peacock 9.775.
Beam: 48.90: Emily Peacock 9.775, Cassie Drew 9.80, Rachel 
Barnett 9.750, Mallory Machnik 9.10, Dana McQuillin 9.725, 
Katie Hardman 9.850.
Floor: 49.075: Cassie Drew 9.175, Dana McQuillin 9.725, 
Mallory Machnik 9.80, Katie Hardman 9.825, Rachel Barnett 
9.850, Emily Peacock 9.875.
All-Around: Dana McQuillin 38.800, Cassie Drew 37.875.
2007
Vault: 49.000: Casey Jo Magee 9.850, Cassie Drew 9.750, 
Alexandra LaChance 9.800, Samantha Cortez 9.750, Ashly 
McPherson 9.750, Michelle Stout 9.850.
Bars: 48.825: Cassie Drew 9.725, Amy DeFilippo 9.750, Casey 
Jo Magee 9.800, Emily Peacock 9.80, Michelle Stout 9.750, 
Sarah Nagashima 8.650.
Beam: 47.850: Cassie Drew 9.200, Amy DeFilippo 9.825, 
Rachel Barnett 9.300, Emily Peacock 9.725, Samantha Cortez 
9.275, Casey Jo Magee 9.725.
Floor: 48.875: Casey Jo Magee 9.800, Alex LaChance 9.525, 
Cassie Drew 9.750, Samantha Cortz 9.675, Emily Peacock 
9.800, Rachel Barnett 9.850.
All-Around: Casey Jo Magee 39.175, Cassie Drew 38.425.
2008
Vault: 48.625: Alex LaChance 9.725, Casey Jo Magee 9.20, 
Amy DeFilippo 9.675, Samantha Cortez 9.625, Michelle Stout 
9.80, Sarah Nagashima 9.80.
Bars: 47.95: Amy DeFilippo 9.70, Sarah Nagashima 8.775, Em-
ily Peacock 9.70, Michelle Stout 9.75, Casey Jo Magee 9.80, 
Allison Daniels 9.00.
Beam: 49.025: Samantha Cortez 9.75, Amy DeFilippo 9.775, 
Emily Peacock 9.85, Stacy Bartlett 9.80, Michelle Stout 9.725, 
Casey Jo Magee 9.85.
Floor: 49.050: Sarah Nagashima 9.75, Michelle Stout 9.80, 
Casey Jo Magee 9.825, Alex LaChance 9.80, Samantha Cortez 
9.80, Emily Peacock 9.825.
All-Arounders: Casey Jo Magee 38.675, Michelle Stout 
39.075.
2003
BirminGhAm, AlA.
Place Team Score
1. Alabama 197.575
2. Georgia 197.525
3. Florida 195.950
4. LSU 195.650
5. Auburn 195.025
6. Kentucky 194.875
7. ArkAnsAs 194.850
2004
DUlUth, GA.
Place Team Score
1. Georgia 198.175
2. Alabama 197.950
3. LSU 197.275
4. Florida 197.225
5. Auburn 195.925
6. ArkAnsAs 194.825
7. Kentucky 193.850
2005
DUlUth, GA.
Place Team Score
1. Georgia 197.250
2. LSU 196.975
3. Alabama 196.700
4. Florida 196.150
5. ArkAnsAs 195.325
6. Auburn 195.125
7. Kentucky 193.800
2006
BirminGhAm, AlA.
Place Team Score
1. Georgia 197.275
2. Alabama 196.975
3. Florida 196.275
4. LSU 195.90
5. Auburn 194.975
6. ArkAnsAs 194.65
7. Kentucky 191.15
2007
north little roCk, Ark.
Place Team Score
1. Florida 197.325
2. Georgia 197.175
3. Alabama 197.000
4. LSU 196.250
5. ArkAnsAs 194.550
6. Auburn 194.475
7. Kentucky 194.000
2008
DUlUth, GA.
Place Team Score
1. Georgia 197.350
t2. Florida 197.325
t2. Alabama 197.325
4. LSU 196.500
5. Auburn 196.100
6. ArkAnsAs 194.650
7. Kentucky 194.025
2009
vault: 49.200: Sarah Nagashima 9.775, Mariah Howdeshell 
9.775, Alex LaChance 9.85, Casey Jo Magee 9.8, Jaime Pisani 
9.875, Michelle Stout 9.9.
Bars: 49.075: Amy DeFilippo 9.8, Mariah Howdeshell 9.75, 
Casey Jo Magee 9.8, Jaime Pisani 9.025, Sarah Nagashima 
9.825, Michelle Stout 9.9.
Beam: 48.275: Jaime Pisani 9.6, Alex LaChance 9.175, Amy 
DeFilippo 9.8, Michelle Stout 8.7, Sarah Nagashima 9.8, Casey 
Jo Magee 9.9.
Floor: 49.100: Sarah Nagashima 9.75, Molly Lewis 9.75, Alex 
LaChance 9.8, Michelle Stout 9.8, Casey Jo Magee 9.875, 
Jaime Pisani 9.875. 
All-Arounders: Sarah Nagashima 39.150, Jaime Pisani 38.375.
2010
vault: 49.00: Mariah Howdeshell 9.725, Kelci Lewis 9.775, 
Amy Borsellino 9.600, Jaime Pisani 9.875, Casey Jo Magee 
9.825, Sarah Nagashima 9.80.
Floor: 48.825: Stacy Bartlett 8.950, Amy DeFilippo 9.575, 
Sarah Nagashima 9.725, Kelci Lewis 9.75, Casey Jo Magee 
9.875, Jaime Pisani 9.90 .
Bars: 48.40: Sarah Nagashima 9.875, Mariah Howdeshell 
9.475, Jaime Pisani 9.475, Amy DeFilippo 9.775, Casey Jo 
Magee 9.80, Natalie Bohonsky 9.100.
Beam: 49.05: Jaime Pisani 9.775, Stacy Bartlett 9.725, Amy 
DeFilippo 9.825, Sarah Nagashima 9.825, Mariah Howdeshell 
9.525, Casey Jo Magee 9.90.
All-Arounders: Casey Jo Magee 39.400, Sarah Nagashima 
39.225, Jaime Pisani 39.025.
2011
vault: 49.325: Amanda Siebert 9.725, Jordan Salsberg 9.875, 
Amy Borsellino 9.825, Katherine Grable 9.875, Jaime Pisani 
9.90, Michelle Stout 9.85.
Bars: 48.675: Jordan Salsberg 9.55, Katherine Grable 9.75, 
Genny Salvatore 9.70, Jaime Pisani 9.175, Michelle Stout 
9.825, Mariah Howdeshell 9.85.
Beam: 48.825:  Scarlett Williams 9.725, Jaime Pisani 9.80, 
Jordan Salsberg 9.725, Shelby Salmon 9.65,Katherine Grable 
9.85, Stacy Bartlett 9.725.
Floor: 48.975:  Amanda Siebert 9.625, Jordan Salsberg 9.65,
Amy Borsellino 9.775, Kelci Lewis 9.80, Katherine Grable 9.85, 
Jaime Pisani 9.90.
All-Arounders: Katherine Grable 39.325, Jaime Pisani 38.775, 
Jordan Salsberg 38.800
2012
vault: 49.05:  Stephani Canizaro 9.75, Amy Borsellino 9.80, 
Scarlett Williams 9.80, Mariah Howdeshell 9.80, Jaime Pisani 
9.875, Bailee Zumwalde 9.775.
Bars: 48.85:  Amy Borsellino 9.70, Stephani Canizaro 9.70, 
Shelby Salmon 9.825, Sammy Kolbas 8.90, Jaime Pisani 9.825, 
Mariah Howdeshell 9.80.
Beam: 48.70:  Scarlett Williams 9.675, Sammy Kolbas 9.675, 
Shelby Salmon 9.725, Amy Borsellino 9.725, Jaime Pisani 9.90, 
Mariah Howdeshell 9.125.
Floor: 47.575:  Bailee Zumwalde 9.80, Stephani Canizaro 
9.125, Sammy Kolbas 8.90, Kelci Lewis 8.30, Amy Borsellino 
9.85, Jaime Pisani 9.90.
All-Arounders: Jaime Pisani 39.500, Amy Borsellino 39.075.
2013
Bars: 48.850:  Keara Glover 9.80, Katherine Grable 9.775, Erin 
Freier 9.725, Amy Borsellino 9.125, Shelby Salmon 9.775, Jor-
dan Salsberg 9.775.
Beam: 49.100:  Katherine Grable 9.80, Shelby Salmon 9.775, 
Keara Glover 9.55, Amy Borsellino 9.85, Sydnie Dillard 9.875, 
Erin Freier 9.80.
Floor: 49.300:  Bailee Zumwalde 9.875, Heather Elswick 9.10, 
Sydnie Dillard 9.85, Kelci Lewis 9.90, Amy Borsellino 9.75, 
Katherine Grable 9.925.
vault: 49.150:  Amy Borsellino 9.825, Bailee Zumwalde 9.825, 
Kelci Lewis 9.80, Heather Elswick 9.825, Katherine Grable 
9.875, Erin Freier 9.50.
All-Arounders:Kathrine Grable 39.375, Amy Borsellinio 38.550.
ArkAnsAs At the seC ChAmPionshiP
2009
nAshville, tenn.
Place Team Score
1. Alabama 197.300
2. Georgia 196.925
3. Florida 196.750
4. LSU 196.550
5. Auburn 196.350
6. ArkAnsAs 195.650
7. Kentucky 195.000
2010
JACksonville, FlA.
Place Team Score
1. Florida 197.05
2. Alabama 196.875
3. Georgia 196.825
4. LSU 195.750
5. Auburn 195.575
6. ArkAnsAs 195.275
7. Kentucky 194.800
2011
BirminGhAm, AlA.
Place Team Score
1. Alabama 197.225
2. Florida 196.975
3. Georgia 196.625
4. ArkAnsAs 195.800
5. LSU 195.475
6. Auburn 195.325
7. Kentucky 193.950
2012
DUlUth, GA.
1. Florida 197.150
2. Alabama 196.775
3. Georgia 196.575
4. LSU 196.425
5. Kentucky 194.350
6. ArkAnsAs 194.175
7. Auburn 194.100
7. Kentucky 194.025
2013
north little, roCk, Ark.
Place Team Score
1 Florida 198.000
2 Alabama 197.800
3 LSU 197.700
4 Georgia 197.325
5 Auburn 196.550
6 ArkAnsAs 196.400
7 Missouri 195.525
8 Kentucky 194.600
Katherine Grable won the all-around title in Session 1 at the 
2013 SEC Championship.
ArkAnsAs’ seC ChAmPionshiP reCorDs
ArkAnsAs’ seC meet Bests
teAm sCore yeAr
Team  196.400 2013
Vault 49.325 2011
Bars  49.150  2004
Beam 49.125 2005
Floor 49.300 2012
inDiviDUAl
AA Jaime Pisani 39.500 2012
VT Michelle Stout 9.90 2009
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2011
UB Melissa Leigh 9.90 2004
 Michelle Stout 9.90 2009
BB Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2009
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2012
FX Katherine Grable 9.925 2013
inDiviDUAl seC Bests
vAUlt
1.  9.90 Michelle Stout 2009
 9.90 Jaime Pisani 2011
3.  9.875 Jaime Pisani 2009
 9.875 Jaime Pisani 2010
 9.875 Katherine Grable 2011
 9.875 Jordan Salsberg 2011
 9.875 Jaime Pisani 2012
 9.875 Katherin Grable 2013
8. 9.85 Casey Jo Magee 2007
 9.85 Michelle Stout 2007
 9.85 Alexandra LaChance 2009
 9.85 Michelle Stout 2011
BArs
1.  9.90 Melissa Leigh 2004
 9.90 Michelle Stout 2009
3.  9.025 Jaime Pisani 2009
4.  9.875 Emily Peacock 2005
 9.875 Sarah Nagashima 2010
6.  9.85 Mariah Howdeshell 2011
7.  9.825 Dana McQuillin 2004
 9.825 Katie Hardman 2004
 9.825 Sarah Nagashima 2009
 9.825 Michelle Stout 2011
 9.825 Jaime Pisani .2012
 9.825 Shelby Salmon 2012
BeAm
1.  9.90 Casey Jo Magee 2009
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee 2010
 9.90 Jaime Pisani 2012
4. 9.875 Sydnie Dillard 2013
5.  9.85 Katie Hardman 2006
 9.85 Emily Peacock 2005
 9.85 Cassie Drew 2005
 9.85 Hannah McLeod 2005
 9.85 Katie Hardman 2003
 9.85 Emily Peacock 2008
 9.85 Casey Jo Magee 2008
 9.85 Katherine Grable 2011
 9.85 Amy Borsellino 2013
Floor
1. 9.925 Katherin Grable 2013
2.  9.90 Dana McQuillin 2004
 9.90 Jaime Pisani 2010
 9.90 Jaime Pisani 2011
 9.90 Jaime Pisani 2012
 9.90 Kelci Lewis 2013
7.  9.875 Emily Peacock 2006
 9.875 Rachel Barnett 2004
 9.875 Casey Jo Magee 2009
 9.875 Casey Jo Magee 2010
 9.875 Bailee Zumwalde 2013
All-AroUnD
1.  39.500 Jaime Pisani 2012
2.  39.400 Casey Jo Magee 2010
3.  39.375 Casey Jo Magee 2009
 39.375 Katherine Grable 2013
5.  39.325 Katherine Grable 2011
6.  39.300 Dana McQuillin 2004
7.  39.225 Sarah Nagashima 2010
8.  39.175 Casey Jo Magee 2007
9.  39.150 Sarah Nagashima 2009
10.  39.075 Michelle Stout 2008
 39.075 Amy Borsellino 2012
teAm seC Bests
TEAM SCORE
1. 196.400 2013
2.  195.800 2011
3.  195.650 2009
4.  195.325 2005
5.  195.275 2010
6.  194.850 2003
7.  194.825 1993
8.  194.650 2006
 194.650 2008
10. 194.550 2007
vAUlt
1. 49.325 2011
2. 49.200 2009
3. 49.150 2013
4. 49.050 2012
5. 49.000 2010
 49.000 2007
7. 48.750 2006
8. 48.650 2004
9. 48.625 2008
10. 48.425 2003
BArs
1. 49.150 2004
2. 49.075 2009
3. 48.900 2005
4. 48.850 2012
 48.850 2013
6. 48.825 2007
7. 48.800 2003
8. 48.675 2011
9. 48.400 2010
 49. 47.95 2008
BeAm
1. 49.125 2005
2. 49.100 2013
3. 49.025 2008
4. 49.050 2010
5. 48.900 2003
 48.900 2006
7. 48.825 2011
8. 48.700 2012
9. 48.275 2009
10. 48.100 2004
Floor
1. 49.300 2013
2. 49.100 2009
3. 49.075 2006
 49.075 2005
5. 49.050 2008
6. 48.925 2004
7. 48.975 2011
8. 48.875 2007
9. 48.825 2010
10. 48.725 2003
CAsey Jo mAGee
seC BeAm ChAmPionshiP 2009  -  9.90
  NASHVILLE, Tenn. --- University of Arkansas junior All-American Casey Jo Magee 
became the program’s first event winner tying for the victory on balance beam 
with a 9.90 earning first-team All-SEC honors at the 2009 Southeastern Confer-
ence Gymnastics Championship in Nashville, Tenn.
  Magee was the program’s first first-team All-SEC performer. She is tied with 
Jaime Pisani for the Razorbacks record on the beam in the SEC Championship with 
a 9.90 mark which she recorded twice including in 2010.
ArkAnsAs’ seC ChAmPions
JAime PisAni
seC BeAm ChAmPionshiP 2012  -  9.90
DULUTH, Ga. - Senior All-American Jaime Pisani won the Southeastern Confer-
ence beam title at the gymnastics championship meet on Saturday on the way to 
setting an Arkansas school meet record in the all-around while tying the records 
on floor and beam.
 Pisani took the beam title outright with a 9.90 and sits tied at the top of the 
Arkansas’ record list on the beam at the SEC championships. She also owns the 
SEC meet all-around record and is tied on the vault with Michelle Stout.
2013 nCAA reGionAl review
All-time nCAA reGionAl rotAtions
2004 FX VT Bye 2 UB BB Bye 1
2005 FX VT Bye 2 UB BB Bye 1
2006 Bye 2 FX VT Bye 1 UB BB
2007 Bye 2 FX VT Bye 1 UB BB
2008 UB BB Bye 2 FX VT Bye 1
2009 UB BB Bye 2 FX VT Bye 1
2010 FX VT Bye 2 UB BB Bye 1
2011 FX VT Bye 2 UB BB Bye 1
2012 Bye 2 FX VT Bye 1 UB BB
2013 Bye 2 FX VT Bye 1 UB BB
rAZorBACk reGionAl notes
-Ten regional appearances in 11 seasons, 10 straight
-Two regional championships (2009, 2011)
-Five second-place finishes (2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2013)
-Hosted regionals three times (2006, 2009, 2012)
 Junior All-American Katherine Grable won three event titles leading the 
third-seeded Razorbacks to a program-best at an NCAA Regional of 196.950 
to clinch a trip to the NCAA Championship meet for the sixth-straight year.
 Grable started the meet by matching her career-best marks on the floor and 
the vault with 9.95’s, each of the marks were worthy of first-place finishes 
on the events. Grable finished with a season-best 39.650 to win the all-around 
competition as well.
 Arkansas finished second in the meet behind Georgia with a 197.425, and 
ahead of Arizona State with a 195.700, Oregon State with a 195.375, Boise 
State with a 195.350 and California with a 195.125
 “I am just so shocked right now,” co-head coach Rene Lyst said after the 
meet. “We thought coming into the meet that Oregon State would win as the 
host and we would be in a two-way battle with Georgia.”
 The Razorbacks started on the floor in the second rotation with the second-
highest score in regional history with a 49.250. Grable anchored the lineup 
while matching her career-high score of a 9.95, followed by Amy Borsellino 
with a 9.875. Senior Kelci Lewis went on to post a 9.85 while freshman 
Heather Elswick added a 9.825.
 Arkansas matched its floor score in the rotation three with a 49.25 on the 
vault, a mark that ranks third in program history at a regional. Again, Grable 
would lead the way with her second 9.95 of the meet which also matches her 
career high for the event. Elswick and Lewis each tallied a 9.85 for the event, 
followed by Baille Zumwalde with a 9.80 and Erin Freier would count her first 
vault of the season with a 9.80 as well.
 At the halfway point, Georgia led the meet with a 98.525, followed by 
Arkansas with a 98.500, Boise State 97.825, Arizona State 97.325, Cal with 
a 96.975 and Oregon State with a 96.800.
 On the bars, the Razorbacks posted a 49.150 which was good for the fifth-
best score in regional history. Junior Shelby Salmon led the way with a 9.875, 
followed by Katherine Grable with a 9.85. Freier and Borsellino each added 
9.825’s to the team score as well.
 Arkansas needed five clean routines to punch their tickets to the NCAA 
Championship Meet, and the Razorbacks posted a 49.300, good for the best 
beam score in regional history. Grable and Freier anchored the rotation with a 
pair of 9.90’s. Freshman Sydnie Dillard and Borsellino each recorded a 9.85 
followed by Salmon and Glover with a 9.80 each.
 “It was just awesome to finish the way we did on the beam,” Lyst said. 
“This was a really fun meet for us the throughout the whole time. Everyone 
competed extremely well for us and I still can’t describe the feeling right now 
about making it to the National Championship meet.”
GymBACks in CorvAllis At the reGionAl
ArkAnsAs At the nCAA reGionAl meet
2004
APril 3 -- tUCson, AriZ.
nCAA soUth CentrAl reGionAl
#5 Utah  197.625
#8 Florida  197.050
#18 Arizona  196.375
#25 ArkAnsAs 195.550
#39 Illinois  195.400
#40 Illinois-Chicago  193.875
2005
APril 21 -- DUrhAm, n.h.
nCAA eAst reGionAl
#3 LSU 197.125
#10 Oklahoma  195.550
#41 New Hampshire  194.700
#15 ArkAnsAs 193.950
#51 Pittsburgh  193.100
#52 Rutgers  191.350
2006
APril 8 -- FAyetteville, Ark.
nCAA soUth CentrAl reGionAl
#3 Florida  196.375
#18 ArkAnsAs 195.400
#9 UCLA  195.175
#30 Illinois  193.125
#42 Illinois-Chicago  191.125
#49 Southeast Missouri  189.050
2007
APril 14 -- Ann ArBor, miCh.
nCAA northeAst reGionAl
#1 Florida  197.325
#12 Michigan  196.050
#13 ArkAnsAs 195.875
#43 New Hampshire  192.925
#41 Pittsburgh  192.550
#51 Rutgers  190.875
2008
APril 12 -- minneAPolis, minn.
nCAA north CentrAl reGionAl
#2 Utah  196.950
#11 ArkAnsAs 196.125
#28 Minnesota   195.275
#14 Arizona  194.275
#27 Southern Utah  193.575
#23 Iowa  192.450
2009
APril 4 -- FAyetteville, Ark.
nCAA soUth CentrAl reGionAl
#10 ArkAnsAs 196.300
#4 Stanford  196.200
#16 Michigan   195.700
#25 Arizona  194.350
#31 Arizona State  193.900
#27 Southern Utah  192.650
2010
APril 10 - los AnGeles, CAliF.
nCAA west reGionAl
#3 UCLA  197.825
#9 ArkAnsAs 196.675
#21 Arizona  195.100
#17 Iowa State  194.325
#32 Arizona State  193.900
#26 Brigham Young  193.400
2011
APril 3 - Denver, Colo.
nCAA north CentrAl reGionAl
#12 ArkAnsAs 196.55
#1 Florida  196.425
#13 Boise State  196.40
#19 Denver  195.625
#20 Arizona  195.40
#27 Brigham Young  194.65
2012
APril 12 - FAyetteville, Ark.
nCAA FAyetteville reGionAl
#3 UCLA  197.225
#10 ArkAnsAs 196.825
#15 Boise State  196.05
#19 Missouri  195.45
#34 Maryland  194.40
#29 New Hampshire  193.90
GymBACks in CorvAllis At the reGionAl
ArkAnsAs At the nCAA reGionAl meet
teAm
vault
49.300  2007
49.300  2008
49.250 2013
49.200  2012
49.175  2009
49.175  2011
49.100  2010
48.825  2004
48.775  2006
Bars
49.400  2010
49.375  2004
49.225  2012
49.175  2011
49.150 2013
48.950  2006
48.950  2009
48.875  2008
48.700  2007
Beam
49.300 2013
49.275  2007
49.175  2012
49.05 2 2010
48.975  2006
48.975  2009
48.900  2011
48.850  2004
48.825  2005
Floor
49.300  2011
49.250 2013
49.225  2012
49.225  2008
49.200  2009
49.125  2010
48.875  2003
48.700  2006
48.600  2007
team total
196.950 2013
196.825  2012
196.675  2010
196.550  2011
196.300  2009
196.125  2008
195.875  2007
195.550  2004
195.400  2006
2013
APril 6 - CorvAllis, ore.
nCAA City reGionAl
#4 Georgia  197.425
#16 ArkAnsAs 196.950
#10 Oregon State 195.375
#21 Boise State  195.300
#28 Arizona State 195.700
#32 California 195.125
reGionAl honors
sC region Administrator of the year
2004   Bev Lewis
2006   Bev Lewis
Coach of the year
2009   Mark and René Cook
Gymnast of the year
2011   Jaime Pisani
ArkAnsAs’ nCAA reGionAl Bests
inDiviDUAl
vault
1. Kathrine Grable 9.95 2013
2. Kathy Thompson 9.90 2004
 Michelle Stout 9.90 2007
 Michelle Stout 9.90 2008
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2011
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2012
8.  Samantha Cortez 9.875 2007
 Samantha Cortez 9.875 2008
 Michelle Stout 9.875 2009
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2010
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2011
 Amy Borsellino 9.875 2012
12.  Samantha Cortez 9.85 2006
 Alex LaChance 9.85 2007
 Ashly McPherson 9.85 2007
 Casey Jo Magee 9.85 2008
 Sarah Nagashima 9.85 2008
 Casey Jo Magee 9.85 2009
 Jaime Pisani 9.85 2009
 Kelci Lewis 9.85 2010
 Amy Borsellino 9.85 2011
 Kelci Lewis 9.85 2013
 Heather Elswick 9.85 2013
Uneven Bars
1.  Melissa Leigh 9.925 2004
2.  Dana McQuillin 9.90 2004
 Amy DeFilippo 9.90 2010
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010
 Mariah Howdeshell 9.90 2011
6.  Melissa Leigh 9.875 2006
 Emily Peacock 9.875 2005
 Sarah Nagashima 9.875 2010
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2010
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2012
 Shelby Salmon 9.875 2013
10.  Hannah McLeod 9.85 2004
 Katie Hardman 9.85 2004
 Rachel Barnett 9.85 2004
 Cassie Drew 9.85 2004
 Sarah Nagashima 9.85 2009
 Mariah Howdeshell 9.85 2010
 Jaime Pisani 9.85 2011
 Michelle Stout 9.85 2011
 Katherine Grable 9.85 2012
 Shelby Salmon 9.85 2012
 Kathrine Grable 9.85 2013
Balance Beam
1.  Jaime Pisani 9.925 2012
2.  Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2007
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2009
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2012
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2013
 Erin Freier 9.90 2013
5.  Emily Peacock 9.875 2007
6.  Katie Hardman 9.85 2006
 Cassie Drew 9.85 2007
 Alex LaChance 9.85 2007
 Casey Jo Magee 9.85 2008
 Sarah Nagashima 9.85 2009
 Sarah Nagashima 9.85 2010
 Katherine Grable 9.85 2011
 Amy Borsellino 9.85 2013
 Sydnie Dillard 9.85 2013
Floor exercise
1.  Jaime Pisani 9.95 2011
 Kathrien Grable 9.95 2013
3.  Jaime Pisani 9.925 2012
4.  Samantha Cortez 9.90 2008
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2009
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2010
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2011
 Amy Borsellino 9.90 2012
 Amy Borsellino 9.875 2013
11.  Casey Jo Magee 9.85 2008
 Alex LaChance 9.85 2008
 Alex LaChance 9.85 2009
 Molly Lewis 9.85 2009
 Michelle Stout 9.85 2009
 Amy Borsellino 9.85 2011
 Kelci Lewis 9.85 2013
All-Around
1.  Kathrine Grable 39.650 2013
2. Jaime Pisani  39.625 2012
3.  Casey Jo Magee  39.600 2010
4.  Katherine Grable  39.475 2011
5.  Jaime Pisani  39.425 2010
6.  Casey Jo Magee  39.400 2009
7.  Casey Jo Magee  39.375 2008
 Jaime Pisani  39.375 2011
9.  Amy Borsellino  39.300 2012
10.  Sarah Nagashima  39.275 2009
 Michelle Stout  39.275 2009
2013 nCAA ChAmPionshiP review
where Dreams Come true
 The long wait was over and No. 18 Arkansas made the program’s first appearance at the NCAA Championship in Corvallis, Ore., in 2006. Arkansas, wrapping 
up its fourth season of gymnastics, became one of the final 12 teams competing after a second-place finish at the South Central Regional in Barnhill April 8. 
Arkansas opened in the evening session facing Georgia, Iowa State, Oregon State, Florida and Arizona State. Arkansas entered the meet as the underdog as the 
program’s first senior class had guided the Razorbacks from a start-up to a contender. Seniors Katie Hardman, Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod 
and Dana McQuillin competed in their final meet in the Cardinal and White in Corvallis. Arkansas scored a 194.375, finishing behind a blistering 197.300 from 
defending national champion Georgia, which won the second session to advance. Iowa State snuck in ahead of Florida with a 196.250 while the Gators posted 
a 196.225 as both teams advanced to the finals. 
 Junior Katherine Grable earns two All-America honors as the No. 11 Razorbacks posted the fifth-best score at an NCAA Championship with a 196.150 to 
finish 10th in the nation.
 Grable tied for first-place overall on the floor to end the meet and earn first-team All-America honors. She finished with a 39.475 in the all-around competition 
to earn her second first-team All-America honors for the meet.
 Seniors Amy Borsellino, Kelci Lewis and Jordan Salsberg competed for the last time as a Razorback while helping their team reach the NCAA Championship 
meet for the sixth-straight year. Borsellino scored a 38.500 in the all-around, while Lewis scored a 9.825 on the floor to help the Razorbacks finish 10th nation-
ally.
 Arkansas finished sixth in Semifinal II behind Alabama with a 197.350, Michigan with a 196.850, UCLA with a 197.200, Oklahoma with a 197.200 and 
Utah with a 196.200. 
 “We had a pretty good meet tonight,” co-head coach Mark Cook said. “We started out a little slow on the vault and the bars, but we did not have to count 
any falls or mistakes. Then to finish on the floor as strong as we did is really good for our team.”
 The Razorbacks would start on the vault in the first rotation with a 48.975. Grable and Heather Elswick would pace the Razorbacks with a pair of 9.85’s, 
followed by Borsellino with a 9.80. Zumwalde added a 9.775 for the event as well.
 On the bars, Arkansas would score a 48.900, led by Grable with a season-high 9.875. Freshman Erin Freier added a 9.85, followed by a pair of 9.80’s for 
Shelby Salmon and Keara Glover.
 At the halfway point, Alabama and Oklahoma would lead the meet with a 98.550 each, followed by UCLA with a 98.525, Utah 98.500, Michigan 98.175 
and Arkansas with a 97.875.
 On the beam, the Razorbacks posted a 49.000, which is good for the fourth-best beam score at an NCAA Championship. Freshman Sydnie Dillard led the 
Razorbacks with a 9.825, followed by three 9.80’s from Grable, Glover and Borsellino. 
 In the last rotation, the floor, Grable anchored the Razorbacks with a 9.95, followed by a 9.85 by Dillard. Next up was a trio of 9.825’s by Borsellino, Lewis 
and Zumwalde.
 “We had a really good meet and I’m really proud of our seniors,” junior All-American Katherine Grable said. “I didn’t start out the meet as well as I would have 
liked to, but I really settled in and hit my floor routine to finish off the meet.”
ArkAnsAs At the nCAA ChAmPionshiP
2005 (inDiviDUAl only)
AUBUrn, AlA. (AUBUrn University, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
Dana McQuillin  9.575  9.675  9.000  9.775  38.025
2006 (session ii)
CorvAllis, ore. (oreGon stAte, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#1 Georgia 49.150 49.400 49.375 49.350 197.275
#4 Iowa State 49.050 49.075 48.825 49.300 196.250
#3 Florida 48.925 49.000 48.925 49.375 196.225
#9 Arizona State 48.850 49.050 48.725 48.950 195.575
#17 Oregon St. 48.675 48.775 48.600 49.100 195.150
#19 ArkAnsAs 48.225 48.750 48.425 48.975 194.375
2007 (inDiviDUAl only)
sAlt lAke City, UtAh (UtAh, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
Casey Jo Magee 9.85 9.825 9.25 9.80 38.725
2008 (session ii)
Athens, GA. (GeorGiA, host) -- session ii
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#3 Florida 49.100 49.300 48.975 49.525 196.900
#4 Alabama 49.125 49.375 48.850 49.300 196.650
# 7 LSU 49.050 49.450 48.825 49.250 196.575
#10 Oklahoma 48.775 49.125 48.950 49.225 196.075
#11 ArkAnsAs 49.150 49.125 48.575 48.975 195.825
#8 Oregon St. 48.725 49.150 48.750 48.850 195.475
2009 (session ii)
linColn, neB. (neBrAskA, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#3 Alabama 49.325 49.200 49.375 49.125 197.025
#10 ArkAnsAs 49.450 49.100 49.250 49.150 196.950
#2 Utah 49.400 49.275 48.775 49.175 196.625
#7 UCLA 49.425 48.700 49.200 49.300 196.625
#6 Oregon St. 49.225 48.625 48.325 49.175 195.350
#11 Illinois 48.700 48.875 48.575 48.900 195.050
2009 (sUPer six)
linColn, neB. (neBrAskA, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#1 Georgia 49.625 49.425 49.200 49.575 197.825
#3 Alabama 49.425 49.325 49.325 49.500 197.575
#2 Utah 49.525 49.275 49.175 49.450 197.425
#4 Florida 49.000 49.150 49.200 49.375 196.725
#10 ArkAnsAs 49.325 48.975 48.925 49.250 196.475
#6 LSU 49.275 49.100 48.700 49.300 196.375
2010 (session ii)
GAinesville, FlA. (FloriDA, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#3 Alabama 49.325 49.350 49.225 48.950 196.850
#2 Florida 49.425 48.900 49.175 49.275 196.775
#6 Stanford 49.325 48.950 49.100 48.925 196.300
#11 Michigan 49.375 48.725 48.450 49.150 195.700
#7 ArkAnsAs 49.250 49.125 48.000 49.225 195.600
#10 Missouri 49.200 49.025 47.450 48.925 194.600
2011 (session i)
ClevelAnD, ohio (kent stAte, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#3 Oklahoma 49.225 49.375 49.175 49.000 196.775
#6 Michigan 49.325 49.375 48.750 49.250 196.700
#2 UCLA 49.450 49.350 48.375 49.325 196.500
#10 ArkAnsAs 49.150 48.575 48.450 49.275 195.450
#7 Georgia 49.250 49.075 48.700 48.425 195.450
#11 Illinois 49.175 48.825 47.950 49.150 195.100
2012 (session ii)
DUlUth, GA. (GeorGiA teCh, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#4 Alabama 49.400 49.400 49.600 49.275 197.675
#1 Florida 49.575 49.450 49.350 49.275 197.650
#8 ArkAnsAs 49.275 49.275 49.450 49.150 197.150
#12 Ohio St. 49.175 48.975 49.225 49.150 196.525
#5 Georgia 49.600 49.400 48.275 49.225 196.500
#9 Oregon St. 49.050 49.150 49.300 48.975 196.475
2012 (sUPer six)
DUlUth, GA. (GeorGiA teCh, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
#4 Alabama 49.625 49.275 49.500 49.450 197.850
#1 Florida 49.475 49.425 49.475 49.400 197.775
#2 UCLA 49.525 49.475 49.400 49.350 197.750
#10 Stanford 49.550 49.350 49.325 49.275 197.500
#7 Utah 49.400 49.300 49.350 49.325 197.375
#8 ArkAnsAs 49.450 49.175 49.225 48.450 196.300
2013 (session ii)
los AnGeles, CAliF. (UClA, host)
Name  VT  UB  BB  FX  AA
Alabama 49.350 49.275 49.275 49.450 197.350
Oklahoma 49.275 49.500 49.150 49.275 197.200
UCLA 49.500 49.175 49.075 49.450 197.200
Michigan 49.275 49.400 48.775 49.400 196.850
Utah 49.200 49.475 48.225 49.300 196.200
ArkAnsAs 48.975 48.900 49.000 49.275 196.150
nCAA ChAmPionshiP toP sCores
vAUlt
 Gymnast  Score  Year
1.  Michelle Stout 9.975 2009 (S. II)*
2.  Scarlett Williams 9.925 2012 (SS)
3.  Michelle Stout 9.90 2008*
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2009 (S. II)*
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2009 (S. II)*
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2009 (SS)
 Michelle Stout 9.90 2009 (SS)
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2010*
 Amy Borsellino 9.90 2011*
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2012 (S. II)*
 Kelci Lewis 9.90 2012 (SS)
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2012 (SS)
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2012 (SS)
14.  Casey Jo Magee 9.875 2009 (SS)
 Katherine Grable 9.875 2011*
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2012
Uneven BArs
 Gymnast  Score  Year
1.  Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2008*
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010*
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010 (IEF)
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2012 (S. II)*
5.  Michelle Stout 9.875 2009 (S. II)*
 Michelle Stout 9.875 2009 (SS)
 Katherine Grable 9.875 2012 (S. II)
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2012 (SS)
 Shelby Salmon 9.875 2012 (S. II)
 Katherine Grable 9.875 2013 (S. II)
11.  Michelle Stout 9.85 2008*
 Jaimi Pisani 9.85 2009 (S. II)*
 Katherine Grable 9.85 2012 (SS)
 Mariah Howdeshell 9.85 2012 (SS)
 Erin Freier 9.850 2013 (S. II)
16.  Casey Jo Magee 9.825 2007
 Emily Peacock 9.825 2006
 Emily Peacock 9.825 2008
 Casey Jo Magee 9.825 2009 (S. II)
 Jaime Pisani 9.825 2010
 Katherine Grable 9.825 2011
 Jaime Pisani 9.825 2011
 Genny Salvatore 9.825 2011
 Stephani Canizaro 9.825 2012
BAlAnCe BeAm
 Gymnast  Score  Year
1.  Jaime Pisani 9.95 2012 (S. II)*
 Katherine Grable 9.95 2012 (S. II)*
3.  Alexandra LaChance 9.90 2009 (S. II)*
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2009 (SS)
 Sarah Nagashima 9.90 2009 (S. II)*
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010*
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2012 (SS)
8.  Casey Jo Magee 9.875 2010 (IEF)
 Jaime Pisani 9.875 2012 (SS)
10.  Amy DeFilippo 9.85 2009 (S. II)
 Sarah Nagashima 9.85 2009 (SS)
 Amy Borsellino 9.85 2012 (S. II)
 Shelby Salmon 9.85 2012 (S. II)
 Shelby Salmon 9.85 2012 (SS)
 Scarlett Williams 9.85 2012 (S. II)
Floor exerCise
 Gymnast  Score  Year
1.  Jaime Pisani 9.950 2011*
 Katherine Grable 9.950 2013 (S. II)
3.  Jaime Pisani 9.925 2010*
4.  Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2007
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2009 (SS)
 Casey Jo Magee 9.90 2010*
 Katherine Grable 9.90 2011*
 Jaime Pisani 9.90 2012 (S. II)*
9.  Jaime Pisani 9.875 2009 (SS)
 Katherine Grable 9.875 2012 (SS)
11.  Rachel Barnett 9.85 2006
 Emily Peacock 9.85 2006
 Casey Jo Magee 9.85 2009 (S. II)*
 Jaime Pisani 9.85 2009 (S. II)*
 Michelle Stout 9.85 2009 (S. II)*
 Jaime Pisani 9.85 2010 (IEF)
 Kelci Lewis 9.85 2011*
 Stephani Canizaro 9.85 2012 (S. II)*
 Bailee Zumwalde 9.85 2012 (S. II)*
 Amy Borsellino 9.85 2012 (SS)
 Sydnie Dillard 9.85 2013 (S. II)
All-AroUnD
 Gymnast  Score  Year
1.  Jaime Pisani 39.625 2012 (S. II)*
2.  Casey Jo Magee 39.550 2010*
3.  Michelle Stout 39.525 2009 (S. II)*
 Katherine Grable 39.525 2012 (SS)
 Katherine Grable 39.475 2013 (S. II)
6.  Casey Jo Magee 39.450 2009 (SS)
7.  Katherine Grable 39.425 2012 (S. II)
8.  Jaime Pisani 39.400 2010*
9.  Jaime Pisani 39.375 2009 (S. II)
10.  Casey Jo Magee 39.350 2008
 Jaime Pisani 39.350 2011*
12.  Jaime Pisani 39.30 2009 (SS)
 Amy Borsellino 39.30 2012 (S. II)
 Amy Borsellino 39.30 2012 (SS)
15.  Casey Jo Magee 39.275 2009 (S. II)
16.  Sarah Nagashima 39.225 2009 (SS)
event FinAls
Gymnast, Event  Score  Year
Michelle Stout V 9.80 (4th) 2008
Alexandra LaChance BB 9.825 (9th) 2009
Sarah Nagashima BB 9.90 (T3rd) 2009
Michelle Stout VT 9.8375 (5th) 2009
Michelle Stout UB 9.8625 (T7th) 2009
Casey Jo Magee UB 9.90 (t5th) 2010
Casey Jo Magee BB 9.875 (4th) 2010
Casey Jo Magee FX 9.8125 (12th) 2010
Jaime Pisani V  9.7188 (12th) 2010
Jaime Pisani FX 9.850 (10th) 2010
Amy Borsellino V 9.6938 (15th)  2011
Katherine Grable FX 9.85 (t9th) 2011
Jaime Pisani FX 9.90 (t5th) 2011
Katherine Grable BB 9.8625 (6th) 2012
Jaime Pisani FX 9.8625 (9th) 2012
Jaime Pisani BB 9.6875 (12th) 2012
Katherine Grable FX 9.8875 (6th) 2013
*All-American
kAtherine GrABle At the 2013 event FinAls
nCAA ChAmPionshiP toP sCores
toP Five teAm sCores
event sCore yeAr
vAUlt 49.450 2012 (sUPer six
49.450 2009 (Session II)
49.325 2009 (Super Six)
49.275 2013 (Session II)
49.250 2010
BArs 49.275 2012 (session ii)
49.175 2012 (Super Six)
49.125 2010
49.125 2008
49.100 2009 (Session II)
BeAm 49.450 2012 (session ii)
49.250 2009 (Session II)
49.225 2012 (Super Six)
48.925 2009 (Super Six)
48.575 2008
Floor 49.275 2011
49.250 2009 (Super Six)
49.225 2010
49.150 2012 (Session II)
49.150 2009 (Session II)
totAl 197.150 2012 (session ii)
196.950 2009 (Session II)
196.475 2009 (Super Six)
196.300 2012 (Super Six)
195.825 2008
nCAA ChAmPionshiP event FinAlists
To be named as an event finalist, athletes must be at the NCAA Championship competition. Places 1-4 (plus ties) in each event in each session of Thursday’s 
preliminary team competition are considered first-team All-Americans and are qualified to compete for an indvidual NCAA Championship
event FinAlists
2008
Michelle Stout
VT - 9.80 (4th)
2009
Michelle Stout
VT - 9.8375 (5th)
2009
Sarah Nagashima
BB - 9.90 (T-3rd)
2009
Alexandra LaChance
BB - 9.825 (5th)
2010
Jaime Pisani
VT - 9.7188 (T-12th)
FX - 9.85 (T-10th)
2010
Casey Jo Magee
UB - 9.90 (T-5th)
BB - 9.875 (4th)
FX - 9.8125 (12th)
2011
Amy Borsellino
VT - 9.6938 (15th)
2011
Katherine Grable
FX - 9.85 (T-9th)
2011
Jaime Pisani
FX - 9.90 (T-5th)
2012
Katherine Grable
BB - 9.8625 (12th)
2012
Jaime Pisani
BB - 9.6875 (12th)
2013
Katherine Grable
FX - 9.8875 (6th)
ArkAnsAs’ sUPer six teAms
 To the rest of the world, the 10th-ranked University of Arkansas gymnastics team might have been the 
Cinderella story but the Razorbacks acted liked they belonged at the 2009 NCAA Super Six Championship in Lincoln, 
Neb., Friday.
    The Razorbacks made the program’s first Super Six appearance and might well be the youngest team to reach 
the second night of competition.  The highlights continued as Arkansas scored a 196.475 finishing fifth overall in 
the final team event of the 2009 season.  Arkansas edged SEC-foe No. 4 LSU beating the Tigers for the first time in 
program history.
    Arkansas drew nearly the same rotation for the Super Six as the Razorbacks had in their session previous night. 
They opened the meet in the locker room with a bye in the preliminaries followed by the floor.  Friday, the Razorbacks 
opened the meet on the floor exercise and would end the meet with the final bye.
    It was difficult to hear the floor music over the roar of the SEC-friendly crowd as they erupted for each competitor 
on every event.  Despite the distractions, All-American Sarah Nagashima knocked it out of the park opening with a 
9.8 on the floor.  Freshman Molly Lewis followed with a 9.825, tying her career-high mark.
    Senior All-American Alex LaChance took center stage and posted a 9.85 as the Razorback scores continued to 
climb.  All-American Michelle Stout was fourth in the order for Arkansas and was solid in her tumbling passes earning 
a 9.80.
    All-American Casey Jo Magee took it to another level leading the team with a 9.90 – the top Razorback score of the 
night.  All-American Jaime Pisani finished strong with a 9.875 leading the Razorbacks to a 49.25 on the floor – the 
highest floor score for Arkansas at the NCAA Championships.
    The leadoff on back-to-back events, Nagashima was up first on the vault and stuck her landing earning a 9.775.
    The sticky feet continued for Arkansas with freshman Mariah Howdeshell tying her career-best with a 9.85.  LaChance added a 9.80 and Magee tallied a 9.875 but Arkansas saved the best for last. 
Pisani and Stout both finished with 9.90s giving Arkansas a 49.325 for the event.
    The Razorbacks sat through their second and final bye in the third rotation and when the dust settled and all six teams had two events done, Arkansas was tied with LSU in fourth place.  Just as in 
the preliminaries, Arkansas would finish on bars and beam as the night continued.
    Arkansas had the task of following third-ranked Alabama on the bars after the Crimson Tide posted a 49.325 on the event.  Scores were a bit tighter for the Razorbacks staying in the 9.7s for the 
first four routines.
    Nagashima finally broke through with a 9.80 and Stout finished with a team-leading 9.875 for a 48.975.  Meanwhile, top-ranked Georgia and No. 2 Utah separated themselves with the Gym Dogs 
scoring a 49.575 on floor with no score lower than 9.90.  The Utes tallied a 49.525 on the vault and after three events and four rotations, Georgia led the field with a 148.200, followed by Utah at 
148.150 and Alabama in third with 148.075 in a very close race for the top spots.
    The Razorbacks closed their evening on the balance beam and scores were again tough to come by for Arkansas.  Pisani opened with a 9.75, followed by a 9.65 from LaChance and a 9.775 from 
junior Amy DeFilippo despite some solid performances.
    Arkansas’ next performer fell putting a bit of pressure on the final two to stay on the equipment – and they did just that.
    Nagashima stepped up with a 9.85 and Magee put a cap on the meet with a 9.90 as the Razorbacks’ first Super Six appearance wound down.
 Arkansas’ gymnastics team finished sixth at the NCAA Championship finals on Sunday for its fourth top 10 
finish in the last five years.
 The Razorbacks advanced to the Super Six for the second time by finishing third in Friday’s NCAA Cham-
pionship Session II semifinal. In the last five years, Arkansas has finished 10th in the nation in 2008, fifth in 2009, 
tied for ninth in 2011 and sixth in 2012. The Razorbacks reached the Super Six for the second time in four years after 
advancing for the first time in 2009.
 “We had a lot of questions marks toward the end of the season and even leading up to the regional with 
injuries,” co-head coach René Cook said. “Just to get to the Super Six is fantastic.”
 Alabama won the national championship Sunday at the Gwinnett Center in Duluth, Ga.
 The final team standings were No. 4 Alabama 197.85, No. 1 Florida 197.775, No. 2 UCLA 197.75, No. 10 
Stanford 197.50, No. 7 Utah 197.375, No. 8 Arkansas 196.30.
 “I’m really proud of the team,” senior All-American Jaime Pisani said. “We gave it our all.”
 Pisani and sophomore Katherine Grable still have another day to complete. Both are in the individual event 
finals on Sunday at noon (central). Pisani is competing on floor and on beam, and Grable on beam.
Arkansas’ 196.30 is the school’s fourth-best in the championship and the Razorbacks tied the overall school record 
with a 49.45 on vault, led by sophomore Scarlett Williams’ career-high 9.925.
 “It means a lot to get to the Super Six,” Williams said. “We came out and fought hard.”
 The Razorbacks started on bars. A day after posting a 49.275 in the NCAA Session II semifinal, Arkansas 
opened the Super Six with a 49.175.
 Junior Amy Borsellino opened with a 9.80, followed by freshman Stephani Canizaro with a 9.80 and sopho-
more Shelby Salmon a 9.775. Sophomore Katherine Grable scored a 9.85, and Pisani followed with a 9.875 before senior Mariah Howdeshell ended the rotation with a 9.85.
 The 49.175 is the second-best score for the Razorbacks in the NCAA Championship, trailing only the 49.275 from Friday.
 After the first rotation, Florida led with a 49.475 vault, followed by UCLA (floor) and Utah (beam) with 49.35, and Arkansas 49.175.
 Arkansas moved to beam for the second rotation, where the Razorbacks set a school record in Friday’s semifinal with a 49.45. In the Super Six, Arkansas scored a 49.225, which is the third-best 
for the championship.
 Grable closed the rotation with a team-high mark of 9.90. Pisani had a 9.875, Salmon a 9.85, Borsellino a 9.825 and Williams a 9.775. Grable’s 9.90 ties for the fourth-best for a Razorback in the 
championship.
 Arkansas went into its first bye with a 98.40.
 Through three rotations and with every team completing two events, Alabama led with a 99.075, followed by Florida 98.90, UCLA 98.875, Stanford 98.675, Utah 98.675 and Arkansas 98.40.
 For the fourth rotation, Arkansas was on floor and was forced to count a couple of mistakes, finishing with a 48.45.
 Freshman Bailee Zumwalde led off with a 9.825 and Grable had a team-best 9.875. Borsellino scored a 9.85, junior Kelci Lewis a 9.65 and Pisani a 9.25.
 “We are really excited about getting here,” Pisani said. “It wasn’t our greatest performance on floor. I’m so happy for the opportunity to make the Super Six as a freshman and again as a senior.”
 Through four rotations, Florida led with 148.375, followed by UCLA at 148.35, Utah 148.075, Arkansas 146.85, Alabama 99.075 and Stanford 98.675.
 Arkansas closed the meet on vault and finished with its best mark of the day, a 49.45, which ties the overall school record.
 Pisani and Grable closed the meet with 9.90s after Lewis started the rotation with a 9.90, but Williams led with a career-high9.925. Borsellino scored a 9.825.
2009 - 5th PlACe
2012 - 6th PlACe
ArkAnsAs GymnAstiCs yeAr By yeAr resUlts
2003
5-14-1; 1-5 seC; t6th At seC
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
10 #16 Denver L 196.425 193.000 NR
17 #5 Florida* L 196.250 193.975 #23
24 #4 Alabama* L 197.200 194.575 #26
FeBrUAry
2 at #5 UCLA L 198.175 193.475 #22
7 at #33 Kentucky Quad*   1st/4
 Ill-Chicago W 194.475 193.425 #28
 TWU W 194.475 193.275 #28
 Kentucky* W 194.475 192.825 #28
14 at #15 Auburn* Quad   2nd/4
 Auburn L 196.300 194.975 #30
 #21 Missouri W 194.975 #30 194.900
 Centenary W 194.975 #30 192.375
21 #4 Georgia* L 197.225 194.225 #27
28 at #15 LSU L 196.700 193.475 #31
mArCh
7 at #31 WVU L 196.800 195.150 #35
14 #28 Missouri L 195.875 195.375 #t33
29 SEC Championship, Birmingham, Ala.  T6th/7
 #5 Alabama L 197.575 194.875 #38
 #4 Georgia L 197.525 194.875 #38
 #9 Florida L 195.950 194.875 #38
 #15 LSU L 195.650 194.875 #38
 #17 Auburn L 195.650 194.875 #38
 #39 Kentucky T 194.875 194.875 #38
2004
11-14; 2-4 seC; 6th At seC
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
9 Arkansas Quad    1st/4
 #22 Minnesota W 195.575 194.675 RV
 West Virginia W 195.575 192.775 RV
 Ill Chicago W 195.575 189.550 RV
16 #23 Kentucky* W 196.225 195.200 #8
23 #29 Auburn* W 196.425 196.225 #13
30 at #2 Georgia* L 197.300 195.250 #11
FeBrUAry
6 #14 LSU* L 196.775 196.450 #13
13 #10 Missouri L 196.600 195.925 #15
20 at #5 Florida* L 197.375 195.925 #17
27 #3 Alabama* L 197.325 196.450 #17
mArCh
5 Gym’Back Invitational   1st/4
 Centenary W 196.625 193.625 #20
 Southeast Mo. W 196.625 194.625 #20
 TWU W 196.625 192.475 #20
12 at #11 Arizona L 296.525 194.850 #21
20 SEC Championship, Duluth, Ga.  6th/7
 #4 Georgia L 198.175 194.825 #24
 #3 Alabama L 197.950 194.825 #24
 #5 LSU L 197.275 194.825 #24
 #8 Florida L 197.225 194.825 #24
 #20 Auburn L 195.925 194.825 #24
 #40 Kentucky W 194.825 193.850 #24
APril
3 at NCAA SC  Regional, Tucson, Ariz.  4th/6
 #5 Utah L 197.625 195.550 #25
 #8 Florida L 197.050 195.550 #25
 #18 Arizona L 196.375 195.550 #25
 #39 Illinois W 195.550 195.400 #25
 #40 Ill. Chic. W 195.550 193.875 #25
2005
9-16; 2-4 seC; 5th At seC
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
8 at Minnesota W 194.250 193.800 t#24
14 at #10 Kentucky W 194.925 193.575 t#24
21 at #12 Auburn W 194.275 93.225 t#15
28 #6 Georgia L 195.300 195.150 #12
FeBrUAry
4 at #4 LSU L 196.925 195.725 #13
11 at Washington Tri Meet   2nd/3
 #21 Oregon St. L 195.975 195.550 #12
 #19 Washington W 195.550 195.275 #12
18 #4 Florida L 196.450 195.475 #11
25 Alabama L 194.800 193.750 #11
mArCh
5 at #11 Denver L 194.425 193.725 #13
13 #32 Missouri L 196.050 195.575 #15
19 Arkansas Quad    3rd/4
 #3 Nebraska L 196.625 195.625 #14
 #5 UCLA L 196.850 195.625 #14
 #12 Oregon St. W 195.625 195.550 #14
26 at SEC Championship, Duluth, Ga.  5th/7
#8 Georgia L 197.250 195.325 #15
#2 LSU L 196.975 195.325 #15
#5 Alabama L 196.700 195.325 #15
#6 Florida L 196.150 195.325 #15
 #21 Auburn W 195.325 195.125 #15
 t#19 Kentucky W 195.325 193.800 #15
APril
9 at NCAA East  Regional, Durham, N.H.  4th/6
 #3 LSU L 197.125 193.950 #15
 #10 Oklahoma L 195.550 193.950 #15
 #41 New Hamp. L 194.700 193.950 #15
 #51 Pittsburgh W 193.950 193.100 #15
 #52 Rutgers W 193.950 191.350 #15
21 Ind. only at NCAA Championship
kAtherine GrABle heAther elswiCk erin Freier
ArkAnsAs GymnAstiCs yeAr By yeAr resUlts
2006
12-21; 2-4 seC; 6th At seC
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
3 at Hawai’i Invitational   3rd/6
 #3 UCLA L 193.775 190.625 #20
 #13 Oregon St. L 191.925 190.625 #20
 #18 Washington W 190.625 190.425 #20
 RV California W 190.625 189.350 #20
 RV Sac State W 190.625 188.075 #20
13 at #14 Missouri L 195.100 192.225 #17
20 at #3 Georgia* L 196.125 193.600 #24
27 #11 LSU* L 194.725 193.100 #22
FeBrUAry
3 #15 Penn State L 194.650 194.575 #21
10 at #5 Florida* Quad   3rd/4
 #5 Florida L 196.950 194.025 #21
 #32 W. Virginia L 194.200 194.025 #21
 #22 N. Carolina W 194.025 193.125 #21
17 at #3 Alabama L 195.825 194.175 #21
24 #18 Kentucky* W 196.350 196.250 #19
mArCh
3 #13 Auburn* W 195.375 194.950 #20
12 #36 Washington W 196.350 193.025 #20
19 at #11 Nebraska L 196.475 195.900 #20
25 at SEC Championship, Birmingham, Ala. 6th/7
 #1 Georgia L 197.275 194.650 #19
 #5 Alabama L 196.975 194.650 #19
 #3 Florida L 196.275 194.650 #19
 #8 LSU L 195.900 194.650 #19
 #14 Auburn L 194.975 194.650 #19
 #18 Kentucky W 194.650 #19 191.150
APril
8 NCAA SC  Regional, Fayetteville, Ark.   2nd/6
 #3 Florida L 196.375 195.400 #18
 #9 UCLA W 195.400 #18 195.175
 #30 Illinois W 195.400 #18 193.125
 #42 Ill. Chic. W 195.400 #18 191.125
 #49  SEMO W 195.400 #18 189.050
20 at NCAA – Session II, Corvallis, Ore.  6th/6
 Georgia L 197.275 194.375 #18
 Iowa State L 196.250 194.375 #18
 Florida L 196.225 194.375 #18
 Arizona State L 195.575 194.375 #18
 Oregon State L 195.150 194.375 #18
2007
17-16; 2-4 seC; 5th At seC
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
5 Super Six Challenge   6th/6
 #3 Florida L 196.550 192.800 #15
 #7 Nebraska L 195.200 192.800 #15
 #14 Penn State L 194.575 192.800 #15
 #9 LSU L 194.125 192.800 #15
 #17 Denver L 192.975 192.800 #15
13 at #14 Penn St. W 194.850 193.600 #15
19 #2 Georgia* L 196.100 196.075 #20
26 at #15 LSU* L 196.500 195.575 #14
FeBrUAry
2 at Utah Quad    2nd/4
 #3 Utah L 196.150 193.625 #13
 #22 BYU W 193.625 192.600 #13
 #29 SUU W 193.625 190.650 #13
9 #1 Florida* L 195.775 197.275 #16
16 #5 Alabama* L 194.175 197.000 #15
23 at Kentucky* W 195.850 193.650 #14
mArCh
2 at #14 Auburn* W 196.325 195.400 #12
9 Arkansas Quad 1   1st/4
 #23 W.  Virginia W 196.250 194.300 #11
 #37 Pittsburgh W 196.250 193.350 #11
 #39 UNH W 196.250 192.650 #11
16 at #23 Ariz. St. W 196.175 195.125 #12
23 Arkansas Quad 2   1st/4
 #18 Missouri W 196.450 195.725 #12
 #36 SEMO W 196.450 192.975 #12
 #51 TWU W 196.450 192.000 #12
31 at SEC Championship, N. Little Rock, Ark. 5th/6
 #1 Florida L 197.325 194.550 #11
 #2 Georgia L 197.175 194.550 #11
 #3 Alabama L 197.000 194.550 #11
 #4 LSU L 196.250 194.550 #11
 #15 Auburn W 194.550 194.475 #11
 #25 Kentucky W 194.550 194.000 #11
APril
14 at NCAA NE  Regional, Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 3rd/6
 #1 Florida L 197.325 195.875 #13
 #12 Michigan L 196.050 195.875 #13
 #43 New Hamp. W 195.875 #13 192.925
 #41 Pittsburgh W 195.875 #13 192.550
 #53 Rutgers W 195.875 #13 190.875
28 Ind. only NCAA Championship
2008
15-16; 2-4 seC; 6th At seC
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
11 at #9 Michigan/#22 WVU   2nd/3
 #9 Michigan L 196.075 195.250 #14
 #22 W. Virginia W 195.250 190.300 #14
18 #7 LSU L 195.900 195.300 #8
25 #12 Penn State W 195.250 194.625 #10
FeBrUAry
1 at #3 Florida* L 196.700 195.750 #9
8 at #4 Alabama* L 196.775 195.950 #10
15 #35 Kentucky* W 195.175 195.675 #10
22 #14 Auburn* W 195.950 196.425 #10
mArCh
1 at #1 Georgia* L 197.900 195.950 #11
9 at UCLA Quad    1st/4
 #6 Alabama W 196.425 195.925 #12
 #9 UCLA W 196.425 195.800 #12
 #44 CS Full. W 196.425 192.625 #12
15 #9 Oklahoma L 196.750 196.625 #11
21 #15 Mich. St. W 196.075 194.725 #11
29 at SEC Championship, Duluth, Ga.  6th/7
 #1 Georgia L 197.350 194.650 #11
 #3 Florida L 197.325 194.650 #11
 #6 Alabama L 197.325 194.650 #11
 #5 LSU L 196.500 194.650 #11
 #13 Auburn L 196.100 194.650 #11
 #20 Kentucky W 194.650 194.025 #11
APril
12 at NCAA NC  Regional, Minneapolis, Minn. 2nd/6
 #2 Utah L 196.950 196.125 #11
 #28 Minnesota W 196.125 195.275 #11
 #14 Arizona W 196.125 194.275 #11
 #27 So. Utah W 196.125 193.575 #11
 #23 Iowa W 196.125 192.450 #11
24 at NCAA – Session I, Athens, Ga.  5th/6
 #3 Florida L 196.900 195.825 #11
 #4 Alabama L 196.650 195.825 #11
 #7 LSU L 196.575 195.825 #11
 #10 Oklahoma L 196.075 195.825 #11
 #8 Oregon St. W 195.825 195.475 #11
2009
21-14; 3-3 seC; 6th At seC;
nCAA sC reG. ChAmPion
nCAA  ChAmPionshiP, session ii 
semiFinAl 2nD; nCAA sUPer six 5th
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
9 #21 Ohio St. W 195.775 194.625 #12
16 at #9 Oregon  State Tri   2nd/3
 #9 Oregon St. L 195.950 195.925 #5
 #45 California W 195.925 185.250 #5
23 #1 Florida W 196.375 195.425 #8
26 at #7 Oklahoma W 196.900 195.625 #8
30 #9 Alabama W 196.625 196.525 #8
FeBrUAry
6 at #31 Kentucky W 195.075 194.500 #3
13 at #6 Auburn L 196.175 195.400 #7
20 #3 Georgia L 196.925 196.725 #7
27 at #6 LSU L 196.150 195.800 #9
mArCh
6 #18 Minnesota W 196.350 195.250 #10
13 at #49 TWU Quad   1st/4
 #48 B. Green W 196.550 193.375 #11
 #49 TWU W 196.550 193.00 #11
 #65 Penn W 196.550 190.600 #11
21 at SEC Championship, Nashville  6th/7
 #5 Alabama L 197.300 195.650 #9
 #1 Georgia L 196.925 195.650 #9
 #6 Florida L 196.750 195.650 #9
 #4 LSU L 196.550 195.650 #9
 #11 Auburn L 196.350 195.650 #9
 #22 Kentucky W 195.650 195.00 #9
APril
4 NCAA SC  Regional, Fayetteville, Ark.  1st/6
 #4 Stanford W 196.300 196.200 #10
 #16 Michigan W 196.300 195.700 #10
 #25 Arizona W 196.300 194.350 #10
 #31 Arizona St. W 196.300 193.900 #10
 #27 So. Utah W 196.300 192 650#10
16 NCAA – Session II, Lincoln, Neb.  2nd/6
 #3 Alabama L 197.025 196.950 #10
 #2 Utah W 196.950 196.625 #10
 #7 UCLA W 196.950 196.625 #10
 #6 Oregon St. W 196.950 195.350 #10
 #11 Illinois W 196.950 195.050 #10
17 NCAA Super  Six, Lincoln, Neb.  5th/6
 #1 Georgia L 197.825 196.475 #10
 #3 Alabama L 197.575 196.475 #10
 #2 Utah L 197.425 196.475 #10
 #4 Florida L 196.725 196.475 #10
 #6 LSU W 196.475 196.375 #10
 
2010
13-14-1; 2-3-1 seC; 6th At seC;
nCAA west reGionAl 2nD; nCAA ChAmPi-
onshiP, session ii semiFinAl 5th
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
9 #20 Arizona W 195.400 192.650 #8
15 at #8 Florida L 196.575 195.925 #7
22 at #3 Alabama L 197.450 195.500 #7
29 #12 Kentucky W 196.750 195.325 #10
FeBrUAry
5 #16 Auburn W 197.025 196.425 #7
12 at #9 Georgia L 196.725 195.875 #3
19 #11 LSU T 196.200 196.200 #6
26 at Washington Tri   1st/3
 Washington W 196.075 194.100 #8
 Seattle Pacific W 196.075 188.275 #8
mArCh
6 at #22 Minn. W 196.925 194.850 #8
12 #40 Pittsburgh W 196.875 192.525 #7
19 #2 Oklahoma L 197.475 196.100 #6
26 SEC  Championship, Jacksonville, Fla.  6th/7
 #4 Florida L 197.050 195.275 #8
 #1 Alabama L 196.875 195.275 #8
 #5 Georgia L 196.825 195.275 #8
 #10 LSU L 195.750 195.275 #8
 #15 Auburn L 195.575 195.275 #8
 #18 Kentucky W 195.275 194.800 #8
APril
10 NCAA West Reg., Los Angeles 2nd/6
 #3 UCLA L 197.825 196.675 #9 
 #21 Arizona W 196.675 195.100 #9
 #17 Iowa St. W 196.675 194.325 #9
 #32 Arizona St. W 196.675 193.900 #9
 #26 BYU W 196.675 193.400 #9
22 NCAA – Session II, Gainesville, Fla.  5th/6
 #3 Alabama L 196.850 195.600 #7
 #2 Florida L 196.775 195.600 #7
 #6 Stanford L 196.300 195.600 #7
 #11 Michigan L 195.700 195.600 #7
 #10 Missouri W 195.600 194.600 #7
2011
16-10-1; 5-1 seC t1st; 4th At seC;
nCAA nC reGionAl 1st; nCAA ChAmPion-
shiP, session ii semiFinAl t 4th
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
7 at #4 Oklahoma L 195.475 195.075 #11
14 #9 Alabama L 194.900 194.750 #10
21 at #27 Kentucky W 194.975 193.525 #13
28 at #22 Auburn W 195.325 195.15 #12
FeBrUAry
4 #4 Georgia W 195.775 195.400 #11
11 at #19 LSU W 195.325 194.875 #11
18 #28 BYU L 195.100 195.025 #12
25 #1 Florida W 196.700 196.100 #15
27 at #45 UIC W 196.500 193.775 #15
mArCh
4 #27 W. Virginia W 196.525 194.925 #12
12 at #18 Denver L 195.725 195.700 #12
19 SEC Championship, Birmingham, Ala.  4th/7
 #2 Alabama L 197.225 195.800 #12
 #1 Florida L 196.975 195.800 #12
 #8 Georgia L 196.625 195.800 #12
 #19 LSU W 195.800 195.475 #12
 #22 Auburn W 195.800 195.325 #12
 #29 Kentucky W 195.800 193.950 #12
APril
2 NCAA NC Regional, Denver, Colo.  1st/6
 #1 Florida W 196.55 196.425 #12
 #13 Boise St. W 196.55 196.40 #12
 #19 Denver W 196.55 195.625 #12
 #20 Arizona W 196.55 195.40 #12
 #27 BYU W 196.55 194.65 #12
15 NCAA Session  I, Cleveland,Ohio  t4th/6
 #3 Oklahoma L 196.775 195.450 #10
 #6 Michigan L 196.700 195.450 #10
 #2 UCLA L 196.500 195.450 #10
 #7 Georgia T 195.450 195.450 #10
 #11 Illinois W 195.450 195.100 #10
ArkAnsAs GymnAstiCs yeAr By yeAr resUlts
the GymBACks CheerinG
ArkAnsAs GymnAstiCs yeAr By yeAr resUlts
2012
18-20; 3-3 seC; 6th At seC; nCAA 
FAyetteville reGionAl 2nD; nCAA ChAm-
PionshiP, session ii semiFinAl 3rD; nCAA 
sUPer six 6th
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
6 at Cancun Classic   1st/5
 #19 Arizona W 196.45 195.10 #11
 #17 Auburn W 196.45 194.775 #11
 #25 Iowa W 196.45 193.875 #11
 #12 LSU W 196.45 192.50 #11
13 #13 Kentucky W 196.65 191.975 #11
20 #25 LSU W 197.225 196.325 #3
27 at Florida    2nd/4
 #8 Florida L 197.775 196.70 #1
 #24 Maryland W 196.70 193.075 #1
 Bridgeport W 196.70 192.975 #1
FeBrUAry
3 #13 Auburn W 196.80 195.80 #2
5 #5 Oklahoma L 197.425 196.175 #2
10 at #6 Georgia L 196.825 195.875 #3
17 at #6 Alabama L 197.65 196.125 #5
24 #9 Nebraska L 197.00 196.30 #7
mArCh
2 #18 Minnesota W 196.325 195.475 #8
10 at #28 W. Va. L 195.675 195.125 #8
16 at #16 Missouri L 196.10 195.40 #9
24 SEC Championship, Duluth, Ga.  6th/7
 #1 Florida L 197.15 194.175 #10
 #3 Alabama L 196.775 194.175 #10
 #5 Georgia L 196.575 194.175 #10
 #8 LSU L 196.425 194.175 #10
 #24 Kentucky L 194.35 194.175 #10
 #15 Auburn W 194.175 194.10 #10
APril
7 NCAA Fayetteville Regional   2nd/6
 #3 UCLA L 197.225 196.825 #10
 #15 Boise St. W 196.825 196.05 #10
 #19 Missouri W 196.825 195.45 #10
 #34 Maryland W 196.825 194.40 #10
 #29 N. Hamp. W 196.825 193.90 #10
20 NCAA Session  II, Duluth, Ga.  3rd/6
 #4 Alabama L 197.675 197.15 #8
 #1 Florida L 197.65 197.15 #8
 #12 Ohio St. W 197.15 196.525 #8
 #5 Georgia W 197.15 196.50 #8
 #9 Oregon St. W 197.15 196.475 #8
21 NCAA Super  Six, Duluth, Ga.  6th/6
 #4 Alabama L 197.85 196.30 #8
 #1 Florida L 197.775 196.30 #8
 #2 UCLA L 197.75 196.30 #8
 #10 Stanford L 197.50 196.30 #8
 #7 Utah L 197.375 196.30 #8
2013
12-18-1; 1-5-1 seC; 6th At seC; nCAA 
CorvAllis reGionAl 2nD; nCAA 
ChAmPionshiP, session ii 6th
oPPonent w/l oPP. sCore UA rAnk
JAnUAry
11 #11 Georgia* L 196.200 195.775 #12
18 at #14 Kentucky* L 195.500 193.075 #9
25 #11 Denver W 195.125 195.475 NR
FeBrUAry 
1 #1 Florida* L 197.575 196.175 #22
8 at #15 Auburn* L 196.325 195.650 NR
15 at #7 LSU L 196.825 195.625 #20
22 #4 Alabama* T 197.100 197.100 #19
mArCh
1 Arkansas Quad    1st/4
 Missouri* W 194.300 196.50 #25
 Lindenwood W 191.125 196.50 #25
 Centenary W 190.575 196.50 #25
9 at Minnesota Quad   2nd/4
 #12 Minnesota W 196.600 196.350 #25
 #14 Nebraska L 196.150 196.350 #25
 Centenary W 190.425 196.350 #25 
   
17 at #8 UCLA L 197.425 196.600 #15
23 SEC Championship, North Little Rock, Ark. 6th/8 
#1 Florida L 198.000 196.400 #6 seed
#2 Alabama L 197.800 196.400  #6 seed
#3 LSU L 197.700 196.400 #6 seed
#4 Georgia L 197.325 196.400 #6 seed
#5 Auburn L 196.550 196.400 #6 seed
#7 Missouri W 195.525 196.400 #6 seed
#8 Kentucky W 194.600 196.400 #6 seed
APril 
6 NCAA Corvallis, Oregon Regional  2nd/6
 #1 Georgia L 197.425 196.950 #3 seed
 #5 Arizona St. W 195.700 196.950 #3 seed
 #2 Oregon St W 195.375 196.950 #3 seed
 #4 Boise State W 195.350 196.950 #3 seed
 #6 Cal W 195.125 196.950 #3 seed
19 NCAA Championship, Los Angeles, Calif. 6th/6
 #3 Alabama L 197.350 196.150 #11 seed
 #2 Oklahoma L 197.200 196.150 #11 seed
 #6 UCLA L 197.200 196.150 #11 seed
 #7 Michigan L 196.850 196.150 #11 seed
 #10 Utah L 196.200 196.150 #11 seed
shelBy sAlmon
syDnie DillArD
gyMnasTiCs sERiEs RECORDs
aLaBaMa (2-26-1)
1-24-03 #4 Alabama 197.200  Arkansas 194-575  Fayetteville
3-29-03 #5 Alabama 197.575 #38 Arkansas 194.875  Birmingham (SEC)
2-27-04 #3 Alabama 197.325 #17 Arkansas 196.450  Tuscaloosa
3-20-04 #3 Alabama 197.950 #24 Arkansas 194.825  Duluth (SEC)
2-25-05  Alabama 194.800 #11 Arkansas 193.750  Fayetteville
3-26-05 #5 Alabama 196.700 #15 Arkansas 195.325  Duluth (SEC)
2-17-06 #3 Alabama 195.825 #21 Arkansas 194.175  Tuscaloosa
3-25-06 #5 Alabama 196.975 #19 Arkansas 194.650  Birmingham (SEC)
2-16-07 #2 Alabama 197.00 #15 Arkansas 194.175  Fayetteville
3-31-07 #3 Alabama 197.00 #11 Arkansas 194.550  NLR, Ark (SEC)
2-8-08 #4 Alabama 196.775 #10 Arkansas 195.950  Tuscaloosa
3-9-08 #6 Alabama 195.925 #12 Arkansas 196.425  Los Angeles
3-29-08 #6 Alabama 197.325 #11 Arkansas 194.650  Duluth (SEC)
4-24-08 #4 Alabama 196.650 #11 Arkansas 195.825  Athens (NCAA)
1-30-09 #9 Alabama 196.525  #8 Arkansas 196.625 Fayetteville
3-21-09 #5 Alabama 197.300 #9 Arkansas 195.650  Nashville (SEC)
4-16-09 #3 Alabama 197.025 #10 Arkansas 196.950  Lincoln (NCAA)
4-17-09 #3 Alabama 197.575 #10 Arkansas 196.475  Lincoln (Super Six)
1-22-10 #3 Alabama 197.450 #7 Arkansas 195.500  Tuscaloosa
3-26-10 #1 Alabama 196.875 #8 Arkansas 195.275  Jacksonville (SEC)
4-22-10 #3 Alabama 196.850 #7 Arkansas 195.600  Gainesville (NCAA)
1-14-11 #9 Alabama 194.900 #10 Arkansas 194.750  Fayetteville
3-19-11 #2 Alabama 197.225 #12 Arkansas 195.800  Birmingham (SEC)
2-17-12 #6 Alabama 197.650 #5 Arkansas 196.125  Tuscaloosa
3-24-12 #3 Alabama 196.775 #10 Arkansas 194.175  Duluth (SEC)
4-20-12 #4 Alabama 197.675 #8 Arkansas 197.150  Duluth (NCAA S. II)
4-21-12 #4 Alabama 197.850 #8 Arkansas 196.300  Duluth (Super Six)
2-11-13 #4 Alabama 197.100 #19 Arkansas 197.100 Fayetteville
2-23-13 #4 Alabama 197.800 #x Arkansas 196.400 N. Little Rock (SEC)
4-19-13 #3 Alabama 197.350 #x Arkansas 196.150 Los Angeles (NCAA S. 11)
aRizOna (6-2)
3-12-04 #11 Arizona 196.525 #21 Arkansas 194.850  Tucson
4-3-04 #18 Arizona 196.375 #25 Arkansas 195.550  Tucson (NCAA Reg.)
4-12-08 #14 Arizona 194.274  #11 Arkansas 196.125 Minneapolis (NCAA Reg.)
4-4-09 #25 Arizona 194.350  #10 Arkansas 196.300 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
1-9-10 #20 Arizona 192.600  #8 Arkansas 195.400 Fayetteville
4-10-10 #21 Arizona 195.100  #9 Arkansas 196.675 Los Angeles (NCAA Reg.)
4-2-11 #20 Arizona 195.400  #12 Arkansas 196.550 Denver (NCAA Reg.)
1-6-12 #19 Arizona 195.150  #11 Arkansas 196.450 Cancun, Mexico
aRizOna sTaTE (4-1)
4-20-06 #9 ASU 195.500 #18 Arkansas 194.375  Corvallis (NCAA, S. II)
3-16-07 #23 ASU 195.125  #12 Arkansas 196.175 Tempe
4-4-09 #31 ASU 193.900  #10 Arkansas 196.300 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
4-10-10 #32 ASU 193.900  #9 Arkansas 196.675 Los Angeles (NCAA Reg.)
4-6-13  ASU 195.700 #x Arkansas 196.950 Corvallis (NCAA Reg.)
aUBURn (13-10)
2-14-03 #15 Auburn 196.300  Arkansas 194.975  Auburn
3-29-03 #17 Auburn 195.650 #38 Arkansas 194.875  Birmingham (SEC)
1-23-04 #29 Auburn 196.225 #13 Arkansas 196.425 Fayetteville
3-20-04 #20 Auburn 195.925 #24 Arkansas 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
1-21-05 #12 Auburn 194.225  #15 Arkansas 194.275 Auburn
3-26-05 #21 Auburn 195.125 #15 Arkansas 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
3-3-06 #13 Auburn 194.950 #20 Arkansas 195.375 Fayetteville
3-25-06 #14 Auburn 194.975 #19 Arkansas 194.650  Birmingham (SEC)
3-3-07 #14 Auburn 195.400  #12 Arkansas 196.325 Auburn
3-31-07 #15 Auburn 194.475  #11 Arkansas 194.550 Little Rock (SEC)
2-22-08 #14 Auburn 195.950 #10 Arkansas 196.425 Fayetteville
3-29-08 #13 Auburn 196.100 #11 Arkansas 194.650 Duluth (SEC)
2-13-09 #6 Auburn 196.175 #7 Arkansas 195.400  Auburn
3-21-09 #11 Auburn 196.350 #9 Arkansas 195.650  Nashville (SEC)
2-5-10 #16 Auburn 196.425 #7 Arkansas 197.025 Fayetteville
3-26-20 #15 Auburn 195.575 #8 Arkansas 195.275  Jacksonville (SEC)
1-28-11 #22 Auburn 195.150  #12 Arkansas 195.325 Auburn
3-19-11 #22 Auburn 195.325  #12 Arkansas 195.800 Birmingham (SEC)
1-6-12 #17 Auburn 194.775  #11 Arkansas 196.450 Cancun, Mexico
2-3-12 #13 Auburn 195.800 #2 Arkansas 196.800 Fayetteville
3-24-12 #15 Auburn 194.100 #10 Arkansas 194.175 Duluth (SEC)
2-8-13 #15 Auburn 196.325 #19 Arkansas 195.650 Auburn
3-23-13 #15 Auburn 196.500 #x Arkansas 196.400 N. Little Rock (SEC)
BOisE sTaTE (3-0)
4-2-11 #13 Boise St. 196.400  #12 Arkansas 196.55 Denver (NCAA Reg.)
4-7-12 #15 Boise St. 196.825 #10 Arkansas 196.050 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
4-6-13 Boise State 195.350 #x Arkansas 196.950 Corvallis (NCAA Reg.)
BOwLing gREEn (1-0)
3-13-09 #48 B Green 193.375  #11 Arkansas 196.550 Dallas
BRiDgEpORT (1-0)
1-27-12 Bridgeport 192.975  #1 Arkansas 196.700 Gainesville
BRighaM yOUng UnivERsiTy (3-1)
2-2-07 #22 BYU 192.600  #13 Arkansas 193.625 Salt Lake City
4-10-10 #26 BYU 193.400  #9 Arkansas 196.675 Los Angeles (NCAA Reg.)
2-18-11 #28 BYU 195.10 #12 Arkansas 195.025 Fayetteville
4-2-11 #27 BYU 194.65  #12 Arkansas 196.55 Denver (NCAA Reg.)
CaLifORnia (3-0)
1-3-06 California 189.350  #20 Arkansas 190.625  Honolulu
1-16-09 #45 California 185.250  #5 Arkansas 195.925 Corvallis, Ore.
4-6-13  California 195.125 #x Arkansas 196.950 Corvallis (NCAA Reg.)
Cs-fULLERTOn (1-0)
3-9-08 #44 CS-Full 192.625  #12 Arkansas 196.425 Los Angeles
CEnTEnaRy (4-0)
2-14-03  Centenary 192.375  Arkansas 194.975  Auburn
3-5-04 Centenary 193.625 #20 Arkansas 196.625  Fayetteville
3-1-13 Centenary 190.525 #25 Arkansas 196.500 Fayetteville
3-9-13 Centenary 190.425 #24 Arkansas 196.350 Minneapolis
DEnvER (2-4)
1-10-03  Denver 196.425  Arkansas 193.00 Fayetteville
3-5-05 #12 Denver 194.425 #13 Arkansas 193.725  Denver
1-5-07 #17 Denver 192.975 #15 Arkansas 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
3-12-11 #18 Denver 195.725 #12 Arkansas 195.70  Denver
4-2-11 #19 Denver 195.625  #12 Arkansas 196.55 Denver (NCAA Reg.)
1-25-13 #11 Denver 195.125 Arkansas 195.475 Fayetteville
fLORiDa (3-30)
1-17-03 #5 Florida 196.250  Arkansas 193.975 Fayetteville
3-29-03 #9 Florida 195.950 #38 Arkansas 194.875  Birmingham (SEC)
2-2-04 #5 Florida 197.375 #17 Arkansas 195.925  Gainesville
3-20-04 #8 Florida 197.225 #24 Arkansas 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
4-3-04 #8 Florida 197.050 #25 Arkansas 195.550  Tucson
2-18-05 #4 Florida 196.450 #11 Arkansas 195.475 Fayetteville
3-26-05 #6 Florida 196.150 #15 Arkansas 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
2-10-06 #5 Florida 196.950 #21 Arkansas 194.025  Gainesville
3-25-06 #3 Florida 196.275 #19 Arkansas 194.650  Birmingham (SEC)
4-8-06 #3 Florida 196.375 #18 Arkansas 195.400  Fville (NCAA Reg.)
4-20-06 #4 Florida 196.225 #18 Arkansas 194.375  Corvallis (NCAA S. II)
1-5-07 #3 Florida 196.550 #15 Arkansas 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
2-9-07 #1 Florida 197.275 #16 Arkansas 195.775 Fayetteville
3-31-07 #1 Florida 197.325 #11 Arkansas 194.550  Little Rock(SEC)
4-14-07 #1 Florida 197.325 #13 Arkansas 195.875  Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
2-1-08 #3 Florida 196.700 #9 Arkansas 195.750  Gainesville
3-29-08 #3 Florida 197.325 #11 Arkansas 194.650 Duluth (SEC)
4-24-08 #3 Florida 196.900 #11 Arkansas 195.825  Athens (NCAA, S. II)
1-23-09 #1 Florida 195.425 #8 Arkansas 196.375 Fayetteville
3-21-09 #6 Florida 196.750 #9 Arkansas 195.650  Nashville (SEC)
4-17-09 #4 Florida 196.725 #10 Arkansas 196.475  Lincoln (Super Six)
1-15-10 #8 Florida 196.575 #7 Arkansas 195.925  Gainesville
3-26-10 #4 Florida 197.050 #8 Arkansas 195.275  Jacksonville (SEC)
4-22-10 #2 Florida 196.775 #7 Arkansas 195.600  Gainesville (NCAA S. II)
2-25-11 #1 Florida 196.10 #15 Arkansas 196.700 Fayetteville
gyMnasTiCs sERiEs RECORDs
3-19-11 #1 Florida 196.975 #12 Arkansas 195.800  Birmingham (SEC)
4-2-11 #1 Florida 196.425  #12 Arkansas 196.550 Denver (NCAA Reg.)
1-27-12 #8 Florida 197.775 #1 Arkansas 196.700  Gainesville
3-24-12 #1 Florida 197.150 #10 Arkansas 194.175 Duluth (SEC)
4-20-12 #1 Florida 197.650 #8 Arkansas 197.150 Duluth (NCAA S. II)
4-21-12 #1 Florida 197.775 #8 Arkansas 196.300 Duluth (Super Six)
2-1-13 #1 Florida 197.575 #22 Arkansas 196.175 Fayetteville
3-23-13 #1 Florida 198.000 #16 Arkansas 196.400 N. Little Rock (SEC)
gEORgia (2-24-1)
2-21-03 #4 Georgia 197.225  Arkansas 194.225 Fayetteville
3-29-03 #4 Georgia 197.525 #38 Arkansas 194.875  Birmingham (SEC)
1-30-04 #2 Georgia 197.300 #11 Arkansas 195.250  Athens
3-20-04 #4 Georgia 198.175 #29 Arkansas 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
1-28-05 #6 Georgia 195.300 #12 Arkansas 195.150 Fayetteville
3-26-05 #8 Georgia 197.250 #15 Arkansas 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
1-20-06 #3 Georgia 196.125 #24 Arkansas 193.600  Athens
3-25-06 #1 Georgia 197.275 #19 Arkansas 194.650  Birmingham (SEC)
4-20-06 #1 Georgia 197.300 #18 Arkansas 194.375  Corvallis (NCAA)
1-19-07 #2 Georgia 196.100 #20 Arkansas 196.075 Fayetteville
3-31-07 #2 Georgia 197.175 #11 Arkansas 194.550  Little Rock (SEC)
3-1-08 #1 Georgia 197.900 #11 Arkansas 195.950  Athens
3-29-08 #1 Georgia 197.350 #11 Arkansas 194.640 Duluth (SEC)
2-20-09 #3 Georgia 196.925 #7 Arkansas 196.725 Fayetteville
3-21-09 #1 Georgia 196.925 #9 Arkansas 195.650  Nashville (SEC)
4-17-09 #1 Georgia 197.825 #10 Arkansas 196.475  Lincoln (Super Six)
2-12-10 #9 Georgia 196.725 #3 Arkansas 195.875  Athens
3-26-10 #5 Georgia 196.825 #8 Arkansas 195.275  Jacksonville (SEC)
2-4-11 #4 Georgia 195.40 #11 Arkansas 195.775 Fayetteville
3-19-11 #8 Georgia 196.625 #12 Arkansas 195.80  Birmingham (SEC)
4-15-11 #7 Georgia 195.45  #10 Arkansas 195.45 Cleveland (NCAA S. I)
2-10-12 #6 Georgia 196.825 #3 Arkansas 195.125  Athens
3-24-12 #5 Georgia 196.575 #10 Arkansas 194.175 Duluth (SEC)
4-20-12 #5 Georgia 196.500 #8 Arkansas 197.150 Duluth (NCAA S. II)
1-11-13 #11 Georgia 196.200 #12 Arkansas 195.775 Fayetteville
3-23-13 #4 Georgia 197.325 #16 Arkansas 196.400 N. Little Rock (SEC)
4-6-13 #4 Georgia 197.425 #16 Arkansas 196.950 Corvallis (NCAA Reg.)
iLLinOis (4-0)
4-3-04 #39 Illinois 195.400  #25 Arkansas 195.550 Tucson (NCAA Reg.)
4-8-06 #30 Illinois 193.125 #18 Arkansas 195.400 Fayetteville
4-16-09 #11 Illinois 195.050  #10 Arkansas 196.950 Lincoln (NCAA S. II)
4-15-11 #11 Illinois 195.10  #10 Arkansas 195.45 Cleveland (NCAA)
iLLinOis-ChiCagO (5-0)
2-7-03  UIC 193.425  Arkansas 194.475  Lexington
1-9-04  UIC 189.550 Arkansas 195.575  Fayetteville
4-3-04 UIC 193.875  #25 Arkansas 195.550  Tucson (NCAA Reg.)
4-8-06 #42 UIC 191.125 #18 Arkansas 195.400 Fayetteville
2-27-11 #45 UIC 193.775  #15 Arkansas 196.50 Chicago
iOwa (2-0)
4-12-08 #23 Iowa 192.450  #11 Arkansas 196.125 Minn. (NCAA Reg.)
1-6-12 #25 Iowa 193.875  #11 Arkansas 196.450 Cancun, Mexico
iOwa sTaTE (1-1)
4-20-06 #6 Iowa St. 196.250 #18 Arkansas 194.375  Corvallis (NCAA S. II)
4-10-10 #17 Iowa St. 194.325  #9 Arkansas 196.675 Los Angeles (NCAA Reg.)
KEnTUCKy (19-2-1)
2-7-03  #33 Kentucky 192.825  Arkansas 194.475 Lexington
3-29-03 #39 Kentucky 194.875 #38 Arkansas 194.875  Birmingham (SEC)
1-16-04 #23 Kentucky 195.200 #9 Arkansas 196.225 Fayetteville
3-20-04 #40 Kentucky 193.850 #24 Arkansas 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
1-14-05 #10 Kentucky 193.575  #13 Arkansas 194.925 Lexington
3-26-05 #19 Kentucky 193.800 #15 Arkansas 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
2-24-06 #19 Kentucky 196.250 #19 Arkansas 196.350 Fayetteville
3-25-06 #18 Kentucky 191.150  #19 Arkansas 194.650 Birmingham (SEC)
2-23-07 Kentucky 193.650  #14 Arkansas 195.850  Lexington
3-31-07 #25 Kentucky 194.000  #11 Arkansas 194.550 Little Rock (SEC)
2-15-08 #35 Kentucky 195.175 #10 Arkansas 195.675 Fayetteville
3-29-08 #20 Kentucky 194.025 #11 Arkansas 194.650 Duluth (SEC)
2-6-09 #31 Kentucky 194.500  #3 Arkansas 195.075 Lexington
3-21-09 #22 Kentucky 195.000 #9 Arkansas 195.650 Nashville (SEC)
1-29-10 #12 Kentucky 195.325 #10 Arkansas 196.750 Fayetteville
3-26-10 #18 Kentucky 194.800  #8 Arkansas 195.275 Jacksonville (SEC)
1-21-11 #27 Kentucky 193.525  #13 Arkansas 194.975 Lexington
3-19-11 #29 Kentucky 193.950 #12 Arkansas 195.800 Birmingham (SEC)
1-13-12 ##23 Kentucky 191.975 11 Arkansas 196.650 Fayetteville
3-24-12 #24 Kentucky 194.350 #10 Arkansas 194.175 Duluth (SEC)
1-81-13 #14 Kentucky 195.00 #9 Arkansas 193.075 Lexington
3-23-13 #19 Kentucky 194.600 #16 Arkansas 196.400 N. Litte Rock (SEC)
LinDEnwOOD (1-0)
3-1-13 Lindenwood 191.125 #25 Arkansas 196.500 Fayetteville
LOUisiana sTaTE (5-21-1)
2-28-03 #15 LSU 196.700  Arkansas 193.475  Baton Rouge
3-29-03 #15 LSU 195.650 #38 Arkansas 194.875  Birmingham (SEC)
2-6-04 #14 LSU 196.775 #13 Arkansas 196.450 Fayetteville
3-20-04 #5 LSU 197.275 #24 Arkansas 194.825 Duluth (SEC)
2-4-05 #4 LSU 196.925 #13 Arkansas 195.725  Baton Rouge
3-26-05 #2 LSU 196.975 #15 Arkansas 195.325 Duluth (SEC)
4-9-05 #3 LSU 197.125 #15 Arkansas 193.950  Durham
1-27-06 #11 LSU 194.675 #22 Arkansas 193.100 Fayetteville
3-25-06 #8 LSU 195.900 #19 Arkansas 194.650  Birmingham (SEC)
1-5-07 #9 LSU 194.125 #15 Arkansas 192.800  Fville (Super Six)
1-26-07 #15 LSU 196.500 #14 Arkansas 195.575  Baton Rouge
3-31-07 #4 LSU 196.250 #11 Arkansas 194.550  Little Rock (SEC)
1-18-08 #7 LSU 195.900 #8 Arkansas 195.300 Fayetteville
3-29-08 #5 LSU 196.500 #11 Arkansas 194.650 Duluth (SEC)
4-24-08 #7 LSU 196.575 #11 Arkansas 195.825  Athens (NCAA S. II)
2-27-09 #6 LSU 196.150 #9 Arkansas 195.800  Baton Rouge
3-21-09 #4 LSU 196.550 #9 Arkansas 195.650  Nashville (SEC)
4-17-09 #6 LSU 196.375  #10 Arkansas 196.475 Lincoln (Super Six)
2-19-10 #11 LSU 196.200 #6 Arkansas 196.200 Fayetteville
3-26-10 #10 LSU 195.750 #8 Arkansas 195.275  Jacksonville (SEC)
2-11-11 #19 LSU 194.875  #11 Arkansas 195.325 Baton Rouge
3-19-11 #19 LSU 195.475  #12 Arkansas 195.800 Birmingham (SEC)
1-6-12 #12 LSU 192.500  #11 Arkansas 196.450 Cancun, Mexico
1-20-12 #25 LSU 196.325 #3 Arkansas 197.225 Fayetteville
3-24-12 #8 LSU 196.425 #10 Arkansas 194.175 Duluth (SEC)
2-15-13 #7 LSU 196.825 #20 Arkansas 195.625 Baton Rouge
3-23-13 #7 LSU 197.700 #16 Arkansas 196.400 N. Little Rock (SEC)
MaRyLanD (2-0)
1-27-12 #24 Maryland 193.075  #1 Arkansas 196.700 Gainesville, Fla.
4-7-12 #34 Maryland 194.400 #10 Arkansas 194.175 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
MiChigan (1-5)
4-14-07 #12 Michigan 196.050 #13 Arkansas 195.875  Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
1-11-08 #9 Michigan 196.075 #14 Arkansas 195.250  Ann Arbor
4-4-09 #16 Michigan 195.700 #10 Arkansas 196.300 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
4-22-10 #11 Michigan 195.700 #7 Arkansas 195.600  Gainesville (NCAA S. II)
4-15-11 #6 Michigan 196.700 #10 Arkansas 195.450 Cleveland (NCAA S. I)
4-19-13 #x Michigan 196.850 #x Arkansas 196.150 Los Angeles (NCAA S. II)
MiChigan sTaTE (1-0)
3-21-08 #14 Mich. State 194.725 #11 Arkansas 196.075 Fayetteville
MinnEsOTa (5-1)
1-9-04  #22 Minnesota 194.675 Arkansas 195.575 Fayetteville
1-9-05 Minnesota 193.800  #24 Arkansas 194.250  Minneapolis
4-12-08 #28 Minnesota 195.275  #11 Arkansas 196.125 Minn. (NCAA Reg.)
3-6-09 #18 Minnesota 195.250 #10 Arkansas 196.350 Fayetteville
3-6-10 #22 Minnesota 194.850  #8 Arkansas 196.925 Minneapolis
3-9-13 #12 Minnesota 196.600 #24 Arkansas 196.350 Minneapolis
 
 
gyMnasTiCs sERiEs RECORDs
MissOURi (5-5) (sEC MEMBER BEginning in 2013)
2-14-03  #21 Missouri 194.900  Arkansas 194.975 Auburn
3-14-03 #28 Missouri 195.875  Arkansas 195.375 Fayetteville
2-13-04 #10 Missouri 196.60 #15 Arkansas 195.925  Columbia
3-13-05 #32 Missouri 196.050 #15 Arkansas 195.575  Columbia
1-14-06 #14 Missouri 195.100 #17 Arkansas 192.175  Columbia
3-23-07 #18 Missouri 195.725 #12 Arkansas 196.450 Fayetteville
4-22-10 #10 Missouri 194.600  #7 Arkansas 195.600 Gainesville (NCAA S. II)
3-16-12 #16 Missouri 196.100 #9 Arkansas 195.400  Columbia
4-7-12 #19 Missouri 195.450 #10 Arkansas 196.825 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
3-1-13 Missouri 194.300 #25 Arkansas 196.500 Fayetteville
3-23-13 Missouri 195.525 #16 Arkansas 196.400 N. Little Rock (SEC)
nEBRasKa (1-4)
3-19-05 #3 Nebraska 196.625 #14 Arkansas 195.625 Fayetteville
3-19-06 #11 Nebraska 196.475 #20 Arkansas 195.900  Lincoln
1-5-07 #7 Nebraska 194.575 #15 Arkansas 192.800 Fayetteville (Super Six)
2-24-12 #9 Nebraska 197.000 #7 Arkansas 196.300 Fayetteville
3-9-13 #14 Nebraska 196.150 #24 Arkansas 196.350 Minneapolis
nEw haMpshiRE (3-1)
4-9-05 #41 NH 194.700 #15 Arkansas 193.950  Durham (NCAA Reg.)
3-9-07 #39 NH 192.650 #11 Arkansas 196.250 Fayetteville
4-14-07 #43 NH 192.925  #13 Arkansas 195.875 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
4-7-12 #29 NH 193.900 #10 Arkansas 196.825 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
nORTh CaROLina (1-0)
2-10-06 #22 N Carolina 193.125  #21 Arkansas 194.025 Gainesville
OhiO sT. (2-0)
1-9-09 #21 Ohio St. 194.625 #12 Arkansas 195.775 Fayetteville
4-20-12 #12 Ohio St. 196.525 #8 Arkansas 197.150 Duluth (NCAA S. II)
OKLahOMa (1-9)
4-9-05 #10 Oklahoma 195.550 #15 Arkansas 193.950  Durham (NCAA Reg.)
3-15-08 #9 Oklahoma 196.750 #11 Arkansas 196.624 Fayetteville
4-24-08 #10 Oklahoma 196.075 #11 Arkansas 195.825  Athens (NCAA S. II)
1-26-09 #7 Oklahoma 195.625  #8 Arkansas 196.900 Norman
3-19-10 #2 Oklahoma 197.475 #6 Arkansas 196.100 Fayetteville
1-7-11 #4 Oklahoma 195.475 #11 Arkansas 195.075  Norman
4-15-11 #3 Oklahoma 196.775 #10 Arkansas 195.450  Cleveland (NCAA S. I)
2-5-12 #5 Oklahoma 197.425 #2 Arkansas 196.175 Fayetteville
4-19-13 #2 Oklahoma 197.200 #11 Arkansas 196.150 Los Angeles (NCAA S. II)
OREgOn sTaTE (5-4)
2-11-05 #21 Oregon St. 195.975 #12 Arkansas 195.550  Seattle
3-19-05 #12 Oregon St. 195.550 #14 Arkansas 195.625 Fayetteville
1-3-06 #13 Oregon St. 191.925 #20 Arkansas 190.625  Honolulu
4-20-06 #16 Oregon St. 195.150 #18 Arkansas 194.375  Corvallis (NCAA S. II)
4-24-08 #8 Oregon St. 195.475  #11 Arkansas 195.825 Athens (NCAA S. II)
1-16-09 #9 Oregon St. 195.950 #5 Arkansas 195.925  Corvallis
4-16-09 #6 Oregon St. 195.350  #10 Arkansas 196.950 Lincoln (NCAA S. II)
4-20-12 #9 Oregon St. 196.475 #8 Arkansas 197.150 Duluth (NCAA S. II)
4-6-13 #10 Oregon St. 195.375 #16 Arkansas 196.950 Corvallis (NCAA Reg.)
pEnnsyLvania (1-0)
3-13-09 #65 Penn 190.600  #11 Arkansas 196.550 Dallas
pEnn sTaTE (2-2)
2-3-06 #15 Penn State 194.650 #21 Arkansas 194.575 Fayetteville
1-5-07 #14 Penn State 194.575 #15 Arkansas 192.800  Fville (Super Six)
1-13-07 #14 Penn State 193.600  #15 Arkansas 194.850 State College
1-25-08 #12 Penn State 194.625 #10 Arkansas 195.250 Fayetteville
piTTsBURgh (4-0)
4-9-05 Pittsburgh 193.100  #15 Arkansas 193.950  Durham (NCAA Reg.)
3-9-07 #37 Pittsburgh 193.350 #11 Arkansas 196.250 Fayetteville
4-14-07 #31 Pittsburgh 192.550  #13 Arkansas 195.875 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
3-12-10 ##40 Pittsburgh 192.525 7 Arkansas 196.875 Fayetteville 
 
 
RUTgERs (2-0)
4-9-05 Rutgers 191.350  #15 Arkansas 193.950  Durham (NCAA Reg.)
4-14-07 #53 Rutgers 190.875  #13 Arkansas 195.875 Ann Arbor (NCAA Reg.)
saCRaMEnTO sTaTE (1-0)
1-3-06 Sacramento St. 188.075  #20 Arkansas 190.625 Honolulu
sEaTTLE paCifiC (1-0)
2-26-10 Seattle Pacific 188.275  #8 Arkansas 196.075 Seattle
sOUThEasT MissOURi sTaTE (3-0)
3-5-04 SE Missouri 194.625 #20 Arkansas 196.625 Fayetteville
4-8-06 #49 SE Missouri 189.050  #18 Arkansas 195.400 Fville (NCAA Reg.)
3-23-07 #36 SE Missouri 192.975 #12 Arkansas 196.450 Fayetteville
sOUThERn UTah (3-0)
2-2-07 #29 So. Utah 190.650  #13 Arkansas 193.625 Salt Lake City
4-12-08 #27 So. Utah 193.575  #11 Arkansas 196.125 Minn. (NCAA Reg.)
4-4-09 #27 So. Utah 192.650  #10 Arkansas 196.300 Fville (NCAA Reg.)
sTanfORD (1-2)
4-4-09 #4 Stanford 196.200 #10 Arkansas 196.300 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
4-22-10 #6 Stanford 196.300 #7 Arkansas 195.600 Gainesville (NCAA S. II)
4-21-12 #10 Stanford 197.500 #8 Arkansas 196.300 Duluth (Super Six)
TExas wOMan’s (4-0)
2-7-03  Texas Woman’s 193.275  Arkansas 194.475 Lexington
3-5-04 Texas Woman’s 192.475 #20 Arkansas 196.625  Fayetteville
3-23-07 #51 TWU 192.00 #12 Arkansas 196.450 Fayetteville
3-13-09 #49 TWU 193.00  #11 Arkansas 196.550 Dallas
UCLa (3-9)
2-2-03 #5 UCLA 198.175  Arkansas 193.475  Los Angeles
3-19-05 #5 UCLA 196.850 #14 Arkansas 195.625 Fayetteville
1-3-06 #3 UCLA 193.775 #20 Arkansas 190.625  Honolulu
4-8-06 #9 UCLA 195.175 #18 Arkansas 195.400 Fayetteville
3-9-08 #9 UCLA 195.800  #12 Arkansas 196.425 Los Angeles
4-16-09 #7 UCLA 196.625  #10 Arkansas 196.950 Lincoln (NCAA Session II)
4-10-10 #3 UCLA 197.825 #9 Arkansas 196.675  Los Angeles (NCAA Reg.)
4-15-11 #2 UCLA 196.50 #10 Arkansas 195.45  Cleveland (NCAA S. I)
4-7-12 #3 UCLA 197.225 #10 Arkansas 196.825 Fayetteville (NCAA Reg.)
4-21-12 #2 UCLA 197.750 #8 Arkansas 196.300 Duluth (Super Six)
3-17-13 #8 UCLA 197.425 #15 Arkansas 196.600 Los Angeles, Calif.
4-19-13 #6 UCLA 197.200 #11 Arkansas 196.150 Los Angeles (NCAA S. II)
UTah (1-6)
4-3-04 #5 Utah 197.625 #25 Arkansas 195.550  Tucson
2-2-07 #3 Utah 196.150 #13 Arkansas 193.625  Salt Lake City
4-12-08 #2 Utah 196.950 #11 Arkansas 196.125  Minn. (NCAA Reg.)
4-16-09 #2 Utah 196.625  #10 Arkansas 196.950 Lincoln (NCAA S. II)
4-17-09 #2 Utah 197.425 #10 Arkansas 196.475  Lincoln (Super Six)
4-21-12 #7 Utah 197.375 #8 Arkansas 196.300 Duluth (Super Six)
4-19-13 #10 Utah 196.200 #11 Arkansas 196.150 Los Angeles (NCAA S. II)
washingTOn (4-0)
2-11-05 #19 Washington 195.275  #12 Arkansas 195.550 Seattle
1-3-06 #18 Washington 190.425  #20 Arkansas 190.625 Honolulu
3-12-06 #36 Washington 193.025 #20 Arkansas 196.350 Fayetteville
2-26-10 Washington 194.100  #8 Arkansas 196.075  Seattle
wEsT viRginia (4-3)
3-7-03 #31 W. Virginia 196.800  Arkansas 195.150  Morgantown
1-9-04  W. Virginia 192.775 Arkansas 195.575  Fayetteville
2-10-06 #32 W. Virginia 194.200 #21 Arkansas 194.025  Gainesville
3-9-07 #23 W. Virginia 194.300 #11 Arkansas 196.250 Fayetteville
1-11-08 #22 W. Virginia 190.300  #14 Arkansas 195.250 Ann Arbor
3-4-11 #27 W. Virginia 194.925 #12 Arkansas 196.525 Fayetteville
3-10-12 #28 W. Virginia 195.675 #8 Arkansas 195.125  Morgantown
gyMnasTiCs sERiEs RECORDs
   REgULaR pOsT 
  TOTaL sEasOn sEasOn  LasT
OppOnEnT MEETs w-L-T w-L-T pCT. MEET
a
aLaBaMa 29 2-19-1 0-7-0 .069 2013
Arizona 8 2-1-0 4-1-0 .750 2012
Arizona State 5 1-0-0 3-1-0 .800 2013
aUBURn 23 13-10-0 0-0-0 ..565 2013
B
Bowling Green 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2009
Bridgeport 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2012
Brigham Young 4 1-1-0 2-0-0 .750 2011
Boise State 3 0-0-0 3-0-0 1.000 2013
C
California 3 2-0-0 1-0-0 1.000 2013
CS-Fullerton 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2008
Centenary 4 4-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2013
D
Denver 6 2-4-0 1-0-0 .333 2013
f
fLORiDa 33 2-21-0 1-9-0 .091 2013
g
gEORgia 27 1-21-0 1-3-1 .074 2013
i
Illinois 4 0-0-0 4-0-0 1.000 2011
Illinois-Chicago 5 3-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2011
Iowa 2 1-0-0 1-0-0 1.000 2012
Iowa State 2 0-0-0 1-1-0 .500 2010
K
KEnTUCKy 22 19-2-1 0-0-0 .864 2013
L
Lindenwood 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2013
LOUisiana sTaTE 27 4-19-1 1-2-0 .179 2013
M
Maryland 2 1-0-0 1-0-0 1.000 2012
Michigan 6 0-1-0 1-4-0 .143 2013
Michigan State 1 0-0-0 0-0-0 .000 2008
Minnesota 7 5-1-0 1-0-0 .857 2013
MissOURi 11 4-5-0 2-0-0 .545 2013
n
Nebraska 5 1-4-0 0-0-0 .167 2013
New Hampshire 4 2-0-0 1-1-0 .750 2012
North Carolina 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2006
O
Ohio State 2 1-0-0 1-0-0 1.000 2012
Oklahoma 9 1-4-0 0-4-0 .010 2013
Oregon State 9 1-3-0 4-1-0 .555 2013
p
Penn 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2009
Penn State 4 2-2-0 0-0-0 .500 2008
Pittsburgh 4 2-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2010
R
Rutgers 2 0-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2007
s
Sacramento State 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2006
SE Missouri 3 2-0-0 1-0-0 1.000 2007
Seattle Pacific 1 1-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2010
Southern Utah 3 1-0-0 2-0-0 1.000 2009
Stanford 3 0-0-0 1-2-0 .333 2012
T
Texas Woman’s 4 4-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2009
U
UCLA 12 2-3-0 1-6-0 .250 2013
Utah 7 0-1-0 1-5-0 .143 2013
w
Washington 4 4-0-0 0-0-0 1.000 2010
West Virginia 7 4-3-0 0-0-0 .571 2012
Total 326 149-173-4 46-48-1 .457
BaiLEE zUMwaLDE anD sTEphani CanizaRO
yEaR By yEaR gyMnasTiCs REsULTs
yEaR COaCh RECORD sEC REgiOnaL naTiOnaL high sCORE
2003 Mark and René Cook 5-14-1 T-6th N/A N/A 195.375   
2004 Mark and René Cook 11-14 6th 4th N/A 196.450 
2005 Mark and René Cook 9-16 5th 4th N/A 195.625
2006 Mark and René Cook 12-21 6th 2nd 6th - SII 196.250
2007 Mark and René Cook 17-16 5th 3rd N/A 196.075
2008 Mark and René Cook 15-16 6th 2nd 5th - SI 196.625
2009 Mark and René Cook 21-14 6th 1st 2nd - SII, 5th SS 196.725
2010 Mark and René Cook 13-14-1 6th 2nd 5th - SII 197.025
2011 Mark and René Cook 16-10-1 4th 1st T-4th SI 196.700
2012 Mark and René Cook 18-20 6th 2nd 3rd - SII, 6th SS 197.225 
2013 Mark Cook & René Lyst 12-18-1 6th 2nd 6th - SII 197.100
aRKansas aLL-TiME TOp 20 TEaM sCOREs
TEaM sCORE
 OppOnEnT DaTE sCORE
1. #25 LSU  1/20/2012 197.225
2. NCAA Champ., SII 4/20/2012 197.150
3. #16 Auburn 2/5/2010 197.025
4. #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 197.100
5. at NCAA Session II 4/16/2009 196.950
6.  at NCAA Corvallis Reg. 4/6/2013 196.950
7. at #22 Minneosta 4/6/2010 196.925
8. at #7 Oklahoma 1/26/2009 196.900
9. #40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010 196.875
10. NCAA Fayetteville Reg. 4/7/2012 196.825
11. #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 196.800
12. #12 Kentucky 1/29/2010 196.750
aRKansas aLL-TiME TOp vaULT sCOREs
inDiviDUaL
 sCORE aThLETE OppOnEnT DaTE
1 9.975 Michelle Stout at NCAA Championship 4/16/09
2 9.95 Michelle Stout No. 1 Florida 2/9/07
 9.95 Casey Jo Magee at TWU Quad 3/13/08
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 16 Auburn 2/5/10
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.95 Casey Jo Magee No. 2 Oklahoma 3/19/10
 9.95 Katherine Grable No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at No. 16 Missouri 3/16/12
 9.95 Katherine Grable No. 4 Alabama 2/22/13
 9.95 Katherine Grable at NCAA Regional 4/6/13
10 9.925 Jaime Pisani  No. 9 Alabama 1/30/09
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 12 Kentucky 1/29/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at No. 9 Georgia 2/12/10
 9.925 Jaime Pisani at No. 9 Georgia 2/12/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 1 Florida 2/25/11
 9.925 Jaime Pisani Cancun Classic 1/6/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable No. 5 Oklahoma 2/5/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable at No. 6 Alabama 2/17/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani at No. 6 Alabama 2/17/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable No. 9 Nebraska 2/24/12
 9.925 Scarlett Williams at Super Six 4/21/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable at No. 15 Auburn 2/3/13
 9.925 Kelci Lewis No. 4 Alabama 2/22/13
24 9.90 Kathy Thompson at No. 10 Missouri 2/13/04
 9.90 Kathy Thompson at NCAA NC Regionals 4/3/04
 9.90 Mallory Machnik vs. No. 4 Florida 2/18/05
 9.90 Samantha Cortez vs. No. 4 Florida 2/18/05
 9.90 Samantha Cortez at No. 3 Georgia 1/20/06
 9.90 Samantha Cortez at No. 5 Florida Quad 2/10/06
 9.90 Michelle Stout at NCAA NE Regional 4/14/07
 9.90 Samantha Cortez No. 14 Auburn 2/22/08
 9.90 Samantha Cortez at UCLA Quad 3/8/08
 9.90 Michelle Stout vs. No. 9 Oklahoma 3/15/08
 9.90 Michelle Stout at NCAA NC Regional 4/12/08
 9.90 Michelle Stout at NCAA Session II 4/24/08
 9.90 Michelle Stout at No. 9 Oregon State tri 1/16/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout No. 1 Florida 1/23/09
 9.90  Jaime Pisani No. 1 Florida 1/23/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 31 Kentucky 2/6/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee  vs. No. 2 Georgia 2/20/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout vs. No. 2 Georgia 2/20/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani vs. No. 2 Georgia 2/20/09
 9.90 Alex LaChance vs. No. 2 Georgia 2/20/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 6 LSU 2/27/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 18 Minnesota 3/6/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout No. 18 Minnesota 3/6/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at TWU Quad 3/13/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout at SEC Championship 3/21/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Championship 4/16/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Championship 4/16/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Super Six 4/17/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout at NCAA Super Six 4/17/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 8 Florida 1/15/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 2 Oklahoma 3/19/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA West Regional 4/10/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SII 4/22/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani vs. No. 9 Alabama 1/14/11
 9.90 Michelle Stout No. 1 Florida 2/25/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 45 Illinois-Chicago 2/27/11
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 18 Denver 3/4/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at SEC Championship 3/19/11
 9.90 Katherine Grable at NCAA NC Regional 4/2/11
 9.90 Amy Borsellino at NCAA Champ, SI 4/15/11
 9.90 Katherine Grable Cancun Classic 1/6/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 23 Kentucky 1/13/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 8 Florida 1/27/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 5 Oklahoma 2/5/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 6 Georgia 2/10/12
 9.90 Jordan Salsberg at No. 6 Alabama 2/17/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 9 Nebraska 2/24/12
 9.90 Jordan Salsberg No. 9 Nebraska 2/24/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 18 Minnesota 3/2/12
 9.90 Amy Borsellino at No. 28 West Virginia 3/10/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani NCAA SC Regional 4/7/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable at NCAA Champ, SII 4/20/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable at Super Six 4/21/12
 9.90 Kelci Lewis at Super Six 4/21/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at Super Six 4/21/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable No. 1 Florida 2/1/13
 9.90 Heather Elswick at No. 15 Auburn 2/8/13
 9.90 Heather Elswick No. 4 Alabama 2/22/13
 9.90 Katherine Grable Mizzou quad 3/1/13
 9.90 Katherine Grable No. 12 Minnesota quad 3/9/13
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 8 UCLA 3/17/13
TEaM
 OppOnEnT DaTE sCORE
1. at Super Six 4/21/2012 49.450
 at NCAA Session II 4/16/2009 49.450
 #3 Georgia 2/20/2009 49.450
4. #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 49.425
5. at #6 Alabama 2/17/2012 49.400
 #25 LSU  1/20/2012 49.400
7. #9 Nebraska 2/24/2012 49.375
 at TWU, BGU, Penn 3/13/2009 49.375
9. #18 Minnesota 3/6/2009 49.350
10. at #45 Illinois-Chicago 2/27/2011 49.350
 #5 Oklahoma 2/5/2012 49.350
 at Cancun Classic 1/6/2012 49.350
aRKansas aLL-TiME TOp UnEvEn BaR sCOREs
inDiviDUaL
 sCORE aThLETE OppOnEnT DaTE
1 9.95 Emily Peacock vs. No. 35 Kentucky 2/24/06
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
3 9.925 Melissa Leigh Missouri 3/14/03
 9.925 Melissa Leigh at NCAA NC Regionals 3/4/04
 9.925 Emily Peacock at No. 4 LSU 2/4/05
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee No. 16 Auburn 2/5/10
 9.925 Mariah Howdeshell Cancun Classic 1/6/12
 9.925 Mariah Howdeshell No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.925 Shelby Salmon at No. 8 Florida 1/27/12
 9.925 Mariah Howdeshell No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.925 Mariah Howdeshell No. 18 Minnesota 3/2/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 18 Minnesota 3/2/12
14 9.90 Rachel Barnett No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.90 Katie Hardman No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.90 Melissa Leigh at No. 5 Florida 2/20/04
 9.90 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.90 Melissa Leigh Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.90 Melissa Leigh at SEC Champ. 3/20/04
 9.90 Dana McQuillin at NCAA NC Regionals 3/4/04
 9.90 Melissa Leigh vs.No. 35 Kentucky 2/24/06
 9.90 Melissa Leigh vs. No. 36 Washington 3/12/06
 9.90 Emily Peacock Arkansas Quad 1 3/9/07
 9.90 Emily Peacock No. 35 Kentucky 2/15/08
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee No. 35 Kentucky 2/15/08
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Session II 4/24/08
 9.90 Michelle Stout at No. 31 Kentucky 2/6/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout at SEC Championship 3/21/09
 9.90 Amy DeFilippo No. 20 Arizona 1/9/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee No. 40 Pittsburgh 3/6/10
 9.90 Amy DeFilippo at NCAA West Regional 4/10/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA West Regional 4/10/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Champ, SII 4/22/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Event Finals 4/24/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 1 Florida 2/25/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 27 West Virginia 3/4/11
 9.90 Michelle Stout No. 27 West Virginia 3/12/11
 9.90 Mariah Howdeshell at NCAA NC Regional 4/2/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani Cancun Classic 1/6/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable  No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 5 Oklahoma 2/5/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SII 4/20/12
 9.90 Shelby Salmon at No. 15 Auburn 2/8/13
 9.90 Shelby Salmon Mizzou quad 3/1/13
 9.90 Shelby Salmon No. 12 Minnesota quad 3/9/13
TEaM
 OppOnEnT DaTE sCORE
1. #25 LSU  1/20/2012 49.450
2. NCAA West Regional 4/10/2010 49.400
3. NCAA Regional 4/3/2004 49.375
 #18 Minnesota 3/2/2012 49.375
5. #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 49.350
6. Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/2004 49.300
 at #8 Florida 1/27/2012 49.300
8. NCAA Champ., SII 4/20/2012 49.275
 #23 Kentucky 1/13/2012 49.275
 #40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010 49.275
KEaRa gLOvER
aRKansas aLL-TiME TOp BaLanCE BEaM sCOREs
inDiviDUaL
 sCORE aThLETE OppOnEnT DaTE
1 9.95 Katie Hardman at No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04
 9.95 Casey Jo Magee at No. 23 Arizona State 3/16/07
 9.95 Casey Jo Magee No. 16 Auburn 2/5/10
 9.95 Casey Jo Magee No. 2 Oklahoma 3/19/10
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at No. 28 West Virginia 3/10/12
 9.95 Katherine Grable at NCAA Champ, SII 4/20/12
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SII 4/20/12
8 9.925 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at No. 4 Alabama 2/8/08
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at UCLA Quad 3/8/08
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at TWU Quad 3/13/09
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at No. 3 Alabama 1/22/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee No. 12 Kentucky 1/29/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee No. 11 LSU 2/19/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at Washington w/ SPU 2/26/10
 9.925 Katherine Grable Cancun Classic 1/6/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable at No. 8 Florida 1/27/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani NCAA SC Regional 4/7/12
21 9.90 Katie Hardman at No. 2 Georgia 1/30/04
 9.90 Katie Hardman No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.90 Cassie Drew at No. 10 Missouri 2/13/04
 9.90 Cassie Drew Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.90 Dana McQuillin at No. 11 Arizona 3/12/04
 9.90 Katie Hardman at No. 4 LSU 2/4/05
 9.90 Cassie Drew Arkansas Quad 3/19/05
 9.90 Katie Hardman vs. No. 36 Washington 3/12/06
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 15 LSU 1/26/07
 9.90 Cassie Drew at No. 14 Auburn 3/9/07
 9.90 Amy DeFilippo at No. 14 Auburn 3/9/07
 9.90 Emily Peacock at No. 23 Arizona State 3/16/07
 9.90 Cassie Drew Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA NE Regional 4/14/07
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee vs. No. 9 Oklahoma 3/15/08
 9.90  Casey Jo Magee at No. 7 Oklahoma 1/26/09
 9.90  Amy DeFilippo at No. 7 Oklahoma 1/26/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 6 LSU 2/27/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at SEC Championship 3/21/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee NCAA SC Regional 4/4/09
 9.90 Alex LaChance at NCAA Championship 4/16/09
 9.90 Sarah Nagashima at NCAA Championship 4/16/09
 9.90  Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Super Six 4/17/09
 9.90 Sarah Nagashima at NCAA Ind. Champ. 4/18/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 8 Florida 1/15/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.90 Sarah Nagashima at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee No. 40 Pittsburgh 3/12/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at SEC Championship 3/27/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA West Regional 4/10/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Champ, SII 4/22/10
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 18 Denver 3/12/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 18 Minnesota 3/2/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 16 Missouri 3/16/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at SEC (Duluth, Ga.) 3/24/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable NCAA SC Regional  4/7/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable at Super Six 4/21/12
 9.90 Erin Freier No. 4 Alabama 2/22/13
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 12 Minnesota quad 3/9/13
 9.90 Katherine Grable at NCAA Regional 4/6/13
 9.90 Erin Freier at NCAA Regional 4/6/13
TEaM
 OppOnEnT DaTE sCORE
1. NCAA Champ., SII 4/20/2012 49.450
2. at #23 Arizona State 3/16/2007 49.400
3. #11 Arizona 3/12/2004 49.375
4. #16 Auburn 2/5/2010 49.350
5. #3 Alabama* 2/27/2004 49.300
 At NCAA Corvallis Reg. 4/6/2013 49.300
7. at #7 Oklahoma 1/26/2009 49.275
 at NCAA Regional 4/14/2007 49.275
 Gym’Back Quad 3/19/2005 49.275
10. at NCAA Session II 4/16/2009 49.250
 #10 Missouri 2/13/2004 49.250
KaThERinE gRaBLE
aRKansas aLL-TiME TOp fLOOR ExERCisE sCOREs
inDiviDUaL
 sCORE aThLETE OppOnEnT DaTE
1 9.975 Jaime Pisani No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
2 9.95 Rachel Barnett No. 14 Auburn 1/23/04
 9.95 Rachel Barnett No. 14 LSU 2/6/04
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.95 Casey Jo Magee No. 40 Pittsburgh 3/12/10
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at No. 45 UIC 2/27/11
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 27 West Virginia 3/4/11
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at NCAA NC Regional 4/2/11
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SI 4/15/11
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 23 Kentucky 1/13/12
 9.95 Katherine Grable No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.95 Katherine Grable No. 13 Auburn 2/3/12
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 25 LSU 1/20/12
 9.95 Katherine Grable No. 5 Oklahoma 2/5/12
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 9 Nebraska 2/24/12
 9.95 Jaime Pisani No. 18 Minnesota 3/2/12
 9.95 Jaime Pisani at No. 16 Missouri 3/16/12
 9.95 Katherine Grable No. 1 Florida 2/1/13
 9.95 Katherine Grable Mizzou quad 3/1/13
 9.95 Katherine Grable at NCAA Regional 4/6/13
 9.95 Katherine Grable at NCAA Champ. Ses. II 4/19/13
20 9.925 Kathy Thompson No. 14 Auburn 1/23/04
 9.925 Cassie Drew Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.925 Kathy Thompson Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.925 Emily Peacock vs. No. 36 Washington 3/12/06
 9.925 Samantha Cortez vs. No. 9 Oklahoma 3/15/08
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee No. 9 Alabama 1/30/09
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 11 LSU 2/19/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/10
 9.925 Casey Jo Magee No. 2 Oklahoma 3/19/10
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 2 Oklahoma 3/19/10
 9.925 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SII 4/22/10
 9.925 Jaime Pisani No. 28 BYU 2/18/11
 9.925 Katherine Grable at No. 45 Illinois-Chicago 2/27/11
 9.925 Jaime Pisani at No. 6 Georgia 2/10/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani at No. 6 Alabama 2/17/12
 9.925 Jaime Pisani NCAA SC Regional 4/7/12
 9.925 Katherine Grable vs. No. 11 Georgia 1/11/13
 9.925 Kelci Lewis No. 4 Alabama 2/22/13
 9.925 Katherine Grable at SEC Champ. 3/23/13
39 9.90 Tiffany Berry Missouri 3/14/03
 9.90 Dana McQuillin No. 35 Kentucky 1/16/04
 9.90 Kathy Thompson No. 35 Kentucky 1/16/04
 9.90 Kathy Thompson at No. 5 Florida 2/20/04
 9.90 Audra Loveless Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.90 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/04
 9.90 Dana McQuillin at SEC Champ. 3/20/04
 9.90 Mallory Machnik vs. No. 4 Florida 2/18/05
 9.90 Mallory Machnik vs. No. 32 Missouri 3/13/05
 9.90 Katie Hardman vs. No. 36 Washington 3/12/06
 9.90 Emily Peacock No. 2 Georgia 1/19/07
 9.90 Rachel Barnett Arkansas Quad 1 3/9/07
 9.90 Rachel Barnett Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/07
 9.90  Emily Peacock No. 12 Penn State 1/25/08
 9.90 Samantha Cortez at UCLA Quad 3/8/08
 9.90 Emily Peacock vs. No. 9 Oklahoma 3/15/08
 9.90 Emily Peacock vs. No. 15 Michigan State 3/21/08
 9.90  Samantha Cortez at NCAA NC Regional 4/12/08
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at No. 9 Oregon State tri 1/16/09
 9.90  Casey Jo Magee No. 1 Florida 1/23/09
 9.90 Alex LaChance No. 9 Alabama 1/30/09
 9.90  Michelle Stout at No. 7 Oklahoma 1/26/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani vs. No. 2 Georgia 2/20/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout vs. No. 2 Georgia 2/20/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 6 LSU 2/27/09
 9.90 Michelle Stout No. 18 Minnesota 3/6/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at TWU Quad 3/13/09
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee NCAA SC Regional 4/4/09
 9.90  Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Super Six 4/17/09
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 8 Florida 1/15/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 12 Kentucky 1/29/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at Washington w/ SPU 2/26/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at Washington w/ SPU 2/26/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 40 Pittsburgh 3/12/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at SEC Championship 3/27/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA West Regional 4/10/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at NCAA West Regional 4/10/10
 9.90 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Champ, SII 4/22/10
 9.90 Jaime Pisani vs. No. 9 Alabama 1/14/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 27 Kentucky 1/21/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 19 LSU 2/11/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani No. 1 Florida 2/25/11
 9.90 Katherine Grable No. 27 West Virginia 3/4/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 18 Denver 3/12/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at SEC Championship 3/19/11
 9.90 Katherine Grable at NCAA NC Regional 4/2/11
 9.90 Katherine Grable at NCAA Champ, SI 4/15/11
 9.90 Jaime Pisani Cancun Classic 1/6/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable No. 23 Kentucky 1/13/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 8 Florida 1/27/12
 9.90 Katherine Grable at No. 6 Alabamas 2/17/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at No. 28 West Virginia 3/10/12
 9.90 Amy Borsellino at No. 16 Missouri 3/16/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at SEC (Duluth, Ga.) 3/24/12
 9.90 Amy Borsellino NCAA SC Regional 4/7/12
 9.90 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SII 4/20/12
 9.90 Amy Borsellino No. 1 Florida 2/1/13
 9.90 Amy Borsellino No. 4 Alabama 2/22/13
 9.90 Amy Borsellino Mizzou quad 3/1/13
 9.90 Amy Borsellino at No. 8 UCLA 3/17/13
 9.90 Katherine Grable  at No. 8 UCLA 3/17/13
 9.90 Kelci Lewis at SEC Champ. 3/23/13
TEaM
 OppOnEnT DaTE sCORE
1. Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/2004 49.525
2. #25 LSU  1/20/2012 49.425
 #14 Louisiana State* 2/6/2004 49.425
4. #29 Auburn* 1/23/2004 49.425
5. #23 Kentucky 1/13/2012 49.400
 #36 Washington 3/12/2006 49.400
 #1 Florida 2/1/2013 49.400
 Mizzou quad 3/1/2013 49.400
9. #40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010 49.375
 #1 Florida  1/23/2009 49.375
aRKansas aLL-TiME TOp 20 aLL-aROUnD sCOREs
inDiviDUaL
 sCORE aThLETE OppOnEnT DaTE
1 39.725 Jaime Pisani No. 13 Auburn 2/3/2012
 39.725 Katherine Grable No. 25 LSU 1/20/2012
3 39.675 Casey Jo Magee No. 2 Oklahoma 3/19/2010
 39.675 Jaime Pisani No. 18 Minnesota 3/2/2012
5 39.650 Casey Jo Magee at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/2010
 39.650 Katherine Grable at NCAA Regional 4/6/2013
6 39.625 Casey Jo Magee No. 16 Auburn 2/5/2010
 39.625 Casey Jo Magee No. 40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010
 39.625 Jaime Pisani NCAA SC Regional 4/7/2012
 39.625 Jaime Pisani at NCAA Champ, SII 4/20/2012
10 39.600 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA West Regional 4/10/2010
 39.600 Jaime Pisani No. 1 Florida 2/25/2011
 39.600 Jaime Pisani at No. 28 West Virginia 3/10/2012
 39.600 Jaime Pisani at No. 16 Missouri 3/16/2012
14 39.575 Jaime Pisani No. 25 LSU 1/20/2012
15 39.550 Casey Jo Magee at NCAA Champ, SII 4/22/2010
 39.550 Katherine Grable at No. 8 Florida 1/27/2012
 39.550 Katherine Grable No. 5 Oklahoma 2/5/2012
18 39.525 Casey Jo Magee No. 1 Florida 1/23/2009
 39.525 Casey Jo Magee at TWU Quad 3/13/2009
 39.525 Michelle Stout at NCAA Championship 4/16/2009
 39.525 Jaime Pisani No. 12 Kentucky 1/29/2010
 39.525 Casey Jo Magee No. 11 LSU 2/19/2010
 39.525 Jaime Pisani at No. 22 Minnesota 3/6/2010
 39.525 Jaime Pisani No. 27 West Virginia 3/4/2011
 39.525 Jaime Pisani No. 23 Kentucky 1/13/2012
 39.525 Jaime Pisani No. 9 Nebraska 2/24/2012
 39.525 Katherine Grable at Super Six 4/21/2012
 39.525 Katherine Grable Mizzou quad 3/1/2013
29 39.500 Dana McQuillin Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/2004
 39.500 Katherine Grable at No. 6 Alabama 2/17/2012
 39.500 Jaime Pisani at No. 6 Alabama 2/17/2012
 39.500 Jaime Pisani at SEC (Duluth, Ga.) 3/24/2012
jaiME pisani                  KaThERinE gRaBLE
CLass RECORDs
fREshMan
vaULT
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Michelle Stout Feb. 9, 2007 #1 Florida
UnEvEn BaRs
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.925 Melissa Leigh March 14, 2003 #21 Missouri
9.925 Emily Peacock Feb. 4, 2005 at #4 LSU
BaLanCE BEaM
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Casey Jo Magee March 16, 2007 at #23 Arizona St.
fLOOR ExERCisE
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Rachel Barnett Jan. 23, 2004 #29 Auburn
9.950 Rachel Barnett Feb. 6, 2004 #14 LSU
aLL-aROUnD
score gymnast Date Opponent
39.475 Katherine Grable April 2, 2011 at NCAA NC Reg.
sOphOMORE
vaULT
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Katherine Grable Jan. 20, 2012 #25 LSU
9.950 Jaime Pisani Feb. 5, 2010 #16 Auburn
9.950 Jaime Pisani March 6, 2010 #22 Minnesota
UnEvEn BaRs
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Emily Peacock Feb. 24, 2006 #18 Kentucky
BaLanCE BEaM
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Katherine Grable April 21, 2012 NCAA S. II
9.950 Katie Hardman March 12, 2004 at #11 Arizona
fLOOR ExERCisE
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Katherine Grable Jan. 20, 2012 #25 LSU
9.950 Katherine Grable Feb. 3, 2012 #13 Auburn
9.950 Katherine Grable Feb. 5, 2012 #8 Oklahoma
9.950 Jaime Pisani March 6, 2010 #22 Minnesota
aLL-aROUnD
score gymnast Date Opponent
39.725 Katherine Grable Jan. 20, 2012 #25 LSU
jUniOR
vaULT
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.975 Michelle Stout April 16, 2009 at NCAA SII
UnEvEn BaRs
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.900 Emily Peacock March 9, 2007 Ark. Quad 1
9.900 Michelle Stout March 21, 2009 at SEC
9.900 Michelle Stout Feb. 16, 2009 at #31 Kentucky
9.900 Jaime Pisani Feb. 25, 2011 #1 Florida
9.900 Jaime Pisani March 4, 2011 #27 W. Virginia
9.900 Mariah Howdeshell April 2, 2011 at NCAA NC Reg.
9.900 Shelby Salmon March 9, 2013 at #12 Minnesota
BaLanCE BEaM
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.925 Casey Jo Magee March 13, 2009 at TWU
fLOOR ExERCisE
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Jaime Pisani Feb. 27, 2011 at #45 UIC
9.950 Jaime Pisani March 4, 2011 #27 W. Virginia
9.950 Jaime Pisani April 2, 2011 at NCAA NC Reg.
9.950 Jaime Pisani April 15, 2011 at NCAA Champ.
9.950 Katherine Grable Feb. 1, 2013 #1 Florida
9.950 Katherine Grable March, 1, 2013 Mizzou quad
9.950 Katherine Grable April 6, 2013 Corvallis Regional
9.950 Katherine Grable April 19, 2013 at NCAA Champ.
aLL-aROUnD
score gymnast Date Opponent
39.650 Katherine Grable April 6, 2013 Corvallis Regional
sEniOR
vaULT
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Jaime Pisani March 16, 2012 at #16 Missouri
9.950 Casey Jo Magee March 19, 2010 #2 Oklahoma
UnEvEn BaRs
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Jaime Pisani Jan. 20, 2012 #25 LSU
BaLanCE BEaM
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.950 Jaime Pisani March 10, 2012 at #28 W. Va.
9.950 Jaime Pisani April 21, 2012 at NCAA S. II
9.950 Casey Jo Magee Feb. 5, 2010 #16 Auburn
9.950 Casey Jo Magee March 19, 2010 #2 Oklahoma
fLOOR ExERCisE
score gymnast Date Opponent
9.975 Jaime Pisani Feb. 3, 2012 #13 Auburn
aLL-aROUnD
score gymnast Date Opponent
39.725 Jaime Pisani Feb. 3, 2012 #13 Auburn
aLL-aMERiCans
To be named as an All-American, athletes must be at the NCAA Championship competition. Places 1-4 (plus ties) in each event and the all-around in each session 
of Thursday’s preliminary team competition are considered first-team All-Americans. Please 5-8 (plus ties) are considered second-team All-American. 
fiRsT-TEaM aLL-aMERiCa
2008
Michelle Stout
VT
2009
Alexandra LaChance
BB
2009
Sarah Nagashima
BB
2009
Michelle Stout
VT, UB, AA
2010
Casey Jo Magee
UB, BB, FX, AA
2010
Jaime Pisani
VT, FX
2011
Amy Borsellino
V
2011
Katherine Grable
FX
2011
Jaime Pisani
FX
2012
Katherine Grable
BB
2012
Jaime Pisani
FX,BB, AA
2013
Katherine Grable
FX, AA
Casey Jo Magee tied for fifth on both the vault and bars in the first session of 
the 2008 NCAA Championship April 24. Magee scored a 9.85 on the vault and 
a 9.90 on bars (Arkansas’ first rotation of the meet) earning second-team all-
America honors on both events. Magee’s bar routine is technically Arkansas’ 
first all-America performance because the Gym’Backs opened on bars at the 
meet.
Michelle Stout tied for first place in the first session of the 2008 NCAA Cham-
pionship April 24. Stout scored a 9.90 on the event and advanced to the event 
finals on Saturday. Not only is Stout Arkansas’ first first-team all-American 
but she is the program’s first event finalist. Gymnasts are given two vaults 
in the finals and the scores are averaged. Stout finished fourth in the finals 
earning a medal.
aLL-aMERiCans
sECOnD-TEaM aLL-aMERiCa
2008
Casey Jo Magee
VT, UB
2009
Casey Jo Magee
VT, FX
2009
Jaime Pisani
VT, UB, FX
2009
Michelle Stout
FX
2010
Jaime Pisani
AA
2011
Katherine Grable
V
2011
Kelci Lewis
FX
2011
Jaime Pisani
AA, BB
2012
Stephani Canizaro
FX
2012
Katherine Grable
V
2012
Jaime Pisani
UB
2012
Bailee Zumwalde
FX
REgULaR sEasOn naTiOnaL assOCiaTiOn Of COLLEgiaTE gyMnasTiCs COaChEs fOR wOMEn aLL-aMERiCan (2013)
2013
Katherine Grable
Second-Team
FX, AA
nO. 1 naTiOnaL RanKings
2010 Casey Jo Magee
 BB - March 1, 8, 22
2012 Katherine Grable
 AA - Feb. 27, March 5
 Mariah Howdeshell
 UB - Jan. 30, Feb. 6
 Jaime Pisani
 FX - Feb. 6, Feb. 13, Feb.   
 20, Feb. 27, March 19,   
 March 26, April 2
 Jaime Pisani
 AA - March 12, March 19,   
 March 26, April 2
sOUThEasTERn COnfEREnCE gyMnasT Of 
ThE yEaR
2012 Jaime Pisani
aLL-sOUThEasTERn COnfEREnCE
2004 Melissa Leigh (Bars) 
2009 Casey Jo Magee (1st, Beam)
 Michelle Stout (2nd, Vault)
2010 Casey Jo Magee (1st, AA)
 Jaime Pisani (2nd, Floor)
2011 Katherine Grable (2nd, AA)
 Jaime Pisani (2nd, V) 
2012 Jaime Pisani (1st, BB)
sOUThEasTERn COnfEREnCE TEaM (2013)
2013 Katherine Grable
2013 Kelci Lewis
sEC aLL-fREshMan TEaM (2013)
2013 Sydnie Dillard
2013 Keara Glover
sEC gyMnasT Of ThE wEEK
2004 Dana McQuillin Jan. 13
2006 Katie Hardman March 14
2007 Cassie Drew March 6
2008 Michelle Stout Feb. 13
2009 Casey Jo Magee Feb. 2
 Casey Jo Magee March 17
2010 Casey Jo Magee March 1
 Casey Jo Magee March 8
2011 Jaime Pisani Feb. 7
 Jaime Pisani Feb. 28
2012 Katherine Grable Jan. 9
 Katherine Grable Jan. 23
 Jaime Pisani March 5
sEC spECiaLisT Of ThE wEEK
2013 Kelci Lewis Feb. 25
sEC fREshMan Of ThE wEEK
2009 Jaime Pisani Jan. 26
 Jaime Pisani Feb. 12
sEC sChOLaR-aThLETE Of ThE yEaR
2011 Michelle Stout
sEC COMMUniTy sERviCE TEaM
2004 Audra Loveless
2005 Katie Hardman
2006 Audra Loveless
2007 Emily Peacock
2008 Emily Peacock
2009 Michelle Stout
2010 Jaime Pisani
2011 Amanda Siebert
2012 Kelci Lewis
2013 Kelci Lewis
sEC COaCh Of ThE yEaR
2008 Mark and René Lyst
nCaa sOUTh CEnTRaL COaCh Of ThE yEaR
2009 Mark and René Lyst
nCaa sOUTh CEnTRaL 
aDMinisTRaTOR Of ThE yEaR
2004 Bev Lewis
2006 Bev Lewis
TEaM CapTains
2003 Brooke Lawrence
 Hannah McLeod
 Dana McQuillin
2004 Kim Harris
 Dana McQuillin
2005 Hannah McLeod
 Dana McQuillin
2006 Cassie Drew
 Mallory Machnik
 Dana McQuillin
2014 Shelby Salmon
 Bailee Zumwalde
Ua OvERaLL aThLETE Of ThE yEaR
(Presented at the Annual Razorback Red Tie Dinner)
2009 Casey Jo Magee
 Michelle Stout
sEC COMMUniTy sERviCE sChOLaRship
2006 Hannah McLeod
nCaa LEaDERship COnfEREnCE 
paRTiCipanT
2006 Hannah McLeod
2008 Michelle Stout
BRanDOn BURLswORTh sChOLaR-aThLETE 
awaRD
2006 Katie Hardman
2008 Emily Peacock
h. BOyD MCwhORTER sChOLaR-aThLETE 
finaLisT
2006 Hannah McLeod
2008 Emily Peacock
hOnORs anD awaRDs
aCaDEMiC hOnORs
In 2011, Arkansas became the first gymnastics program in the Southeastern Conference to be recognized by the NCAA as one of the top performing programs 
in the nation by receiving a public recognition award for its standing among the top 10 percent in the nation in multi-year Academic Progress Rate (APR). The 
Razorbacks were a repeat honoree in 2012. 
“We had a very successful season in the gym and in the classroom,” co-head coach René Lyst, who completed her doctorate in education in 2011, says. “To 
make the Super Six and have our second straight public recognition from the NCAA for our multi-year APR gives us a lot of pride in our team and our program. 
Our goals are to have our student-athletes reach their potential in the gym and in the classroom.”
Arkansas produced eight All-America honors in the gym in 2012 while earning five Scholastic All-America honors from the National Association for Collegiate 
Gymnastics Coaches for Women. Arkansas has placed at least four on the national list every year the program has existed.
Razorbacks on the list for 2012 are Kelci Lewis and Amanda Siebert, Bailee Zumwalde, and graduated seniors Jaime Pisani and Genny Salvatore. Pisani and 
Salvatore tied for the best mark in the nation with perfect 4.0 grade point averages for the year.
sEC aCaDEMiC hOnOR ROLL
2004
Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin
2005
Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Katie Hardman, Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, 
Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Kathy Thompson
2006
Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Melissa Leigh, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod, 
Dana McQuillin, Emily Peacock
2007
Rachel Barnett, Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew, Alex LaChance, Emily Pea-
cock
2008
Samantha Cortez, Allison Daniels, Amy DeFilippo, Alex LaChance, Casey Jo 
Magee, Sarah Nagashima, Emily Peacock, Michelle Stout, Ashly McPherson
2009
Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Alex LaChance, Molly Lewis, Casey Jo Magee, 
Sarah Nagashima, Michelle Stout
2010
Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Molly Lewis, Casey Jo Magee, Sarah Nagashi-
ma, Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore
2011
Stacy Bartlett, Natalie Bohonsky, Kelci Lewis, Jaime Pisani, Genny Salva-
tore, Amanda Siebert, Michelle Stout
2012
Mariah Howdeshell, Kelci Lewis, Jaime Pisani, Shelby Salmon, Jordan Sals-
berg, Genny Salvatore, Amanda Siebert, Scarlett Williams, Bailee Zumwalde
2013
Amy Borsellino, Stephai Canizaro, Kelci Lewis, Scarlett Williams, Bailee Zum-
walde, Shelby Salmon
sEC aCaDEMiC aLL-fREshMan TEaM
2004
Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Kathy Thompson
2005
Samantha Cortez, Emily Peacock
2006
Alex LaChance
2007
Allison Daniels, Casey Jo Magee, Ashly McPherson, Sarah Nagashima, Mi-
chelle Stout
2008
Stacy Bartlett, Molly Lewis
2009
Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore
2010
Kelci Lewis, Amanda Siebert
2011
Bailee Zumwalde
2012
Stephani Canizaro, Sammy Kolbas
2013
Sydnie Dillard, Heather Elswick
sEC sChOLaR-aThLETE Of ThE yEaR
2011
Michelle Stout
nCaa pOsT-gRaDUaTE sChOLaRships
2012
Jaime Pisani, NCAA Winter Sports
2012
Jaime Pisani, NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement
naCgC/w aCaDEMiC hOnORs
sChOLaR-aThLETEs
2003
Whitney Cashwell, Valerie Conroy, Brooke Lawrence, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah 
McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Kylee Small
2004
Jamie Burnette, Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Brooke Lawrence, Melissa Leigh, Audra Love-
less, Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Kathy Thompson
2005
Whitney Cashwell, Katie Hardman, Kim Harris, Brooke Lawrence, Melissa Leigh, Audra 
Loveless, Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Emily Peacock
2006
Rachel Barnett, Whitney Cashwell, Kim Harris, Alex LaChance, Brooke Lawrence, Audra 
Loveless, Hannah McLeod, Dana McQuillin, Emily Peacock
2007
Rachel Barnett, Allison Daniels, Alex LaChance, Emily Peacock, Michelle Stout
2008
Allison Daniels, Samantha Cortez, Emily Peacock, Alex LaChance
2009
Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Sarah Nagashima, Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore
2010
Natalie Bohonsky, Amy DeFilippo, Kelci Lewis, Casey Jo Magee, Sarah Nagashima, Genny 
Salvatore
2011
Stacy Bartlett, Natalie Bohonsky, Kelci Lewis, Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore, Michelle Stout, Bailee Zumwalde
2012
Kelci Lewis, Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore, Amanda Siebert, Bailee Zumwalde
2013
Sydnie Dillard, Samantha Kolbas, kelci Lewis, Bailee Zumwalde
aRKansas’ yEaR-By-yEaR sChOLaR-aThLETE hOnORs
year scholar-athletes sEC honor Roll
2003 8 NA
2004 9 7
2005 9 10
2006 9 8
2007 5 10
2008 4 11
2009 5 9
2010 6 9
2011 7 8
2012 5 11
2013 4 8
aRKansas aLL-TiME gpa
Year GPA Rank AA
2003 3.43 14th 8
2004 3.48 10th 9
2005 3.51 7th 9
2006 3.30 26th 9
2007 3.36 21st 5
2008 3.3008 31st 4
2009 3.43 16th 5
2010 3.4369 16th 6
2011 3.281 N/A 7
2012 3.2692 27th 5
2013 3.1550 53rd
aCaDEMiC hOnORs
Each semester, the University of Arkansas Athletics Department recognizes its student-athletes’ success in the classroom with selection to a department honor 
roll. The Athletics Department honors student-athletes who earn a perfect 4.0 grade point average as Academic Champions. Student-athletes with grade points 
ranging from 3.50-3.99 earn Athletic Directors List honors and those with grades in the 3.00-3.49 range are honored on the Honor Roll.  Here’s a look at the 
Razorbacks’ all-time selections.
aCaDEMiC ChaMpiOn (4.00 gpa)
Fall 2002 Whitney Cashwell, Dana McQuillin
Spring 2003 Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod
Fall 2003 Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod
Spring 2004 Melissa Leigh
Fall 2004 Katie Hardman, Kim Harris, Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod
Spring 2005 Audra Loveless
Fall 2005 Audra Loveless, Alex LaChance
Spring 2006 Rachel Barnett, Audra Loveless, Dana McQuillin
Fall 2006 Rachel Barnett, Allison Daniels, Alex LaChance
Spring 2007 Rachel Barnett, Allison Daniels
Fall 2007 Samantha Cortez, Allison Daniels, Molly Lewis
Spring 2008 Allison Daniels
Fall 2008 Genny Salvatore
Spring 2009 Genny Salvatore
Fall 2009 Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Kelci Lewis, Sarah Nagashima, 
 Genny Salvatore
Spring 2010 Natalie Bohonsky, Amy DeFilippo, Kelci Lewis 
Fall 2010 Stacy Bartlett, Genny Salvatore, Michelle Stout
Spring 2011 Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore, Amanda Siebert, Bailee Zumwalde
Fall 2011 Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore
Spring 2012 Jaime Pisani, Genny Salvatore
Fall 2012 Amy Borsellino
Spring 2013 Samantha Kolbas, Bailee Zumwalde
aThLETiC DiRECTOR’s LisT (3.50-3.99 gpa)
Fall 2002 Valerie Conroy, Kim Harris, Brooke Lawrence, 
 Hannah McLeod, Kylee Small
Spring 2003 Brooke Lawrence, Dana McQuillin, Kylee Small
Fall 2003 Brooke Lawrence, Dana McQuillin, Kylee Small
Spring 2004 Rachel Barnett, Jamie Burnette, Kim Harris, 
 Audra Loveless, Hannah McLeod, 
 Dana McQuillin
Fall 2004 Emily Peacock
Spring 2005 Katie Hardman, Kim Harris, Melissa Leigh, 
 Dana McQuillin, Emily Peacock
Fall 2005 Rachel Barnett, Cassie Drew, Hannah McLeod,
 Dana McQuillin
Spring 2006 Alex LaChance, Hannah McLeod, Emily Peacock
Fall 2006 Emily Peacock
Spring 2007 Alex LaChance, Emily Peacock
Spring 2008 Stacy Bartlett, Samantha Cortez, Casey Jo Magee, 
 Sarah Nagashima, Emily Peacock
Fall 2008 Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Molly Lewis, 
 Casey Jo Magee, Jaime Pisani
Spring 2009 Amy DeFilippo, Alexandra LaChance, 
 Sarah Nagashima, Jaime Pisani
Fall 2009 Jaime Pisani
Spring 2010 Casey Jo Magee, Genny Salvatore, 
 Amanda Siebert
Fall 2010 Natalie Bohonsky, Kelci Lewis, Jaime Pisani
Spring 2011 Stacy Bartlett, Kelci Lewis, Michelle Stout
Fall 2011 Mariah Howdeshell, Shelby Salmon, Amanda 
 Siebert, Bailee Zumwalde
Spring 2012 Kelci Lewis, Amanda Siebert, Bailee Zumwalde
Fall 2012 Sydnie Dillard, Sammy Kolbas, Kelci Lewis, Amanda Siebert, Bailee 
Zumwalde
Spring 2013 Sydnie Dillard, Heather Elswick, Kelci Lewis
hOnOR ROLL (3.00-3.49 gpa)
Fall 2002 Audra Loveless
Spring 2003 Whitney Cashwell, Melissa Leigh
Fall 2003 Whitney Cashwell, Melissa Leigh
Spring 2004 Cassie Drew, Kim Harris
Fall 2004 Rachel Barnett, Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew,
 Dana McQuillin, Kathy Thompson
Spring 2005 Rachel Barnett, Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew, Kathy Thompson
Fall 2005 Katie Hardman, Kelley Owen, Allison Schmohl
Spring 2006 Samantha Cortez, Breanne Guy, Katie Hardman, Melissa Leigh
Fall 2006 Samantha Cortez, Cassie Drew, Sarah Nagashima, Michelle Stout
Spring 2007 Samantha Cortez, Amy DeFilippo, Cassie Drew, Ashly McPherson, 
 Casey Jo Magee, Sarah Nagashima, Michelle Stout
Fall 2007 Stacy Bartlett, Amy DeFilippo, Casey Jo Magee, 
 Kathryn Mashino, Sarah Nagashima, Emily Peacock, Michelle Stout
Spring 2008 Amy DeFilippo, Alex LaChance, Ashly McPherson, Kathryn Mashino, 
 Michelle Stout
Fall 2008 Michelle Stout, Sarah Nagashima
Spring 2009 Stacy Bartlett, Casey Jo Magee, Michelle Stout, Alyssa Strodel
Fall 2009 Amy Borsellino, Molly Lewis, Casey Jo Magee, Amanda Siebert, 
 Michelle Stout
Spring 2010 Stacy Bartlett, Molly Lewis, Sarah Nagashima, Jaime Pisani, 
 Michelle Stout
Fall 2010 Amy Borsellino, Mariah Howdeshell, Shelby Salmon, 
 Bailee Zumwalde
Spring 2011 Natalie Bohonsky, Katherine Grable, Jordan Salsberg
Fall 2011 Stephani Canizaro, Sammy Kolbas, Kelci Lewis, Scarlett Williams
Spring 2012 Amy Borsellino, Stephani Canizaro, Mariah Howdeshell, 
 Sammy Kolbas, Shelby Salmon, 
 Scarlett Williams
Fall 2012 Stephani Canizaro, Heather Elswick, Erin Freier, Scarlett Williams
Spring 2013 Shelby Salmon, Jordan Salsberg, Scarlett Williams
pROgRaM awaRDs
aRKansas sChOLaR-aThLETE Of ThE yEaR
Annual award given to the team member with the 
highest grade point average for the year
2003 Whitney Cashwell
 Valerie Conroy
 Kim Harris
 Brooke Lawrence
 Hannah McLeod
 Dana McQuillin 
 Kylee Small
2004 Valerie Conroy
2005 Melissa Leigh
2006 Audra Loveless
2007 Rachel Barnett,
 Allison Daniels
2008 Allison Daniels 
 Molly  Lewis
2009 Stacy Bartlett
2010 Genny Salvatore
2011 Genny Salvatore
 Kelci Lewis
2012 Genny Salvatore
2013 Kelci Lewis
Dana MCQUiLLin COaChEs awaRD
Annual award given to the team member who rep-
resents the team above and beyond normal expec-
tations
2003 Dana McQuillin
2004 Dana McQuillin
2005 Katie Hardman
2006 Dana McQuillin
2007 Alexandra LaChance
2008 Amy DeFilippo
 Michelle Stout
2009 Sarah Nagashima
2010 Kelci Lewis
2011 Jordan Salsberg
2012 Amy Borsellino
KaTiE haRDMan gyM’BaCK pRiDE awaRD
Created in 2006 for gymnast who displays great 
pride in the program and the Gym’Back experience
2006 Katie Hardman
2007 Cassie Drew
2009 Amy DeFilippo
2010 Amy DeFilippo
 Sarah Nagashima
2011 Stacy Bartlett
2012 Scarlett Williams
2013 Shelby Salmon
MOsT COnsisTEnT pERfORMER
(Only awarded in 2005)
2005 Emily Peacock
MOsT iMpROvED gyMnasT
Annual award for most improved gymnast for the 
season
2003 Brooke Lawrence
2004 Cassie Drew
2005 Rachel Barnett
2006 Alexandra LaChance
2007 Casey Jo Magee
2008 Sarah Nagashima
2010 Mariah Howdeshell
2011 Jordan Salsberg
2012 Jordan Salsberg
2013 Kelci Lewis
MOsT OUTsTanDing  gyMnasT
Annual award for most outstanding gymnast of the 
season
2004 Dana McQuillin
2005 Dana McQuillin
2006 Emily Peacock
2007 Emily Peacock
2008 Casey Jo Magee
2009 Casey Jo Magee
 Michelle Stout
2010 Casey Jo Magee
 Jaime Pisani
2011 Jaime Pisani
2012 Katherine Grable
 Jaime Pisani
2013 Katherine Grable
iROn gyM’BaCK awaRD
Created in 2012 in honor of those who compete in 
all four events in every meet of their career
2012 Jaime Pisani
saManTha CORTEz LEaDERship awaRD
(Awarded in 2008 and 2010)
Awarded to the Razorback who exemplifies leader-
ship both in and out of the gym
2008  Samantha Cortez
2010 Amy DeFilippo 
 Casey Jo Magee 
 Sarah Nagashima
2012 Jaime Pisani
spiRiT awaRD
(Awarded in 2005, 2009, 2011, 2012)
2005 Mallory Machnik
2009 Molly Lewis
2011 Bailee Zumwalde
2012 Bailee Zumwalde
2013  Bailee Zumwalde
gEnny saLvaTORE shining spiRiT awaRD
Created in 2012 in honor of those who inspire their 
teammates
2012 Genny Salvatore
MOsT OUTsTanDing  nEwCOMER
(Created in 2009)
2009 Jaime Pisani
2011 Katherine Grable
2013  Sydnie Dillard
ashLEy Binns/vaLERiE COnROy sERviCE 
awaRD
Created in 2006 for gymnast or team member who 
demonstrates service to her team and teammates
2006 Valerie Conroy
2007 Ashley Binns
2010 Ashley Binns
LETTERwinnERs
aLphaBETiCaL
B
Barnett, Rachel -------------------------------------- 2004-07
Bartlett, Stacy --------------------------------------- 2008-11
Bates, Emily----------------------------------------2014-pres.
Berry, Tiffany --------------------------------------------- 2003
Bohonsky, Natalie ---------------------------------- 2010-11
Borsellino, Amy -------------------------------------- 2010-13
Burnette, Jamie ------------------------------------- 2004-05
C
Canizaro, Stephani ------------------------------2012-pres.
Cashwell, Whitney -------------------------------------- 2003
Conroy, Valerie ------------------------------------------- 2003
Cortez, Samantha ---------------------------------- 2005-08
D
Daniels, Allison -------------------------------------- 2007-08
DeFilippo, Amy --------------------------------------- 2007-10
Dillard, Sydnie-------------------------------------2013-pres.
Drew, Cassie ----------------------------------------- 2004-07
E
Elswick, Heather ---------------------------------2013-pres.
Ellsworth, Cailee ---------------------------------2014-pres.
f
Freier, Erin ------------------------------------------2013-pres.
g
Grable, Katherine --------------------------------2011-pres.
Guy, Breanne ----------------------------------------- 2006-07
Glover, Keara --------------------------------------2013-pres.
h
Hardman, Katie -------------------------------------- 2003-06
Harris, Kim--------------------------------------------- 2003-05
Howdeshell, Mariah ------------------------------- 2009-12
K
Kolbas, Sammy -----------------------------------2012-pres.
L
LaChance, Alex -------------------------------------- 2006-09
Lawrence, Brooke --------------------------------------- 2003
Leigh, Melissa ---------------------------------------- 2003-06
Lewis, Kelci ------------------------------------------- 2010-13
Lewis, Molly ------------------------------------------ 2008-09
Loveless, Audra ------------------------------------- 2003-06
M
McLeod, Hannah ------------------------------------ 2003-06
McPherson, Ashly ---------------------------------- 2007-08
McQuillin, Dana-------------------------------------- 2003-06
Machnik, Mallory ----------------------------------- 2005-07
Magee, Casey Jo ----------------------------------- 2007-10
Maschino, Kathryn -------------------------------------- 2008
n
Nagashima, Sarah ---------------------------------- 2007-10
Nelson, Samanth ---------------------------------2014-pres.
O
Owen, Kelley ---------------------------------------------- 2006
p
Peacock, Emily--------------------------------------- 2005-08
Pisani, Jaime ----------------------------------------- 2009-12
R
Ryder, Paris ----------------------------------------2014-pres.
s
Salmon, Shelby -----------------------------------2011-pres.
Salsberg, Jordan ------------------------------------ 2011-13
Salvatore, Genevieve ----------------------------- 2009-12
Schmohl, Allison ----------------------------------------- 2006
Small, Kylee ------------------------------------------------ 2003
Siebert, Amanda ------------------------------------ 2010-12
Stout, Michelle -------------------------------------- 2007-11
Strodel, Alyssa ------------------------------------------- 2009
T
Thompson, Kathy ----------------------------------- 2004-05
w
Williams, Scarlett --------------------------------2011-pres.
Wellick, Amanda ---------------------------------2014-pres.
z
Zumwalde, Bailee -------------------------------2011-pres.
By sTaTE
 
aRKansas
McPherson, Ashly (Springdale)
Owen, Kelley (Pine Bluff)
Siebert, Amanda (Springdale)
CaLifORnia
DeFilippo, Amy (Torrance)
Bates, Emily (Visalia)
fLORiDa
Berry, Tiffany (Ocoee)
Burnette, Jamie (New Port Richey)
Guy, Breanne (Bradenton)
Leigh, Melissa (Orlando)
McLeod, Hannah (Orlando)
Small, Kylee (Gainesville)
iLLinOis
Kolbas, Sammy (Naperville)
Wellick, Amanda (Wheaton)
inDiana
Salmon, Shelby (Noblesville)
Kansas
Salavatore, Genevieve (Lawrence)
LOUisiana
Machnik, Mallory (Monroe)
Williams, Scarlett (Baton Rouge)
 
 
MaRyLanD
Harris, Kim (Potomac)
 
MassaChUsETTs
Nelson, Samantha (Peabody)
MiChigan
Freier, Erin (Westland)
MinnEsOTa
Zumwalde, Bailee (St. Cloud)
Mississippi
Canizaro, Stephani (Nesbit)
Salsberg, Jordan (Gulfport)
nEw jERsEy
Cortez, Samantha (Verona)
Borsellino, Amy (Boonton)
McQuillin, Dana (West Orange)
Pisani, Jaime (Ringwood)
nEw yORK
LaChance, Alexandra (New Windsor)
Ryder, Paris (Dix Hills)
Stout, Michelle (Endwell)
nORTh CaROLina
Drew, Cassie (Raleigh)
OKLahOMa
Barnett, Rachel (Oklahoma City)
Lewis, Kelci (Collinsville)
Loveless, Audra (Bridge Creek)
Glover, Keara (Oklahoma City)
Maschino, Kathryn (Edmond)
OREgOn
Bartlett, Stacy (Tualatin)
Magee, Casey Jo (Eugene)
TExas
Bohonsky, Natalie (Plano)
Conroy, Valerie (Plano)
Daniels, Allison (Kingwood)
Dillard, Sydnie (Fairview)
Elswick, Heather (Austin)
Hardman, Katie (Buda)
Howdeshell, Mariah (Sachse)
Lawrence, Brooke (Odessa)
Lewis, Molly (Plano)
Peacock, Emily (San Antonio)
Schmohl, Allison (Allen)
Thompson, Kathy (Houston)
viRginia
Cashwell, Whitney (Virginia Beach)
washingTOn
Nagashima, Sarah (Seattle)
Strodel, Alyssa (Carnation)
wisCOnsOn
Grable, Katherine (Oshkosh)
BaRnhiLL RECORDs
vaULT
 Opponent Date Score
1. #3 Georgia 2/20/2009 49.450
2. #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 49.425
3. #25 LSU 1/20/2012 49.400
4. #9 Nebraska 2/24/2012 49.375
5. #18 Minnesota 3/6/2009 49.350
6. #5 Oklahoma 2/5/2012 49.350
7. #1 Florida 1/23/2009 49.325
8.  #9 Oklahoma 3/15/2008 49.300
 #16 Auburn 2/5/2010 49.300
10. #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 49.275
UnEvEn BaRs
 Opponent Date Score
1. #25 LSU 1/20/2012 49.450
2.  #18 Minnesota 3/2/2012 49.375
3. #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 49.350
4. Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/2004 49.300
5. #23 Kentucky 1/13/2012 49.275
 #40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010 49.275
7.  #16 Auburn 2/5/2010 49.250
8. NCAA Regional 4/7/2012 49.225
9. #18 Kentucky 2/24/2006 49.200
 #1 Florida 2/25/2011 49.200
BaLanCE BEaM
 Opponent Date Score
1. #11 Arizona 3/12/2004 49.375
2. #16 Auburn 2/5/2010 49.350
3. #3 Alabama* 2/27/2004 49.300
4. Gym’Back Quad 3/19/2005 49.275
5. #10 Missouri 2/13/2004 49.250
6. Arkansas Quad 2 3/23/2007 49.225
 #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 49.225
8.  NCAA Regional 4/7/2012 49.175
 #14 LSU 2/6/2004 49.175
10. #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 49.150
fLOOR ExERCisE
 Opponent Date Score
1. Gym’Back Inv. 3/5/2004 49.525
2. #25 LSU 1/20/2012 49.425
 #14 Louisiana State* 2/6/2004 49.425
4. #29 Auburn* 1/23/2004 49.425
5. #23 Kentucky 1/13/2012 49.400
 #36 Washington 3/12/2006 49.400
7. #40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010 49.375
 #1 Florida 1/23/2009 49.375 
9. #18 Minnesota 3/6/2009 49.350
 #9 Oklahoma 3/21/2008 49.350
 #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 49.350
inDiviDUaL RECORDs
Vault:
Katherine Grable*    #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 9.95
Bars:
Jaime Pisani*           #25 LSU 1/20/2012 9.95
Beam:
Casey Jo Magee*       #2 Oklahoma 3/19/2010   9.95
Floor:
Jaime Pisani              #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 9.975 
All-Around:
Jaime Pisani*             #13 Auburn 2/3/2012      39.725
Barnhill arena Team scores
 OPPONENT DATE VAULT BARS BEAM FLOOR TOTAL
1. #25 LSU 1/20/2012 49.400 49.450 48.950 49.425 197.225
2. #4 Alabama 2/22/2013 49.425 49.175 49.150 49.350 197.100
3. #16 Auburn 2/5/2010 49.300 49.250 49.350 49.125 197.025
4. #40 Pittsburgh 3/12/2010 49.175 49.275 49.050 49.375 196.875
5. NCAA Regional 4/7/2012 49.200 49.225 49.175 49.225 196.825
6. #13 Auburn 2/3/2012 49.275 49.350 49.225 48.950 196.800
7. #12 Kentucky 1/29/2010 49.250 49.175 49.100 49.225 196.750
8. #3 Georgia 2/20/2009 49.450 49.000 49.000 49.275 196.725 
9. #1 Florida 2/25/2011 49.250 49.200 49.100 49.150 196.700
10. #23 Kentucky 1/13/2012 49.075 49.275 48.900 49.400 196.650
ALL-TIME NGCA/W
ATTENDANCE RANKINGS
 2003  #4 (4739)
 2004 #4 (4401)
 2005  #6 (3414)
 2006 #11 (2474)
 2007 #12 (2318)
 2008 #15 (2190)
 2009 #10 (2587)
 2010 #11 (2505)
 2011 #11 (2384)
 2012 #8 (3,081)
 2013 #10 (3,440)
BARNHILL ATTENDANCE TOP 10
 Attend. Opponent Date     
1. 5,537 #25 LSU 1-20-12
2. 5,525 #4 Alabama 1-24-03
3. 5,427 #5 Florida 2-17-03
4. 5,278 #1 Florida 2-1-13
5. 5,187 #14 LSU 2-6-04
6. 4,893 Gym’Back Inv. 3-5-04
7. 4,732 #4 Georgia 2-21-03
8. 4,617 Alabama 2-25-05
9. 4,430 #4 Florida 2-18-05
10. 4,231 #16 Denver 2-10-03
